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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Motivation 
 

Human development and the earth’s health need to go hand in hand for humanity's survival. Global 

energy demand is growing fast because of the fast-increasing population and rapid economic 

development across the world. Earlier centuries witnessed enormous development at the cost of 

the environment with a significant impact on its health. With increasing awareness, the demand 

arose for energy sources with a minimal footprint on the environment, such as the low-carbon 

footprint of electricity originating from renewable energy sources. Nowadays, 81% of the energy 

demand globally is fulfilled through fossil fuels, 14% is met through renewable energy sources 

(with a major contribution coming from biomass and wood followed by solar, wind turbine, 

geothermal and other sources, and about 5% is met by nuclear energy [1]. With the phenomenal, 

expected rise from the current 8.02 billion to about 9.20 billion in the world population in the year 

2040, there is immense pressure to develop and transform this energy sector, despite numerous 

challenges. In 2016, the share of renewable energy in global energy consumption was 20.4% [2]. 

This percentage of share is based on the installed renewable technologies, which enhance the net 

energy generating capacity by 61% [3]. 

Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the universe and constitutes about 90% of all atoms in 

the universe. It is a clean secondary energy carrier because it stores and transports energy produced 

from other resources (fossil fuels, water, biomass, and solar). Hydrogen plays a vital role in the 

decarbonization of the energy sector. The energy storage potential of hydrogen with immense 

possibilities, also comes with many challenges. Hydrogen is not economically competitive with its 

fossil counterparts and requires significant cost reduction in its production and distribution sections 

[4]. To diversify the sources of the energy sector and play an important role in replacing oil, there 

is a dire need for the development of storage techniques for hydrogen-related society in the near 

future. The hydrogen economy can combine different renewable energy systems, especially needed 

for several high-grade energy-demanding areas, such as transportation and construction industries 

(see Figure 1) where complete carbonization is extremely difficult. Figure 1 depicts how hydrogen 

can fit into the renewable energy chain as an energy carrier. 

Compared to the combustion of traditional fuels, the heat combustion of hydrogen demonstrates 

better efficiency for the same amount of fuel (Table 1) [5]. For meeting the short and long-term 

imbalances in the energy demand and supply, heat combustion of hydrogen is especially useful for 

countries with seasonal high-energy demands. Therefore, hydrogen can work as a missing link 

between hard-to-decarbonize sectors. 
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Figure 1: Representation showing end uses of energy, including hydrogen in the chain of 

variable renewable energy (VRE). [4] copyright 2018 International Renewable Energy Agency. 

 

 
Table 1: Energy densities of different fuels upon combustion [5].  

 
Fuel type The energy density (kcal/gram) 

Hydrogen      34.0 

Petroleum 10.3-8.4 

                             Paraffin 10.3-9.8 

      Graphite(coal)    7.8 

                             Wood    4.2 

 

Price is the major driving force for renewable energy, which is expected to decrease with increasing 

research into renewable resources. The energy density in hydrogen is the highest per unit mass (34 

kcal/gram) compared to other known fuels (see Table 1). Besides, hydrogen has the advantage of 

pollution-free combustion, and greater efficiency, with no limitation on quantity available, as in 

the case of fossil fuels which are exhaustible and nonrenewable. Resultantly, the development of 

hydrogen technology using renewable resources can produce 100% environment-friendly fuels. An 

energy-dispersive society around the world gives more energy security to developing nations. 

Effective storage and transport of energy will reduce the dependency on fossil fuels of a few 

nations, in case of crises and disasters, such as the 1970s energy crisis and the ongoing Russia-
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Ukraine war (since 2022) when Europe is facing a huge energy crisis because of blockage and non-

supply of energy from Russia due to ongoing conflict state.  

Hydrogen gas can be obtained by using an electrolyser operating with water (an electrolyser 

converts water into hydrogen and oxygen through electrolysis). Hydrogen can be used at room 

temperature (300 K) and has high mobility. It can be loaded and unloaded easily and safely, 

especially when using nanomaterial hydride systems with very small diffusion lengths.  

For hydrogen storage, metal hydrides (MH) are powerful options. The challenging tasks are to 

improve the kinetics and tailor the MH’s thermodynamic properties. MH can be studied at the 

nano-metric scale to examine these characteristics; at the nano-metric scale alloy compositions can 

be easily modified. By studying fundamental properties, we add useful knowledge to developing 

systems with desired requirements. Nanostructures have the advantage of fast kinetics, different 

thermodynamics, and interaction with hydrogen in comparison to bulk, leading to a greater 

possibility of better control over the performance of MH. At the nano-metric scale, various 

interesting properties changes, such as in optical and electrical properties, are observed compared 

to the bulk. Semiconductor-metal transitions have also been observed at the nanoscale [6]. 

Absorption of hydrogen in bulk metals commonly occurs in interstitial sites, which leads to in a 

three-dimensional lattice expansion. In the nanoscale system of a thin film that adheres to a solid 

and rigid substrate, hydrogen absorption-related compressive stresses are developed in the in-plane 

direction because of the constraint condition [7]. These in-plane stresses can reach up to the GPa 

range, while in out-of-plane, they have zero value [7]. As opposed to freely expandable bulk metals 

in all three orthogonal dimensions, thin films attached to the rigid substrate can expand freely only 

in the out-of-plane direction. The amplitude of this out-of-plane expansion can be calculated using 

linear elastic theory; expansion changes linearly with applied in-plane stress [8, 9]. This results in 

an anisotropic stress field, which gives rise to anisotropic position shifts of the lattice atoms in the 

metal in x-, y-, and z-directions. Hence, the interaction between hydrogen atoms in the metal lattice 

(H-H interaction) appears with directional dependency, impacting the thermodynamics of the phase 

transition in the metal-hydrogen system of interest [10, 11]. For this purpose, a metal system with 

well-studied bulk properties like niobium (Nb) [12, 13], vanadium (V) [13, 14, 15], palladium (Pd) 

[13, 16], or yttrium (Y) [13] will offer the advantage of having repeatedly verified reference data 

for vigorous comparison; of these metallic elements, vanadium is the lightest element for energy 

storage devices weight consideration. 

Against the above backdrop, the present thesis focuses on the study of vanadium thin metal films 

and their hydrogen absorption behavior. It evaluates the changes in properties due to hydrogen 

uptake. From the application point of view, thin films have several advantages over bulk metals 

counterparts due to their large surface area, fast charging and discharging rate, and good heat 

transfer [17]. Modified properties can be easily achieved by decreasing the thickness of the adhered 

film: for metal-hydrogen thin films, the critical temperature closing the miscibility gap can be 

significantly lowered, which may be beneficial for some applications [18, 19]. 
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For many metal-hydrogen systems, protection from oxidation poses a challenge. Exposure of 

vanadium films to oxygen partial pressures of 10-7 mbar [17] can result in hydrogenation and 

dehydrogenation rates dropping to zero within a few seconds. For thin vanadium films, oxidation 

can be prevented by adding protective surface coatings, like Pd-layers [17]. 

After the system size changes from bulk to the nanometer scale, the surface-to-volume ratio 

changes, and for nanocrystalline materials offering additional grain boundaries, the interface-to-

volume ratio becomes large. Compared to the bulk metals, these contributions from the surface and 

the interface become more relevant in nanometer dimensions and are expected to change the 

properties of the system [7]. 

Bloch et al. [20] documented that vanadium films with thickness ranging from 50 nm to 100 nm 

show bulk-like behavior for hydrogen absorption. Therefore, it will be interesting to study the 

behavior of vanadium film having a thickness of <50 nm. Thickness-correlating effects are 

expected to modify the V-H thermodynamics. Stress arises out of the mismatch between the 

metallic film and the rigid substrate, whose release depends on the film's thickness. The elastic 

strain energy can affect the hydrogen site occupancy. In the case of Fe/V multilayers, Andersson 

et al. reported on hydrogen, preferring to occupy in-plane (xy) interstitial sites of a (100) oriented 

V film. Only when all the allowed interstitial sites in the xy plane have filled the sites along the 

out-of-plane (z)-direction start to be occupied [21, 22]. 

Nanocrystalline vanadium films are developed and used in this work by depositing them on glass 

substrates at room temperature to facilitate faster reaction rates. The adhesion between the film and 

the substrate is modified, allowing for different constraint conditions and lateral stress situations. 

The effect of biaxial compressive stress between the substrate and the thin film leads to different 

H-H interactions compared to the bulk system and the different conditions. The change in the 

electromotive force (EMF) and optical properties induced by hydrogen uptake is studied with the 

help of EMF measurements and optical light transmittance and reflectance (hydrogenography). To 

gain insights into the sample behavior on a local scale, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was 

performed. It allows visualization of the stress release mechanism surface traces. 

 

1.2 Outline of the thesis 
 

The current thesis focuses on the hydrogenation of thin vanadium films with special emphasis on 

the influence of different adhesion interlayers, including interlayers with different special adhesion 

(mixed-adhesion interlayers). The corresponding adhesion is considered, and the stress 

development, the optical and electromotive force behavior, and local surface changes are studied 

in depth in this thesis.  

This thesis is structured into the following chapters:  
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▪ Chapter 1 describes the current status of the research work, its challenges, and the objective 

of the thesis.  

▪ Chapter 2 contains the theoretical background of metal-hydrogen systems, which includes 

the stress-induced volume expansion and the elastic stress increase related to hydrogen 

absorption (linear elastic theory). 

▪ Chapter 3 briefly describes the experimental techniques used in this research  and shows 

 the state of as-prepared samples. 

▪ Chapter 4 presents the experimental results of in-situ hydrogen loading (performed by gas 

phase or electrochemical loading) on 30 nm vanadium thin films with different interlayers. 

This chapter is divided into four sub-chapters by experimental techniques: 4.1 

Hydrogenography, 4.2 Electromotive Force (EMF), 4.3 Stress Measurement, and 4.4 

Application of the thermodynamical DOS model to the data. The results of individual 

experiments are briefly explained in each section. 

▪ Chapter 5 presents the results of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) measurements 

on V-films with no interlayer. 

▪ Chapter 6 combines all results and presents a global interpretation of the results. This 

chapter provides the essence of the stress development and the microstructural changes 

occurring in V-H thin films and their influence on the optical behavior, 

▪ Chapter 7 summarizes this thesis and provides an outlook and future direction for the next 

steps. 
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Chapter 2 

Hydrogen in Metals Films 

This chapter presents a comprehensive theoretical introduction to the thermodynamic and kinetic 

aspects of hydrogen absorption in metal-hydrogen (Me-H) systems. The solubility of H in 

vanadium and palladium, and the related phase diagrams (section 2.1) are also presented. This 

chapter also evaluates the differences between thin films and bulk material (section 2.2) and 

presents the calculation of the mechanical stress in V-films by using the theory of linear elasticity 

(section 2.3). Common stress release mechanisms of thin films are also addressed (section 2.4). 

Section 2.5 of this chapter focuses on the optical properties of metals with an emphasis on thin 

films. 

 

2.1 Hydrogen in Metals 

 

2.1.1 Interstitial sites solution 

 

Due to their small size, hydrogen atoms introduced in a metal host lattice are absorbed in interstitial 

sites of the host lattice, typically known as tetrahedral sites (T-sites) and octahedral sites (O-sites). 

The preferred occupancy of these interstitial sites depends on the host metal-lattice structure. For 

the case of a body center cubic (bcc) crystal structure, like the vanadium metal, the hydrogen atoms 

have the availability of three octahedral and six tetrahedral sites per host metal atom, see Figure 

2.1 [13]. Figure 2.1 shows an anisotropy exist between the Me-H distance from the O-sites, in the 

bcc crystal structure. The preferential position hydrogen atoms occupied in the bcc lattice are 

usually T- sites, not all sites are available to be occupied according to Westlake’s criterion [23]. At 

low concentrations, hydrogen occupies T-sites randomly. At higher concentrations (discussed in 

the following sections) hydrogen changes its occupancy from T-sites to O-sites. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Bcc crystal structure showing the interstitial octahedral (O-sites, left image) and 

tetrahedral sites (T-sites, right image), available for hydrogen occupation [13]. The big hollow 

circles present the host metal atoms in the unit cell, the dark small circles present the theoretically 
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possible interstitial sites that hydrogen can occupy. Reproduced with permission [13]. Copyright 

2005 Springer.  

 

2.1.2 Hydrogen absorption-induced lattice expansion in bulk Me-H systems 

 

The introduction of the hydrogen atom in an isotropic metal crystal lattice that can freely expand 

in all spatial directions induces a volume expansion ∆𝑉. If it is assumed that the volume occupied 

by one hydrogen atom is ∆𝑣 and the number of hydrogen atoms dissolved in the metal crystal is 𝑛, 

then the volume change of the metal due to the presence of hydrogen atoms is ∆𝑉 = ∆𝑣 ∙ 𝑛. The 

initial volume of the metal crystal (without hydrogen) can be roughly calculated using the following 

formula  𝑉 = 𝑁 ∙′Ω, where N is the number of metal atoms in a metal crystal with the volume of 

′Ω. Thus, the relative change of volume caused by the hydrogen absorption can be given as 
∆𝑉

𝑉
=

𝑐𝐻 ∙
∆𝑣

′Ω
 where 𝑐𝐻 =

𝑛

𝑁
. Besides this relative volume change for interstitial hydrogen randomly 

distributed in a cubic crystal, can also be approximately expressed in terms of the lattice parameter 

‘a’ of the host metal [14]: 

 

                                                             
∆𝑉

𝑉
≈ 3 ∙

∆𝑎

𝑎
= 𝑐𝐻

∆𝑣

′Ω
                                                (2.1) 

Equation (2.1) presents a linear relationship between the relative volume change and the hydrogen 

concentration 𝑐𝐻 [H/M], applicable for the defect-free metal. This linear increase of lattice 

parameter is experimentally verified for most of the metals [14]. Experimentally, ratios  
∆𝑣

′Ω
 and 

∆𝑎

𝑎
 

can be measured by X-ray diffraction (XRD) via lattice parameter measurement or by 

dilatometrically measurement at several concentrations 𝑐𝐻.  

For a V single crystal and for low H concentrations (up to the solubility limit of about 0.03 H/V 

(VH0.03) at room temperature, the following dependency was determined by using dilatometry [24]: 

 

                             
∆𝑎

𝑎
= 0.063 ∙ 𝑐𝐻 and     

∆𝑉

𝑉
= 0.189 ∙ 𝑐𝐻                                    (2.2) 

For the Pd metal, the expansion coefficient is 
∆𝑉

𝑉
= 0.19 [14]. 

 

2.1.3 Mechanical stress due to hydride formation in bulk Me-H systems 

 

Equation 2.2 given above suggests a jump in the lattice expansion in two-phase region because as 

the local hydrogen concentration differs according to the equilibrium concentration. Therefore, 

misfit or interface stress can be released by dislocations. Schober (1973) [25] and Makenas and 

Birnbaum (1980) [26] showed the occurrence of dislocations for the Nb samples surrounding the 
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hydride positions by electron microscopy. They even confirmed the emission of extrinsic 

dislocation loops into the matrix, as shown in Figure 2.2 given below. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: TEM image of dislocations generated at the location of the hydride in a Nb-sample. 

Also, dislocation loops are visible. Source: Makenas and Birnbaum [26]. Adapted with 

permission from [26] , copyright 1979 Elsevier.   

 

2.1.4 V-H binary bulk system 

 

The phase diagram of vanadium-hydrogen (V-H) had been intensively studied and investigated in 

the 1970s via XRD, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and differential thermal analysis 

(DTA) [27, 28], as summarized in [29, 30, 31]. Different graphical presentations of the V-H phase 

diagram are present in various textbooks on metal hydrogen systems and are also presented in this 

chapter briefly. Figure 2.3 presents the V-H phase diagram reproduced from the study by Pesch 

[32]. Here, cH= H/V is the hydrogen concentration (0 H/V < cH < 1 H/V), and T is the temperature 

of the system (0 K < T < 500 K). 
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Figure 2.3: The phase diagram of hydrogen in bulk V crystal reproduced from [32], different 

areas having different phases are labeled as α, ά, β1, β2 , and δ. Phase boundaries at room 

temperature 298 K are plotted with the red line: H-V α-solubility = 0.03 H/V, α+β1= 0.03 -0.47 

H/V, β1 = 0.47 – 0.67 H/V, and so on. Copyright 1982 W.Pesch. 

 

The low-concentration phase α is considered to be a lattice gas while the high-concentration phase 

ά is described as a lattice liquid phase [33]. The only difference between these two disordered 

interstitial alloy phases is that the lattice parameter increases linearly with the rise in hydrogen 

concentration. Both phases are bcc lattice structures. β1 is called the lattice crystal/ordered hydride 

phase. It possesses a bct lattice structure, with a c/a-ratio of c/a ⁓1.1 [13]. β1 differs from β2 by an 

order-to-disorder transition: in the ordered β1 phase half of the interstitial sites are occupied 

statistically [31]. For the bulk V-H system, the critical temperature Tc is around close to ⁓ 200°C/ 

473 K which separates the homogeneous phase from the two-phase region. 

Figure 2.4 shows the location of interstitial sites in the body-centered cubic/ body-centered 

tetragonal (bcc/bct) lattices because the hydrogen occupancy changes from the T-sites in the α 

phase to the Oz -sites in the β1 and the β2 phases. This shift of site occupancy from the T-site to the 

Oz site occurs through a reconfiguration of four T sites to a laterally distorted 4T site, as presented 

in Figure 2.4 [34]. The origin of this effect is a change in the self-trapping energy with increasing 

hydrogen concentration. 
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Figure 2.4:  

Schematic drawing of the interstitial sites in a 

bcc/bct lattice. The geometrical locations of the 

Oz, Tz, and Tx(y) interstitial sites are indicated 

by the symbols ,  , and  , respectively. 

At room temperature marked by the red line in Figure 2.3, three different phases, labeled as α, β1, 

and β2   are relevant. In the solid solution α-phase, hydrogen occupies T sites randomly. Above the 

solid solution limit, β1 starts to nucleate and turn into phase β2, for higher concentrations. In the bct 

structure, hydrogen preferentially occupies the Oz sites, as reported by previous studies [35, 36, 

37]. 

At room temperature, there exists a two-phase region (miscibility gap, labeled as α+β1) in the 

concentration range between 0.03 H/V and 0.47 H/V. In this miscibility gap, the phase 

transformation from α to β1 occurs with increasing concentration. All other phases of higher 

concentrations are out of the scope of this work.  

The formation of vanadium hydride V2H (0.5 H/V) occurs at 10-5 mbar hydrogen partial pressure, 

at room temperature. 

 

2.1.5 Pd-H binary bulk system 

 

A thin Pd cap layer is used to cover the sample surface to avoid oxidation of the underlying 

vanadium layer and improve the hydrogen absorption reaction. Therefore, the bulk Pd-H Phase 

diagram is briefly discussed in this section. More details on the H adsorption by Pd can be found 

in Ref. [13]. 

The Pd-H lattice has an fcc lattice structure that upon hydrogen uptake results in a hydrogen filling 

of the interstitial O-sites. The α-phase of the Pd-H bulk system solves up to cH = 0.01 H/Pd at 298 

K [13, 38], as shown in Figure 2.5. Further uptake of hydrogen gives rise to the ά phase. At room 

temperature, the miscibility gap during the presence of two-phase region α+ ά exists between 0.01 

H/Pd to about 0.6 H/Pd.  
At room temperature of about 298 K, the formation of ά palladium hydride occurs at a pressure of 

20 mbar (2×103 Pa) hydrogen partial pressure, which is much higher than the formation pressure 

of vanadium hydride V2H at 10-5 mbar (10-3 Pa). At room temperature and 10-5 mbar hydrogen 

partial pressure, the calculated concentration in the Pd is only cH = 1.3×10-5 H/Pd. The ratio in the 

solubility defined as k= [cH in Pd]/[cH in V] is about k⁓10-4. Thus, at 10-5 mbar partial pressure, the 

hydrogen concentration (cH) in Pd can be ignored compared to cH in V. 
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Figure 2.5: Phase diagram of the palladium-hydrogen system [39, 38]. The red line marks 298 

K. Source: Reproduced with permission [13]. Copyright 2005 Springer Nature. 

 

2.2 Me-H thin films 
 

2.2.1 Difference between the bulk and the thin film system 

 

Many differences emerge in the physical behavior of bulk and thin film systems for the same 

composition and metal, arising from the difference in microstructure, and the presence of a 

stabilizer needed for the film stability [7, 16]. For the thin film system, a reduction in the system 

dimension changes the related boundary conditions. Therefore, the elastic properties show 

anisotropies and high mechanical stress in the GPa range arise in the thin film system [7, 40, 41]. 

 

For thin films deposited on flat substrates, mechanical stress appears mainly in the in-plane 

direction. It can affect different material properties such as the chemical potential and width of a 

semiconductor band gap [7, 42, 43]. For metal hydride systems it can change thermodynamic 

properties such as the hydrogen-hydrogen interaction  [10, 21, 44], thereby affecting the solubility 

limits [7] or the critical temperature of the miscibility gap between two phases [45, 46]. Besides, 

very high mechanical stress can destabilize the hydride phase itself, as reported by Wagner et al. 

[44]. 
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2.2.2 Intrinsic stress in thin films 

 

Thin films usually experience mechanical stress in their as-deposited condition, also defined as 

intrinsic stresses, due to the deposition process or the mismatch between the thin film and the 

substrate lattice parameter. When high temperatures are used in the deposition process, different 

thermal expansion coefficients of the different materials result in additional mechanical stress. 

Intrinsic stress commonly occurs in the order of ±100 MPa for thermally evaporated films, up to 

±800 MPa for sputtered deposited films [47, 48], or in the range of ±2 GPa for laser-deposited 

films [49, 50]. These latter methods can result in atom peening or ions forming intrinsic defects 

[51]. The kinetic energy of the deposited material and the working pressure of deposition can 

change the film stress state from compressive to tensile [49, 52, 53, 54]. Therefore, due to the 

above-mentioned reasons, the intrinsic stress of the film should be considered as a factor affecting 

the film’s properties. Nevertheless, intrinsic stress is not determined in this thesis, as all the films 

were deposited under the same conditions. Thus, hydrogen-related effects were considered. In 

forthcoming works, intrinsic stress contribution should be added. 

 

2.2.3 Mechanical stress due to interstitial absorption and hydride formation 

 

Thin metal films deposited on the rigid substrates are subjected to high in-plane stresses upon 

hydrogen absorption. As mentioned before, this stress can have remarkable influence on the 

thermodynamics of the Me-H systems [7, 55]. Furthermore, the thin film microstructure can change 

the terminal solubility of hydrogen compared to the common bulk microstructure [7]. This part 

presents fundamental aspects of Me-H systems while focusing on V-H and Pd-H systems. Further 

details regarding this topic can be obtained from Ref. [29]. 

 

2.3 V-H thin films 

 

2.3.1 Linear elastic theory of hydrogen-loaded V-films adhered to the substrate  

 

In section 2.1.2 of this chapter, it was discussed how (homogeneous) hydrogen absorption in bulk 

Me-H systems can lead to hydrogen-induced lattice expansion ε0. This lattice expansion takes place 

homogeneously in all three-orthogonal directions (x, y, and z). Thus, this situation can be regarded 

as stress-free, see Figure 2.6 (a). In contrast, in case of a thin film clamped to a rigid substrate, the 

in-plane expansion is restricted due to adhesion to the substrate, see Figure 2.6 (b). This results in 

compressive in-plane stress that increases with increasing hydrogen concentration. Because of the 

Poisson effect, this gives rise to an additional expansion in the out-of-plane direction, as shown in 

Figures 2.6 (b) and (c). This compressive stress can be as of several GPa [7, 8, 12]. 
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Figure 2.6: Schematic presentation of stress and strain developed during hydrogen-induced 

lattice expansion: (a) 3-dimensional volume expansion of bulk metal by ε0 upon hydrogen 

absorption, (b) one-dimensional expansion of film clamped to a rigid substrate, (c) Biaxial-stress 

working in the film and the resulting expansion in the out-of-plane direction. Adapted with 

permission from [56]. copyright 2014 Elsevier.  

 

Figures 2.6 (a), (b), and (c) demonstrate how the above-mentioned biaxial compression originating 

from the expansion of a hydrogen-absorbing film, leads to the film one-dimensional expansion: 

The stress and the strain of a freely expanded metal film that is ideally adhered onto a rigid substrate 

can be calculated by doing a Gedanken experiment [8, 56]. In Figure 2.6 (a) the bulk metal or the 

free-standing film is allowed to strain freely in all directions (ε0= εxx = εyy  = εzz) upon hydrogen 

absorption in a completely stress-free state (σxx = σyy = σzz = 0). 

 
In Figure 2.6 (b) the metal film adhered to a substrate and due to this boundary constraint in the in-

plane directions, the film upon hydrogen absorption has to be compressed, by -ε0= Δεxx = Δεyy to 

fit in the initial lateral dimension. This leads to biaxial compressive stress in such a sample in the 

lateral direction [8]. The normal direction still is in a stress-free state (σzz = 0) and expands freely. 

But due to the Poisson response to the in-plane biaxial stress, an additional expansion Δεzz happens 

in the out-of-plane direction [38, 56]. 

 

The compressive biaxial in-plane (x-y) stress (σ in-plane) that is induced by hydrogen absorption can 

be calculated [41], using Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio υ, according to Hooke’s law. 

 

                                             𝜎in−plane = −
𝐸

1−𝜐
∙ (∆휀0)

                                               (2.3)  

 

where σ < 0 presents the compressive stress state of the sample.  

Above given relation hold good as far as the following assumptions are fulfilled: 

 

(i) The film material is elastically isotropic [57]. 

(ii) The in-plane grain is homogeneous in configuration [58]. 
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Thus, using the above knowledge, average in-plane stress for a V-film is calculated < σ > as -12.8∙

𝑐𝐻 [GPa H/V]. For this calculation ε0 = 0.063∙ 𝑐𝐻 [24] is assumed and E= 128 GPa, υ = 0.37 taken. 

The corresponding total expansion εtot in the z-direction can be calculated as:  

 

                                       ε𝑡𝑜𝑡  = 휀0 + Δεzz  =  (1 +
2𝜐

1−𝜐
) ∙  휀0                           (2.4) 

 

Thus, for V-H, the total expansion for the isotropic case is, εtot = 0.137∙ 𝑐𝐻. But, for most metals, 

condition (i) cannot be fulfilled [57, 59]. As the thin V film grows in <110> out-of-plane direction, 

elastic properties are anisotropic. More detailed presented in chapter 3. It allows us to determine 

the relevant elastic out-of-plane expansion that is relevant for the scanning tunneling microscopy 

(STM) measurements on V-H films. 

 

 

 2.3.2 Hydrogen-induced lattice/volume expansion and stress in thin V-films: direction 

dependency 

 

To determine comprehensively the strain in z-direction and the mechanical stress in the x- and y-

directions arising from hydrogen absorption in films adhered to rigid substrates, the theory of linear 

elasticity can be applied with direction dependency [60]. The following treatment of the next 3 ½ 

pages follows the description in V. Burlaka’s thesis [61] and A. Pundt and R. Kirchheim's review 

article [56]. 

For the linear elastic regime, Hooke’s law holds with the following equation: 

 

                                                        𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙휀𝑘𝑙                                                 (2.5) 

 
where stress and strain in the deformed crystal are denoted by the symmetric second-rank tensors 

𝜎𝑖𝑗 and 휀𝑘𝑙, respectively, and ∁𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 denotes the fourth-rank tensor of the elastic stiffness constants. 

Thus, this elastic stiffness tensor couples the strain matrix 휀𝑘𝑙 to the stress matrix 𝜎𝑖𝑗, the subscripts 

i, j, k, and l run from 1 to 3. This ∁𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 fourth-order tensor contains 81 components. For the present 

case of cubic lattice structures, symmetry gives 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝜎𝑗𝑖 and 휀𝑖𝑗 = 휀𝑗𝑖. This implies that the 

components of the stiffness tensor must be ∁𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙= ∁𝑖𝑗𝑙𝑘= ∁𝑗𝑖𝑘𝑙 . Three independent elastic constants 

C11, C12, and C44 are enough to completely describe the elastic properties of the cubic system [62]. 

For convenience, instead of the matrix notation, the simpler Voigt notation is used here. Therefore, 

we can describe the direction-dependent stress and strain relations by xx =1, yy =2, zz = 3, xy (yx) 

=4, xz(zx) =5, zy(yz) =6. It will be much better for the understanding, as shear strains are 

휀4, 휀5, 휀6 = 0 ( Equation  2.5). 
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                                                              𝜎𝛼 = 𝐶𝛼𝛽휀𝛽                                              (2.6) 

 

For cubic systems, the stiffness tensor 𝐶𝛼𝛽 is given by [62]. 

 

                             ∁𝛼𝛽
𝑐𝑢𝑏 =  

(

 
 
 

𝐶11 𝐶12 𝐶12 0 0 0
𝐶12 𝐶11 𝐶12 0 0 0
𝐶12 𝐶12 𝐶11 0 0 0
0 0 0 𝐶44 0 0
0 0 0 0 𝐶44 0
0 0 0 0 0 𝐶44)

 
 
 
                          (2.7) 

 

      
The elastic energy density fel, is given in matrix notation by [57, 63]. 

                      

                                                𝑓𝑒𝑙 =  
1

2
∙  ∁𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 ∙ 휀𝑖𝑗 ∙  휀𝑘𝑙                                             (2.8) 

 
This can be represented in Voigt notation for convenience as given below: 

 

    𝑓𝑒𝑙 =
1

2
∙ ∁11(휀1

2 + 휀2
2 + 휀3

2 ) +
1

2
∙ ∁44(휀4

2 + 휀5
2 + 𝜖6

2) + ∁12(휀1휀2 + 휀2 휀3 + 휀3휀1)     (2.9) 

 
The stress in a bcc thin film system have to calculated by considering the fact that the film usually 

grows (110) oriented. This means the external z-direction of the thin film coincides with the [110] 

internal crystallographic direction of the metal lattice. A transformation matrix (𝑎𝑖𝑗) allows 

correlation of the internal coordinate system of the crystal system with the external coordinate 

system of the thin film. Thus, strain in the internal coordination system (휀𝑖𝑗) can be correlated to 

strain in the external coordinate system (휀𝑚𝑛
′ ) using the following equation [64].  

 

                                                   휀𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎𝑖𝑚
𝑇 ∙ 휀𝑚𝑛 

′ ∙  𝑎𝑗𝑛                                                   (2.10) 

 
The transformation needed is a rotation by φ = -90o around the x-axis and after that θ = -135° 

around the reorientated z-axis which gives the new external coordinates 𝑥′, 𝑦′, 𝑧′ in [1-10], [001], 

and [110] crystallographic and orthogonal directions. 

Hence, to link the external strain with the internal strain tensor, a rotational matrix for x and z 

rotation axis multiplication has to be determined. 
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                           𝑎𝑖𝑗  =  (
1 0 0
0 𝑐𝑜𝑠φ −𝑠𝑖𝑛φ
0 𝑠𝑖𝑛φ 𝑐𝑜𝑠φ

) ∙ (
𝑐𝑜𝑠θ −𝑠𝑖𝑛θ 0
𝑠𝑖𝑛θ 𝑐𝑜𝑠θ 0
0 0 1

)                   (2.11) 

 
For φ = -90o and θ = - 135o rotation [65] 

 

                      𝑎𝑖𝑗  =  (
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 −1 0

) ∙ (

−
1

√2

1

√2
0

−
1

√2
−

1

√2
0

0 0 1

)  = (

−
1

√2

1

√2
0

0 0 1
1

√2

1

√2
0

)   (2.12) 

 

Now, the 𝑎𝑖𝑗 in the transformation, the matrix can be substituted by using equations from (2.12) to 

(2.10). With this tensor transformation, any strain in the external coordinate system can be directly 

visualized in the form of strain in the internal coordinate: 

 

                                 휀𝑖𝑗  =  (

1

2
(휀1
′ + 휀3

′ ) 
1

2
(휀3
′ − 휀1

′) 0

1

2
(휀3
′ − 휀1

′) 
1

2
(휀1
′ + 휀3

′) 0

0  0 휀2
′

)                                           (2.13) 

                    
Combining equations (2.13) and (2.9) gives us the following strain energy density:  

 

𝑓𝑒𝑙 =
1

4
∙ ∁11(휀1

′2 + 2휀2
′2 + +2휀1

′휀3
′ + 휀′3

2
) +

1

2
∙ ∁44(휀3

′ − 휀1
′)2 

                                   +
1

4
∙ ∁12(휀1

′2 + 4휀′2 휀
′
3 + 2휀

′
1휀
′
3 + 4휀

′
1 휀

′
2 + 휀

′
3
2
)       (2.14) 

 

By definition, stress 𝜎′𝑖 in an external coordinate system is given by the strain derivative of the 

free energy density: 

 

                                                        𝜎′𝑖   =  
𝜕𝑓𝑒𝑙

𝜕𝜀′𝑖
                                                  (2.15) 

                                                                                                                                                                

The assumption of free expansion for 휀3
′  , as shown in Figure 2.6, gives 

𝜕𝑓𝑒𝑙

𝜕𝜀3
 =  𝜎3  =  0. For V 

(110) hydrogen-induced vertical expansion,  휀3
′  or 𝛥휀𝑧𝑧 is given by 

         

                                      𝛥휀𝑧𝑧 = 휀
′
3  =   −

( ∁11 + ∁12−2∁44)𝜀
′
1+ 2∁12 𝜀

′
2

(∁11+∁12+2∁44)
                    (2.16) 
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The biaxial strain (  휀′1 =  휀

′
2  =  − 휀0 ) for a film adheres to a rigid substrate (Figure 2.6 (c)), 

gives total vertical strain represented by 

 

                   (휀𝑧𝑧)𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  =   휀0 +  𝛥휀𝑧𝑧 = (1 + 
( ∁11 + 3∁12−2∁44)

(∁11+∁12+2∁44)
) ∙ 휀0                 (2.17) 

 

For the vanadium-hydrogen system, ε0 = 0.063 ∙ 𝑐
H(

H

V
)
 [24] 

 

                         (휀𝑧𝑧)𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  =   휀0 +  𝛥휀𝑧𝑧  =  0.135 ∙ 𝑐H(H
V
)
                                  (2.18) 

 
This total strain occurs in the out-of-plane direction of the film, by considering linear elastic 

expansion. This value is slightly smaller than the εtot = 0.137∙ 𝑐𝐻, obtained for the isotropic metal 

in chapter 2.3.1. 

  

The biaxial in-plane stress 𝜎1 [1-10] and  𝜎2 [001] arising at the film and substrate interface can be 

calculated by substituting equation (2.17) in (2.14). 

 

 

                     𝜎′1[1 − 10] =  
𝜕𝑓𝑒𝑙

𝜕𝜀′1
 =  

4∁44( ∁11 + ∁12)𝜀
′
1+ 4 ∁12∁44𝜀

′
2

(∁11+∁12+2∁44)
                   (2.19) 

 

 

                    𝜎′2[001] =  
𝜕𝑓𝑒𝑙

𝜕𝜀′2
 =  

4∁44∁12𝜀
′
1+  { ∁11

2  −2∁12
2 − ∁11(∁12+ 2∁44)}𝜀

′
2

(∁11+∁12+2∁44)
       (2.20) 

 
For the biaxial expansion,  휀′1  =  휀

′
2  =  − 휀0  = − 0.063 ∙ 𝑐H(H

V
)
, and with the published 

stiffness values for V bulk ∁11=  229 𝐺𝑃𝑎, ∁12=  119 𝐺𝑃𝑎 and ∁44=  43 𝐺𝑃𝑎, [66] the direction-

dependent biaxial stress in V(110) film can be determined [66]. 

 

                   𝜎′1[1 − 10] =  
𝜕𝑓𝑒𝑙

𝜕𝜀′1
 = −4 ∙

( ∁11 + 2∁12)∁44

∁11+∁12+2∁44
∙ 휀0  

 

                                           =  − 11.7 GPa ∙ 𝑐H                                                    (2.21) 
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                      𝜎′2[001]  = 
𝜕𝑓𝑒𝑙

𝜕𝜀′2
 = −

2(∁11+2∁12)∁44+∁11
2 −2∁12

2 +∁11∁12

∁11+∁12+2∁44
∙ 휀0 

 
                                  = − 13.3 GPa ∙ 𝑐H                                                   (2.22) 

 
Equations (2.21) and (2.22) give the extrema range of compressive stress that can be expected in 

the elastic regime in V (110) film upon hydrogen absorption. It varies between -11.7 GPa∙cH and -

13.3 GPa∙cH. In this manner, the obtained stress value may vary depending on the crystallographic 

direction of the stress measurement, for in-plane oriented films. If the vanadium film is fiber-

textured, then in-plane randomness can be expected. Here, average stress is expected to be: ⟨𝜎′⟩  = 

−12.5∙ cH [GPa]. This average stress is smaller than what was calculated for the isotropic case < σ 

> =−12.8∙ 𝑐𝐻 [GPa], given in part 2.3.1 above. 

 

2.3.3. Stress influence on the H-site occupancy 

 

Hjörvarsson et al. [10, 11] documented that the site occupancy of hydrogen in vanadium is highly 

sensitive to the stress state of the metal lattice. This effect becomes large in the case of the thin 

films grown on rigid substrates as they experience large in-plane stress. According to Hjörvarsson 

et al., this finally leads to a preferential occupation of the sites arranged in out-of-plane orientation. 

However, in this work, two sets of sites are occupied because the films are oriented in <110> 

direction, and not in <100> direction as in the study by Hjörvarsson et al. [10]. Furthermore, in this 

work, nanocrystalline films are used, and not epitaxial films that are study by Hjörvarsson et al. 

So, if any anisotropy effect occurs in the nanocrystalline fiber textured V-films, it will be hard to 

observe.  

 

2.3.4. Local strain in the two-phase region 

 

According to equations 2.4 and 2.18, the lattice strain depends on the hydrogen content. In thin 

films, the vertical lattice expansion is about 2.1 times larger than in the bulk system, compared to 

Eq. 2.18 with  휀0 +  𝛥휀𝑧𝑧  =  0.135 ∙ 𝑐H and the bulk value of ε0 = 0.063 ∙ 𝑐𝐻 [24]. 

In the two-phase field of a system, the local hydrogen content depends on the local phase and the 

position in the sample. In a thin film, the local lattice expansion varies with the phase in the film. 

Nörthemann et al. [12] showed that local lattice expansion allows the detection of the position of 

phases in epitaxial thin films and monitoring the hydride formation and growth, using STM. This 

kind of study requires constant pressure conditions and precise pressure control during the STM 

measurements. As will be shown in chapter 3, these conditions are experimentally not achievable 

for here regarded the V-H films, as the hydride formation pressure of the V-films overlaps with the 

corona-discharge pressure region of the STM. Changes in the morphology of grains, in their size, 
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and in their lateral distributions can be monitored by this technique, after hydrogen loading. More 

details regarding the measurement protocol are provided in chapter 3. 

 

2.4 Mechanical Stress relaxation in thin films 

 

As discussed before, mechanical stress in thin films can arise from different types, such as thermal 

stress, intrinsic stress, or misfit stress due to the different lattice parameters between the film and 

the substrate (see section 2.2). For the nanocrystalline V-films, sample preparation was done at 

room temperature and, thus, the thermal stress is expected to be small. Intrinsic stress expected to 

be in the range of 100 MPa. As amorphous glass and amorphous polymer substrates or interlayers 

are used in this work, these misfit stresses are expected to be small. However, for fiber-textured 

Pd-interlayers, misfit stress may arise because the lattices might match the Nishiyama-Wassermann 

relationship between the fcc (111) plane and the bcc (110) plane. 

In thin films, the largest mechanical stress contribution of -12.5 GPa/cH is induced by hydrogen 

absorption (see section 2.3.2). These highly compressive stresses usually are released by different 

mechanisms such as dislocation formation, film buckling, or grain sliding. 

 

2.4.1 Stress relaxation by dislocations 

 

Measurements on the stress and the strain developing during hydrogen absorption in thin metal 

films show the linear dependency, for small hydrogen concentrations [8]. With further hydrogen 

uptake, deviations from the linear elastic behavior accompanied by plastic deformation, occur. The 

extent of plastic deformation depends on the thickness and the morphology of the film [7, 8, 61, 

67]. Intensive studies on the lattice expansion of films upon hydrogen absorption were carried out 

by Miceli et al. [40] and Burlaka et al. [61]. The plastic deformation is related to misfit dislocations, 

located close to the film-substrate interface and, in the case of phase transformation, in form of 

extrinsic dislocation loops surrounding the precipitating phase [61]. Dislocations connected to the 

film surface result in surface steps [38]. 

According to Miceli et al. [40], the related vertical expansion of hydrogen-loaded thin films is 

higher for films attached to rigid substrates than that of films adhered to mechanically soft 

substrates. However, this also depends on the thickness of the substrate [68, 69]. 

The effect of the microstructure on the stress development is shown in Figure 2.7, for Nb-H films. 

The epitaxial film (marked with MBE900°C) behaves linear elastically up to the α phase 

concentration limit and then deforms plastically. This microstructure presents the most effective 

way of stress relaxation. Due to the large grain size, hardening by dislocation pile-up is negligible. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

Figure 2.7: (a) Hydrogen-related stress development of metal films of different microstructure, 

shown for the case of 200 nm Nb films (on rigid substrates) and different grain size dG with 

MBE900
o

C: dG > 1 µm, EV 20 
o
C: dG~100 nm, LD 20 

o
C: dG < 20 nm. The vertical line presents the 

critical concentration of 0.08 H/Nb, above which the dependency deviates from linear elastic 

theory (clamped). (b) dislocation evolution in an epitaxial film and in a nanocrystalline film with 

lateral grain size b. Figure 2.7 (a) Reprinted with permission from A. Pundt [70] and Figure 2.7 

(b) from [38, 70]. copyright 2004 wiley-VCH GmbH. 

 

For nanocrystalline films having small grain sizes, dislocations pile up at the grain boundaries. 

Therefore, stress relaxation is small due to hindered formation of misfit dislocations, according to 

the Hall-Petch mechanism [71]. This is visible by the final stress = - 1.7 GPa remaining in the 

epitaxial film, while  = - 2.6 GPa arises in the nanocrystalline film, as presented in Figure 2.7. As 

the above-referred vanadium films have a nanocrystalline grain structure, large compressive 

stresses are expected to result from the dislocations mechanism. 

In the next sections, two other kinds of stress release mechanics to be observed in this work are 

presented.  

 

2.4.2 Stress relaxation by buckle formation 

 

Metal films and coatings used in the electronic industry are required to have good adhesion to the 

substrate for successful device operation. Thus, in many technologies film detachment and buckle 

appearance have to be avoided. However, intentional buckling can be used to study the physical 

behavioral changes in a film with the change in the adhesive condition. For hydrogen-loaded thin 

metal films grown on rigid substrates with low adhesion, GPa stresses can result in local or global 

film detachment, as shown in Figure. 2.8 (a)-(c) in-side-view. The optical micrograph of a single 

buckle (dark line) formed in a 30 nm V film is shown in Figure 2.8 (d), in the top-view. Other 
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reasons for film detachment and buckling are film oxidation or different thermal expansion 

coefficients of film and substrate. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Schematic drawing shows V-films buckling during hydrogen absorption, in-side 

view. (a) adsorption and absorption of hydrogen on and in the metal film, (b) compressive stress 

developing with hydrogen absorption due to film adhesion to the substrate, (c) local film 

detachment due to high compressive stress resulting in buckle formation, (d) presents a 

micrograph of a single buckle (dark line) in a V film, in top-view.  

 
For hydrogen-loaded films, detachment occurs above a critical in-plane stress, resulting in crack 

formation at the interface of the metal film and the substrate. Different kinds of buckle 

morphologies, such as the straight-sided buckle, the telephone cord buckle, or the varicose mode 

buckle describe a transition between the other two mentioned morphologies [68] . Which type of 

buckle morphology will appear depends on the adhesion between the film-substrate interface, the 

film thickness, the film’s Poisson ratio, and the stress state of the film. In the present thesis, straight-

side buckles were seldom detected for the 30 nm V-films. 

In this work, V-films are grown on rigid glass substrates and polycarbonate (PC) substrates. Also, 

different interlayers (Pd and PC) are used to change the adhesion conditions between the V-films 

and the glass substrates. Thus, hydrogen absorption in V thin film results in stress development 

which depends on the adhesion condition. Strong adhesion leads to high in-plane stress of up to 

several GPas while weak adhesion results in buckle formation. As the adhesion energy between 

the metal and the PC substrate (or interlayer) is observed to be small (see table 2.1), buckling is 

expected for these samples upon hydrogen uptake.  

(d) 
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Table 2.1: Adhesion energy γ for different film/substrate combinations 

 

Film/substrate 

 
 [J/m2] Source 

Niobiumpoly/Sapphire (0001) 

 

26 [72] 

Palladium/Sapphire 

 

2.8 [73] 

Niobium(oxide)/PC 

 

 0.05 [68] 

Palladium/PC 

 

0.4 [68] 

Chromium/PC 

 

0.1 [68] 

 

Higher stress is expected for the films directly deposited on the glass or on the Pd interlayer, 

because of the considered higher adhesion energy. 

 

 

2.4.3 Stress relaxation by grain sliding  

 

For the nanocrystalline thin film, grain-boundary sliding has been found by several investigators 

to contribute to plastic deformation. Grain-boundary sliding defines the translative motion of two 

grains, under shear stress in parallel to the common grain boundary [74, 75]. Initially, grain sliding 

is reported for materials deforming at higher temperatures. As this research was performed at room 

temperature, we discuss the grain sliding effect by solute atoms, such as hydrogen atoms according 

to a previous study [76]. Solute atoms can act in two ways by trapping at grains-boundaries: (i) 

hydrogen atoms can segregate at the grain boundaries and result in hardening. Thus, decreasing 

grain boundary sliding increases the resistance against deformation of the material. (ii) Segregation 

of the hydrogen atoms at the grain boundary may cause faceting of the grain-boundary plane. A 

faceted grain boundary behaves like a corrugated grain boundary for grain sliding. This drastically 

decreases the grain-boundary sliding rate. 

Grain sliding mechanism model proposed for nanocrystalline thin films 

Figures 2.9 (a) – (d) show the schematic general way of grain sliding that is observed for 

nanocrystalline or microcrystalline metals, such as in a previous study [77]. Under tensile stress, 

the grain microstructure of the metal changes by grain sliding, resulting in grains’ elongation in the 

direction of the applied tensile stress while normal to that direction the grains shrink [see Figure 

2.9 (b)]. Ashby and Verral describe the process in detail [78]. The intermediate stage results in an 

increase in the grain boundary area. The sliding originates from vacancy flux and thus, a metal 

atom flux along the grain boundaries, deforming the grains perpendicular to the applied biaxial 

mechanical stress. 
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When grain boundary sliding (GBS) happens in nanocrystalline thin films, some boundary 

conditions have to be considered as the film is adhered to a rigid substrate. Figure 2.9 (e) presents 

the top view of such a nanocrystalline film with grain boundaries. When this type of V-film is 

loaded with hydrogen, it cannot expand freely in the in-plane direction,  and thus develops strong 

compressive stress (see also chapter 2.3.2).  

(a) Microstructure  

 

 

 

(b) Initial stage of GBS 

 

(c)  Intermediate 

stage

 

(d) Final stage 
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Figure 2.9: The grain boundary sliding mechanism (GBS) for nanocrystalline metals presented 

at different stages during tensile stress loading from (a-d). (a) presents the grain morphology 

[78]. (b) the initial stage of GBS, (c) shows the intermediate stage with increasing grain boundary 

area, (d) presents the grain morphology after process completion. Parts (e-h) present the thin 

film model in top view. (e)  nanocrystalline thin film (f) and (g) present the compressive stress 

state of the thin film due to hydrogen loading (black line at the grain boundary presents local 

slip). (h) presents the GBS process in the thin film and the grain morphology modification. Due 

to the adhesion state of the thin film to the substrate, vertical changes are also expected. Figure 

2.9 (a-d) adapeted with permission from [78], copyright 1972 Elsevier. 

 
Figures 2.9 (f) and (g) present the hydrogen-loaded situation of the film, depiction is focus on the 

hydrogen absorbed in the grain boundaries region only, not the hydrogen in the grains. In these 

figures, black arrows represent the compressive stress state in the film. Grain boundary deformation 

can happen normally or tangentially to the grain boundary plane. With respect to the macroscopic 

stress or strain, both can result in shear stress due to the arbitrary orientation of the grain boundary 

to them. Black marks across the grain boundaries present the local slip. Further, stress 

concentrations at triple points of three meeting grain boundaries can result in stress accommodation 

by plastic deformation.  

As mentioned earlier, the presence of hydrogen atoms can pin the dislocation motion, or hydrogen 

segregation at grain boundaries may cause faceting. Different orientations of grains with respect to 

the in-plane compressive stress can deform the grains by GBS and due to in-plane constraints for 

such kind of nanocrystalline sample, grain sliding should be observed in the vertical direction. The 

strength of these vertical changes will depend on grain size, material properties, stress value, and 

strain rate [77]. 

 

2.5 Optical properties of metals 
 

Metals often display drastic changes in their optical properties upon hydrogen absorption. Pd, Mg, 

La, Gd, and Y have been well-studied [79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86], but many other metals such 

as V have been studied only in a very limited range. The change in the optical properties can be 

used to monitor phase formation upon hydrogen loading in thin films. Gremaud et al. [87, 88] 

named this method “Hydrogenography’’. It is based on the fact that metallic films change their 

optical properties depending on the hydrogen concentration. Further, hydrogen absorption and 

desorption can be monitored by measuring the optical transmission of the films while hydrogen 

can be cyclically loaded and unloaded. 

In this work, electrochemically hydrogen loading, and unloading are done to accurately determine 

the hydrogen concentration in the film and to correlate this with the optical changes in, reflection 

and transmission. 
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2.5.1 Optical properties of M-H systems 

 

Metal hydrides of many metals show profound changes in their optical properties, such as 

switchable mirrors [89] and hydrogen sensors [90]. Many metals can absorb hydrogen such as 

reaching and exceeding a metal-to-hydrogen atom ratio of 1:1. This results in significant changes 

in the lattice constant or, after phase transition, often also in the crystallographic structure. This 

alters the electronic band structure. In addition to this, the added electron contributed by hydrogen 

and the addition of resonances associated with the binding of hydrogen to the metal lattice results 

in changes in the metal’s optical behavior. By measuring the transmission, the reflectivity, the 

absorption, or the light scattering, the dielectric function ε(ω) of the optical conductivity or the 

frequencies that are excitation frequencies can be deduced. 

 

The frequency-dependent complex dielectric function ε(ω) can be used to show the behavior 

change upon hydrogen uptake. The influence of hydrogen on the optical properties of metals can 

be studied by using the Drude-Lorents model [91, 92].  

The complex dielectric constant ε(ω) and the complex index of refraction nc are defined as [93] 

   

                                            ε(ω) = ε1 + iε2 = 𝑛𝑐
2 = (𝑛 + 𝑖𝑘)2                              (2.23) 

 
where ε1 and ε2 are real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant; n and k are real and imaginary 

parts of the refractive index, respectively. 

 

According to the Drude-Lorentz model, when an electric field (due to electromagnetic radiation) 

falls on a dielectric material its material particle response can be approximated by a damped 

harmonic oscillator with the mass m, charge e, damping Γ, eigenfrequency ωT = 2π√
𝑓

𝑚
, and 

restoring force f. 

Now, the complex dielectric function ε(ω) for N oscillators that exist per unit volume is given by 

[94]: 

   

                     ε(ω) = 1 +
𝑠(𝜔0

2−𝜔2)

(𝜔𝑇
2−𝜔2)

2
+𝜔2Γ2

+ 𝑖
𝑠𝜔Γ

(𝜔𝑇
2−𝜔2)

2
+𝜔2Γ2

                                    (2.24) 

 
where s= e2 N//m, presents oscillator strength and 

 

                     ε 1 =  1 +
𝑠(𝜔0

2−𝜔2)

(𝜔𝑇
2−𝜔2)

2
+𝜔2Γ2

,        ε 2 =
𝑠𝜔Γ

(𝜔𝑇
2−𝜔2)

2
+𝜔2Γ2

               

                              
For metal having free charge carriers (electron gas model), there will be no restoring force f=0, and 

only damping of incident intensity happens. Thus equation (2.24) is modified as  
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                               ε(ω) = 1 −
𝜔𝑝
2

𝜔(𝜔2+Γ2)
+ 𝑖

𝜔2Γ

𝜔(𝜔2+Γ2)
                               (2.25) 

 

Where 𝜔𝑝 = √
𝑁𝑒2

𝑚
 is the plasma frequency  

                                         ε1 =  1 −
𝜔𝑝
2

𝜔(𝜔2+Γ2)
,        ε 2 =

𝜔2Γ

𝜔(𝜔2+Γ2)
  

 
Figure 2.10 presents the dielectric index variation with hydrogen. It explains the optical behavior 

changes for Pd, Mg, and V upon hydrogen uptake. According to Figure 2.10 (a), for Pd the 

dielectric function of the imaginary and the real parts shows that upon hydrogen loading, Pd 

becomes less metallic. The real part of the dielectric function increases by up to 39% in the infrared 

region while the imaginary part decreases by a similar percentage [95]. This implies that the optical 

transmission of palladium increases upon hydrogen uptake. 

 

For Mg, shown in Figure 2.10 (b), the real part of the dielectric function shows that Mg abruptly 

changes its optical properties from that of a metal to that of an insulator. The real part of the 

dielectric function decreases and the imaginary part increases with loading hydrogen.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.10: (a), (b), and (c) presents the Pd, Mg, and V optical properties, respectively, without 

and with hydrogen for different loading states. The top row sketches the samples in their thin 

film states, while the lower row presents the dielectric functions of each metal before hydrogen 

loading in, its hydride state and intermediate loading states, as presented by arrows. Reprinted 

with permission from [95]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 
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For vanadium, shown in Figure 2.10 (c), hydrogen loading only slightly changes the real part of 

the dielectric function. However, the imaginary part shows a large and significant change, with 

hydrogen loading increasing by more than 38% in the infrared part. This demonstrates that the 

optical transmission of vanadium decreases upon hydrogen uptake.  

 

2.5.2 Band structure changes in the V-H system 

 
Hydrogen absorption in metal marginally affects the electronic band structure. This change 

happens due to the hydrogen donation of its one electron to the host conduction band. This leads 

to the hybridization of the 1s-state of the hydrogen and the host metal 3d-states. They form bonding 

and anti-bonding states, the bonding state lies below the d-band, and the anti-bonding state lies 

above the Fermi energy of the vanadium and remains unoccupied. This was verified for 

hydrogenated V by Fukai et al by using x-ray emission spectroscopy [96], see Figure 2.11. 
 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

  

Figure 2.11: (a) Soft x-ray emission spectra of vanadium and (b) vanadium deuteride VD0.734 

emission spectra that includes the calculated density of state of V. (b) with increasing hydrogen 

concentration in V a bulge appears around ~6 eV below the Fermi energy, and d band has shifting 

of energy state above fermi energy see the dash red line. Data in this figure reprinted with 

permission from [96]. copyright 1976 Elsevier. 

 

Figure 2.11 (a) shows that with increasing hydrogen concentration a bulge starts to appear ~6 eV 

below the Fermi energy indicating the formation of new states. Figure 2.11 (b) presents the 

vanadium deuteride VD0.734 emission spectra, showing that the low energy side of the d-band is 

diminished in intensity and the high energy side is shifted above the Fermi level (red curve). This 

change in the electronic density of states can lead to a change in the optical behavior. Energies 

between 1 eV to 3 eV can result from metal d-band electrons being excited to the s or p states and 

vice versa. Such change in the absorption coefficient γ (λ), shows optical light frequency 

dependency and thus also affects the transmission intensity (see Figure 2.12).  
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The transmission behavior changes with film thickness. A 5 times lower transmission is expected 

due to a decrease in thickness. Instead, a 30% increase in the transmission is detected for 400 nm 

wavelength. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 2.12: Change in transmission intensity of a 10 nm (a) and a 50 nm vanadium film (b) 

due to hydrogen uptake at 150oC and 665 mbar hydrogen pressure. N0 and Nxmbar give the 

numerical count in the spectrometer, with and without hydrogen. For wavelengths below 350 

nm, the result is inaccurate. This Figure was taken from [97]. Copyright 2010 J.Prinz. 

 

The optical properties like transmission, reflection, and absorption of a material depend on the 

frequency of the incident light and its angle, the dielectric constant of the material, and its shape. 

For this work, during hydrogenography measurement, thin films of thickness d with refractive 

index nc are used while incident visible light falls normal to be probed sample [88]. 

Lambert-Beer law describes changes in transmission as observed in studies of Pd-H [88] and V-H 

[98]. According to Lambert’s law, the rate of Intensity I loss of light, transmitted through an 

infinitesimally thin layer x of homogeneous medium is proportional to the intensity of light 

                                     −
𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑥
∝  𝐼 𝑜𝑟 

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑥
= −𝑘1 ∙  𝐼                                              (2.26) 

Integrating equation (2.26) between limits 𝐼 =  𝐼𝑜 for x = 0 and 𝐼 =  𝐼𝑡 when x = d, gives 

                                     ∫
𝑑𝐼

𝐼

𝐼𝑡
𝐼𝑜

= −𝑘1 ∫  𝑑𝑥
𝑑

0
⇒   𝑙𝑛 (

𝐼𝑡

𝐼𝑜
)  = −𝑘 ∙  d                     (2.27) 

Where k1 and k are proportionality constants. As 𝑇 =
𝐼𝑡

𝐼𝑜
, equation (2.27) presents Lambert’s law 

                                         𝑇 =  𝑒−𝑘𝑑                                                           (2.28) 

The light that does not get reflected or absorbed will get transmitted  

                                       𝑇 =
𝐼𝑡

𝐼𝑜
 =  

𝐼𝑜−𝐼𝑜∙𝑅

𝐼𝑜
 ∙  𝑒−𝛼𝑑 = (1 − 𝑅) ∙  𝑒−𝛼𝑑              (2.29) 

where α is the attenuation coefficient, and  
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                             𝑇 = (1 − 𝑅) ∙  𝑒−𝛼𝑑                                                (2.30) 

From equation (2.27), Lambert’s law can be rewritten as Lambert-Beer’s law, which required the 

addition of a parameter for the light attenuation such as concentration dependency and extinction 

coefficient. Absorption in a gaseous, liquid, or a sample having solute and solvent parts can be split 

as  

                                         𝛼 = 𝛼0 + ∑ 𝜖𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑖                                                     (2.31) 

Where 𝛼0 is absorption due to solvent only and 𝑐𝑖 is the solute concentration with the extinction 

coefficient 𝜖𝑖.  

Inserting equation (2.31) in equation (2.30) gives 

       𝑇 =  (1 − 𝑅) ∙  𝑒−(𝛼0+𝜀𝑐)∙𝑑  =   𝑇𝑀  ∙  𝑒
−𝜀𝑐𝑑                (2.32) 

For a thin metallic layer of thickness d, the transmission TM in the metallic state transforms in 

Lambert-Beer’s law, after the addition of solute of concentration c, as 

                                            𝑙𝑛
𝑇 (𝑐,𝑑)

 𝑇𝑀
 =  −𝜖𝑐𝑑                                              (2.33) 

For this model to be applicable, it is required that the solute atom is homogeneously distributed. 

This condition is fulfilled by the metal solid solution phase before the phase transformation into 

the hydride phase.  
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Chapter 3 

Experimental methods  

In this chapter, the used experimental techniques are briefly described. Section 3.1 gives the details 

regarding the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system used for film preparation. Section 3.2 provides the 

detail on the electrochemical and gas phase hydrogen loading. Section 3.3 gives the description of 

hydrogenography, and electrochemical hydrogen loading with the simultaneous optical 

measurement with the light microscope. Section 3.4 explains the in-situ stress measurements that 

were used in combination for the studies of this thesis. Section 3.5 gives the details on the hydrogen 

loading system used for in-situ Scanning Tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments and includes 

the Atomic Force microscopy (AFM) technique. Section 3.6 briefly explains the applied X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) and X-ray reflectivity (XRR) techniques. 

 

3.1 Sample Preparation  
 

The deposition of V films for this thesis was done in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) cathode beam 

sputter system. Details about the method are provided previously [53]. The UHV system shown in 

Figure. 3.1 consists of three different chambers: the pre-evacuation chamber (pre-chamber), the 

cathode ion beam sputtering chamber, and the UHV-STM loading chamber. The system is 

equipped with two sample transfer rods, to transfer the sample from the pre-chamber to, the sputter 

chamber or the STM chamber. The sputtering chamber has a z-manipulator which facilitates the 

translation motion of the substrate in x, y, and z direction as well as its rotation with respect to the 

target. 

The sputtering system has the potential of mounting four different targets (V, Pd, Mg, Nb) on a 

rotational holder, a cubic metal block with a cooling unit attached to it. Thus, without removing 

the substrate or target from the deposition chamber, different materials can be sputtered. Attached 

to the sputter chamber is the in-situ STM chamber which is equipped with a four-probe resistivity 

stage. During measurement, the STM chamber is isolated from the sputter chamber via a gate valve.  

The background pressure inside the sputter chamber is better than 5×10-10 mbar. For preparing the 

samples, an RF ion source from Plasma Consult was used [12]. Sputtering was performed via argon 

plasma (Ar purity 99.9999%) at pAr= 2.2 × 10-4 mbar. High-purity vanadium (99.99%) was used 

as a target material. (110) textured V films of different thicknesses were prepared by Ar+ ion-beam 

sputtering on the glass substrates. The details regarding the typical sputtering parameters are 

summarized in Table 3.1. The sputtering rate is stable during one single deposition but varies with 

the running time of the source (0-10,000 h). Therefore, two limiting values are given in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the UHV system used in this work (picture taken from Ref. 

[12]), showing three main parts: the pre-evacuation chamber, the sputter chamber, and the STM 

chamber. It has two sample transfer rods and one manipulator arm which can do translation 

motion in x, y, and z directions. The UHV STM chamber is equipped with the hydrogen dose 

valve for hydrogen loading experiments, in addition to a four-probe resistivity stage. The 

system is equipped with a quadrupole mass spectrometer, a full-range gauge, and other sets of 

vacuum gauges. This Figure reprinted from [12]. Copyright 2006 K.Nörthemann. 

 

Table 3.1 Experimental conditions for sputter depositions  

Sputtering gas                    Ar purity 99.9999%  

Sputtering gas pressure (mbar)                   2.0 x 10-5-2.4 x10-4 

Substrate target distance (cm)                        5-12 

Target purity (V, Pd in % )                  >99.9 

Energy of Ar+ (eV)                          880 
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RF power (w)                           76 

Substrate     Glass (specific type from Schotts), Si 

Deposition rate (nm/min)                    Pd      0.61-0.86   

                    V      0.67-1.12 

Deposition temperature                Room temperature 

 

In order to facilitate hydrogen absorption at 20°C, a Pd catalyst capping layer of 1 nm to 15 nm 

layer thickness (depending on the measurement) was deposited onto the V films. This Pd layer is 

required to prevent subsequent film oxidation upon air exposure and to improve hydrogen uptake 

in the sample. Figure 3.2 presents the schematic representations of different geometries of the 

samples interlayer that were grown and used in this work. Samples that were studied by in-situ 

STM were transferred into the UHV-STM loading chamber (see Figure. 3.1, right side) with a thin 

Pd cap layer, directly after film preparation without breaking the vacuum conditions, see Figure 

3.2 (a). Thus, rapid oxidation of the V surface, occurring in the atmosphere at 20°C, is prevented. 

  

(a) In UHV

 

(b)  In air 

     

Method Dimension 

   [mm2] 

In-situ STM        5x7 

In-situ resistivity          10x10 

 

Method Dimension 

   [mm2] 

Stress measurements     30x7 

Hydrogenography    18x18 

 

Figure 3.2: Sample configurations used in this work. (a) The sample used under UHV 

conditions has a 1-8 nm Pd cap layer. (b)  Samples that were exposed in air have a 15 nm Pd 

cap layer. Different interface layers (Pd, PC, no-layer) with 5-20 nm thickness are deposited 

between the V film and the substrate. 
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For the samples that were studied outside of the UHV system, namely used in hydrogenography 

and in-situ stress measurements techniques, V films are covered alternatively with a 15 nm Pd 

capping layer, as shown in Figure 3.2 (b). 

For adhesion modification, some of the samples contained an interfacial layer between the V-film 

and the substrate. These interfacial layers are (a) sputter-deposited Pd layers or dots of about ⁓1.4 

mm in diameter, or (b) laser-deposited polycarbonate (PC) layers or dots of about ⁓1 mm in 

diameter. The thickness of the interfacial layer varied between 20 nm and 5 nm. The dots were 

prepared by using a mask consisting of a drilled hole array. Figure 3.3 shows the mask used to 

deposit Pd dots of hole size of 1 mm and resultant dots with a dimension of 1.4 mm in diameter. 

 

 
Figure 3.3: Sputter holder with the mask used to deposit the Pd dot pattern onto the glass 

substrate. Hole sizes of 1 mm (left-hand side) result in deposited dot pattern of 1.4 mm (right-

hand side). 
 

Laser deposition of PC was done in collaboration with Florian Döring under the supervision of 

H.U. Krebs. For the deposition, a KrF Excimer laser source of 248 nm wavelength with pulse 

duration of 30 ns was used. Laser deposition was done at room temperature in a background 

vacuum condition 10-8 mbar. Details about the method are available in Ref. [50, 99]. Figure. 3.4 

shows two atomic force microscopy (AFM) images presenting the PC surface when deposited at 

two different laser fluences of (a) 80 mJ/cm2 and (b) 310 mJ/cm2. F. Döring [100] documented that 

higher laser fluence results in higher roughness. Therefore, for the growth of PC dotes here, a low 

laser fluence of 80 mJ/cm2 was used. 
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Figure 3.4: AFM images of the surface topography of laser-deposited thin PC films, deposited 

at laser fluences of 80 mJ/cm2 (a) and 310 mJ/cm2 (b). The higher laser fluence results in a higher 

roughness. This Figure reprinted from [100]. Copyright 2017 F.Döring. 

 

3.2 Hydrogen loading 

 

Hydrogen loading can be carried out in two major ways: from the gas phase by varying the pressure 

or electrochemically by setting the hydrogen concentration as explained below. It also allows 

measuring the electromotive force with respect to a known potential. 

 

3.2.1 Electrochemical hydrogen loading  

 

In comparison to gas-phase, electrochemical loading has the advantage that a desired amount of 

hydrogen can be dosed into the sample. In this regard, a specially designed PC-cell is developed 

(Figure 3.8) which provides hydrogen loading in an oxygen-free environment. For hydrogen 

loading, the sample was placed in this cell containing the electrolyte of phosphoric acid and 

glycerine in volume ratios of 1:2 [101]. The hydrogen loading requires the electrochemical cell to 

be connected to an electronic setup which consists of a reference electrode (Ag/AgClsat, Schotte 

Instruments GmbH), a current source, an impedance converter, and a counter electrode (Pt wire), 

as described in Ref [56]. The sample works as one electrode, and the Pt wire works as the counter 

electrode. With each hydrogen loading step, hydrogen ions are adsorbed at the sample surface and 

further get absorbed in sample, this process is observed as a change in the electromotive force 

(EMF). With each loading step, the EMF is allowed to equilibrate. The change of the EMF was 

observed with the help of a standard reference electrode Ag/AgClsat. The hydrogen concentration 

cH ([H]/[V]) was determined by using a loading current pulse with current I and time t, as described 

by Faraday’s law: 

 

                                                     ∆cH = 
I ∙ ∆t ∙𝑉𝑀

𝑉

F ∙ 𝑉𝑉
                                            (3.1) 
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where 𝑉𝑉 is the sample volume exposed to hydrogen loading; 𝑉𝑀
𝑉 represents the molar mass of the 

sample’s material;  and F denotes the Faraday constant. By controlling the loading time t and the 

loading current I, a chosen amount of hydrogen can be charged into the sample.  

Electrochemical loading can be done in two modes: continuous or step-by-step. Continuous mode 

(continuous loading) requires a fixed charging current (constant current) to be applied, for a 

calculated amount of time. For step-wise loading, each charging step and time can be calculated 

separately, making it easy to control the hydrogen concentration cH with each loading step. Loss of 

hydrogen is minimized by the design of the electrochemical cell. However, the charging current 

density should be low (<50 mA/cm2) [8], otherwise hydrogen ions can combine to form H2 instead 

of diffusing into the sample. To further minimize the loss of hydrogen ions, the electrolyte is 

bubbled with Ar gas for 12 hours, to reduce its oxygen content. In step-wise loading, the EMF 

value is allowed to equilibrate for each loading step before setting the next step. The EMF value of 

hydrogen in loaded film in the equilibrium is a measure of the chemical potential of hydrogen 𝜇𝐻 

via [102]: 

                                                                        𝐸 = 𝐸0 +
𝜇𝐻

𝐹
                                                            (3.2) 

 

where E is the measured EMF of the sample, and E0 is the standard potential of the reference 

electrode (at 298 K Ag/AgClsat, electrode has a potential of 0.2223V) [41]. 

It is possible to calculate the hydrogen partial pressure by using the Nernst equation [103] 

                                                   𝑝𝐻2 = 𝑝𝑜 ∙
𝑒𝑥𝑝((𝐸−𝐸0)𝑛𝑒𝐹)

𝑅𝑇
                              (3.3) 

where P0 is the standard pressure (1 bar); R is the gas constant; T is the temperature; and ne is the 

number of electrons related to the reaction (n = 1 for hydrogen). 

Hydrogen loading ranges from 0 hydrogen atom per vanadium metal atom (denoted 0 H/V) to 1 

H/V. We neglect a small amount of hydrogen present before loading. Loading for hydrogenography 

is done step-wise and generally, 50 loading steps are used between cH = 0 H/V and cH =1 H/V. This 

range is divided in step sizes of cH = 0.01 H/V between cH = 0 H/V and cH = 0.3 H/V, cH = 0.02 

H/V between cH = 0.3 H/V and cH = 0.5 H/V, and cH = 0.05 H/V between cH = 0.5 H/V and cH = 

1 H/V. The EMF was recorded 1 minute after the electric pulse, resulting in EMF stabilization and, 

thus, in a quasi-equilibrium state.  

For stress measurements, mostly continuous loading is used. That means, for stress measurements 

the measured EMF value includes the voltage applied for hydrogen charging. This results in EMF 

plateau values that were artificially higher than the equilibrium values derived by step-wise 

loading. However, the stress measurements were only slightly affected by the different charging 

conditions, as will be shown later.  
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The two kinds of aforementioned loadings have their advantages and disadvantages: long 

measurements required for multiple loading and unloading cycles can be easily done by continuous 

loading in automatic mode, and step-wise loading needs to be done manually but gives information 

about changes occurring with each loading step.  

For in-situ stress measurements, a cell setup (with components of the electrochemical loading cell) 

was combined with an induction gauge required for the stress measurements arising in the film 

upon hydrogen loading. 

Thus, electrochemical loading is a very useful tool of hydrogen loading for thin films but needs 

precautions such as (1) the proper choice of the electrolyte, as the metal can be attacked by the 

electrolyte, (2) the proper protection layer, and (3) the removal of oxygen from the electrolyte to 

avoid hydrogen loss in the form of water. Under proper conditions, the hydrogen concentration in 

the measured sample can be accurately determined. 

 

3.2.2 Gas-phase hydrogen loading 

 

The UHV sputter system is directly attached to the STM hydrogen loading chamber (see Figure 

3.1), allowing for film deposition and film measurement without breaking the vacuum conditions. 

In the STM chamber, the sample can be exposed to hydrogen in a pressure range of 10-10 mbar to 

900 mbar. The corona discharge pressure range of 10-3 mbar to 10 mbar is avoided for working, to 

exclude the risk of damaging the internal electronics of the STM system [12]. During measurement, 

hydrogen was introduced via a dosing valve. Once it was introduced, it was possible to have a 

constant hydrogen pressure for long-term measurements in constant flow conditions, by using a 

nearly closed valve on top of the turbo pump. The pressure range used in this work is 10-10 mbar to 

660 mbar. To avoid the corona discharge pressure range, a gas mixture of Ar+H2 (0.01%) was used. 

The absolute was measured by using two Baraton type (MKS) pressure. Gauges (MKS Baratron® 

capacitance manometers) in the sensitivity range of 10-4 mbar to 1 mbar and of 10-1 mbar to 1 bar. 

These gauges are independent of the gas species. Additionally, for rough pressure control, a full-

range gauge (Pfeifer pressure gauge is strongly gas species-dependent ranging from 5×10-9 mbar 

to 1000 mbar) is also mounted in the UHV STM camber. Figure 3.5 shows the hydrogen pressure 

sensitivity of the full-range gauge for pressures above 1 mbar strongly decays. 
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Figure 3.5: Sensitivity 

curve of the full-range 

gauge for hydrogen. 

Above 1 mbar, the 

sensitivity for hydrogen 

drops. The range (5×10-9 

mbar – 1000 mbar) is out 

of reach, in the STM 

measurements, due to the 

corona discharge. Figure 

copyright Pfeiffer vacuum 

GmbH1). 

 

 
3.3 Hydrogenography 
 

Hydrogenography is an optical technique applicable to thin metal films, based on the fact that 

hydrogen loading and unloading affect the optical properties of metallic films. For a thin metal 

film, electrochemical hydrogenography allows measurements of the EMF as well, so it allows for 

measurements of the optical transmission and the reflection as a function of the hydrogen 

concentration cH, which is determined by step-wise loading (for more details, please see section 

3.2.1).  

By absorbing hydrogen, the metallic film’s optical properties can change from metallic to insulator 

or from opaque to transmission. This is shown in Figure. 3.6 where an Mg-Ti film is used as a 

mirror for a flower in the metallic state, after hydrogen loading (Mg-Ti-H) film does not show the 

reflection anymore [104]. The film remains dark in this state.  

According to Lambert-Beer law [105], see equation 3.4, for most metals, the normalized 

transmission is proportional to the hydrogen concentration. So generally, the transmission also 

increases with increasing the hydrogen content for most metals. This depends on the used light  

 
 

1 This Figure reprinted from: 

(https://www.idealvac.com/files/brochures/Pfeiffer_PKR_251_Pirani_ColdCathode.pdf) 
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wavelength [106, 107]. Figure 3.8 (a) presents the wavelength dependency of V films, in the range 

of 400 nm to 500 nm transmission have maxima [97]. Figure 3.8 (b) shows the wavelength 

spectrum of the light microscope (Leica DM1750, Leica Microsystems) used in this work. 

In the case of Pd the normalized transmittance T/T0 changes (increases) by a factor of 10, on 

increasing the hydrogen concentration cH = 0 H/Pd to cH = 0.8 H/Pd Ref [108].  

 Lambert–Beer law gives [105]: 

                                             𝑐𝐻 = −
1

𝜖.𝑑
∙ ln (

𝑇

𝑇0
)                                                   (3.4) 

 
where T0  and T are the transmittance in the metallic and the hydrogen loaded state, respectively, 𝜖 

is the extinction coefficient, and d is the thin film thickness. This result seems to hold well for thin 

films as demonstrated by Kooij et al. [86].  

Hydrogenography offers the possibility to study the local and the global hydrogen concentration 

within a defined area of the film and thus gives information on the lateral hydrogen distribution on 

a micrometer scale. It is limited by the resolution of the light microscope and the thickness of the 

film because of the light absorption. For V, studies on films below 70 nm are promising with 

conventional light sources. Their strength is to monitor the growth of large hydrides on short-time 

scales. 

In the case of our V thin films, we found evidence of deviations from the general findings, as the 

transmission decreases with increasing hydrogen content, see Figure 3.7 (a) transmission of the 

deposited film and (b) the film darkens after hydrogen loading during transmission. However, these 

deviations will not affect the general message. 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Mg0.7Ti0.3 thin film in, the metallic (left) and the hydride (right) state during 

hydrogenation [104].  Reprinted with permission from [104]. copyright 2008 Elsevier. 
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Figure 3.7: Hydrogen-induced changes in the absorptance of a 30 nm vanadium film of 1x1mm 

surface area, (a) before and (b) after absorption. With increasing hydrogen content, the film 

turns darker representing less transmission as compared the to intrinsic film.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: (a) Represents the wavelength dependency of the transmission of Vanadium film on 

hydrogenation at 150oC and 665 hydrogen pressure. where Nxmbar/0 stands for spectroscopic 

number count for the hydrogenated and intrinsic film [97], (b) wavelength spectra for the source 

of the Light microscope Leica DM1750 used in this work. Figure 3.8 (a) was taken from [97]. 

Copyright 2010 J.Prinz. Figure 3.8 (b) copyright 2010-2011 cree, INC. 

(a) (b) 
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For hydrogenography measurements, thin V films with a thickness of 30 nm (Ortho Lux) and 70 

nm (Leica 1750), capped with 15 nm of Pd, were used. This allows for measurements in 

transmission and reflection.  

To perform the hydrogenography, the PC-cell (electrochemical loading cell, see Figure 3.9) was 

mounted in the light microscope with normal incident radiation (see Figure 3.10). A sample of 

1.8x1.8 mm2 in size was glued to the sample holder and mounted in the cell (Figure 3.9 central 

area). Before mounting to the PC cell, the sample was seal-packed between two epoxy O-rings, so 

that only an area of 0.6486 cm2 was exposed to the electrolyte and also available for hydrogen 

loading (details of the sample loading can be seen in sect. 3.2.1). 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram of the electrochemical cell, representing the electrochemical 

setup required for hydrogen loading. The sample is mounted in the sample holder positioned 

in the center of the cell. The cell is equipped with a fixed counter electrode, Pt. After filling the 

electrolyte, a reference electrode (Ag/Agclsat) is mounted in the holder. For hydrogen-loading 

connections are done using cu wires, as shown in the image.  

With electrochemical loading, the transmission and the reflection signals were observed and 

recorded. There are five different magnifications available (1000, 500, 200, 100, and 50 times), but 

mostly 100 × and 50 × were used to have a wide view. The maximum resolution of the light 

microscope is approximately 0.2 μm. In the Ortho Lux II light microscope, two tungsten-helium 

light sources of 50 Watts were used: one for the reflection study and the other for the transmission 

study. These intensities are recorded by a three-channel (RGB) charge-coupled device (CCD) 

camera. Also, a Leica 1750 microscope is used for thicker samples. This microscope is equipped 

with a more intense light source with a high-power LED lamp. 
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The system is also equipped with a CCD camera (Leica MC 170 HD). Figure. 3.10 shows the two 

different microscopes, the Ortho Lux II (a) and Leica 1750 (b) equipped with the loading cell. 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Photos of 

the two light microscopes 

used in this work during 

the measurement of 

Hydrogenography. For a 

sample of thickness less 

than 40-50 nm (vanadium 

+ capping layer 

thickness), Ortho Lux II 

was used (a), while for 

thicker samples Leica 

1750 was used (b). 

 

To further analyze the transmission intensity of the measurement, the image intensity of grey and, 

in some cases, of the green channel are plotted with respect to the concentration. These diagrams 

are defined as transmission pixel intensity diagrams (see chapter 4). These diagrams have two y-

axes, showing the intensity (left scale) in the waterfall diagram and the hydrogen concentration 

with increasing order (right side). In short, pixel intensity diagrams are deduced from each 

transmission image by plotting the number of pixels (measured with a certain intensity it) against 

the pixel intensity it. 

 

3.4 In-situ stress measurements  
 

Hydrogen absorption in the sample leads to a stress state in the sample whose magnitudes depend 

on the hydrogen concentration. While XRD can measure changes in strain normal to the sample 

surface, in-situ stress can show the in-plane stress response during electrochemical hydrogen 

loading. This kind of measurement works only for the sample firmly adhered to the substrate, as 

with hydrogen charging stress can be observed. To study the stress development during hydrogen 
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absorption, during phase transformation, and during its release by plastic deformation or other 

processes, in-situ stress measurement was conducted. The initial stress state was artificially set to 

zero, as intrinsic stresses are not measured. 

From linear elastic theory, the compressive stress developed due to hydrogen absorption should 

lead to a known slope in the elastic range. Its deviation from this slope represents plastic 

deformation.  

The schematic of the setup used for stress measurements is shown in Figure 3.11, see Ref [41]. The 

cell (shown as a blue line) consists of a substrate holder (black squire) and an induction gauge (at 

the bottom of the cell (Dornier Company)). To have sufficient bending (for theory, see chapter 

2.2.), V films were deposited on a long and thin glass substrate of 30 x 7 x 0.1 mm3. For the 

measurements, the sample was mounted (firmly) on a sample holder such that the substrate was 

facing the induction gauge. A small metal plate (Pd) was glued to the substrate, facing the induction 

gauge. One side of the sample was now fixed in the sample holder and the other side was free so 

that it could behave as a cantilever. The distance between the sample and the induction gauge can 

be measured via the voltage. The distance has to be adjusted so the induction gauge works in the 

range over which the voltage has a linear relation to the distance (precisely calibrated for the 

particular sensor). The cell is filled with the electrolyte of H3PO4 and glycerine mixed in a 1:2 ratio. 

 

Figure 3.11: Schematic diagram of the in-situ stress measurement. Picture taken from Ref. 

[41]. In-situ stress arises during electrochemical hydrogen loading (schematic bottom right 

corner) and change in EMF can be measured simultaneously (schematic top right corner). 

Reprinted from [41]. copyright 2011 R.Gemma. 

 

The calibration factor of the sensor used in this work τ was 3.95 Volt/mm. When hydrogen loading 

was done, the sample bends (thin substrate < 0.3 mm) due to the development of compressive 

stress. The radius of curvature R changes due to sample bending. This changes the distance z 
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between the Pd plate (sample) and the induction gauge which records this change in terms of 

voltage ∆𝑈, such that: 

                                                             𝑍 =
∆𝑈

𝜏
                                                      (3.5) 

With Z derived from the calculation and the known sample length, R can be calculated as required 

for the stress calculation [68]: 

                                                           𝑅 ≈
𝐿2

2𝑍
                                                       (3.6) 

Stoney’s formula [109] allows to calculate the in-plane stress arising due to the hydrogen 

loading/unloading 

                                                    𝜎 =
𝐸𝑠∙𝑡𝑠

2

6𝑡𝑓(1−𝑣𝑠)
∙
1

𝑅
                                        (3.7) 

where 𝐸𝑠 is the Young’s Modulus of the substrate; 𝑣𝑠 is the Poisson ratio of the substrate; 𝑡𝑠 is the 

thickness of the substrate; and 𝑡𝑓 is the thickness of the film. 

The V films were capped with a Pd layer, but for the thickness of the film 𝑡𝑓, only the thickness of 

the V layer is considered. This was done because hydrogen absorption in Pd is negligible, and 

hydrogen is only absorbed practically in V (see hydrogen solubility data in chapter 2). 

 

3.5 STM and AFM 
 

Two different scanning probe microscopy techniques, namely scanning tunneling microscopy 

(STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), were used in this work. These techniques are 

employed to observe the morphological change arising on the film surface after hydrogen loading. 

 

3.5.1 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 

 

STM technique was invented in 1981 by G Binnig and H Rohrer and implemented by G Binnig, H 

Rohrer, C Gerber, and E Weibel [110]. This technique is based on the tunneling effect of electrons 

through an insulator region between two electrodes: STM Tip (one conductor) to the probed surface 

(second conductor).  

The operational principle of STM is illustrated in Figure 3.12. It involves a sharp metal tip, often 

made of tungsten or PtxIr1-x (x= 0.1 used in this work), which is brought to proximity (in a range 

of 0.3 to 1 nm) to the sample surface. A voltage of 10 mV-1.5 V applied between the tip and the 
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sample results in a tunnel current of 0.2 nA to 10 nA. The tunneling current which is an exponential 

function of the width of the tunneling barrier (i.e. the tip-sample distance z), varies strongly, as 

shown below in equation 3.8, 

                                                           𝐼 ∝  |𝜑|2𝑒−2𝑘∙𝑧                                            (3.8) 

where |𝜑|2 is the probability of density of electronic states at the sample surface, and k is the wave 

vector. A detailed description of this technique can be found in previous works. [111, 112]. 

 

Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram of the STM includes the scanning tip, the piezoelectrically 

controlled scanner, the feedback electronics, the computer, and the vibration isolation system. 

On applying the tunneling voltage, a tunneling current flows between the sample and the tip, 

considering they are close enough with 0.3 nm to 1 nm. The feedback loop monitors that the 

tunneling current remains constant, and the piezoelectrically controlled scanner expands and 

contracts very slightly to control the horizontal position x, y, and the height z of the scanning 

tip. The computer records the tunneling currents as well as controls the voltage applied to the 

piezo tubes to create the 3D map of the sample surface. 

 

The measurement of the surface features can be done by operating STM in either constant height 

mode or constant current mode. In our thesis, the constant current mode was used. A feedback 

network changes the sample-tip distance to maintain the tunneling current constant. This was 
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achieved by moving the tip towards or away from the sample surface, by applying a voltage to the 

piezoelectric driver (the scanner to which the tip is mounted). As a function of coordinate (x, y) the 

z displacement of the tip, given by the applied voltage to the piezo, was stored in a file. These 

stored files can be analyzed later by an SPM software i.e. Gwyddion or WSxM. 

The STM instrument used in this study is the Micro-STM (OMICRON). Furthermore, all STM 

studies of this work were done at room temperature. As a small temperature variation normally 

affects the piezo elements, it leads to thermal drift. It requires some time for the system to be 

thermally equilibrated. For the first hour, a thermal drift of 25 nm/h is observed, reducing to less 

than 5 nm image shift in a frame of 500 x 500 nm2, after a few hours. The hydrogen loading is 

performed in a pressure range from 10-9 mbar to 600 mbar, in the STM chamber with the mounted 

sample.  

Some setup and measurement limitations are encountered for gas phase loading of the vanadium 

thin film: (1) Proper pressure control was not possible as four different pressure gauges had to be 

used: the ion gauge ranging from 10-9 to 10-5 mbar, two Baratron type (MKS) pressure gauges 

ranging from 10-4 to 1 mbar and 10-1 mbar to 1 bar, and a full range gauge ranging from 5×10-9 

mbar to 1000 mbar (See chapter 3.2.2 for more details). (2) As the pressure was increased manually 

with a leak valve, precise changes in the pressure were not possible.  

The vanadium thin film used in this work showed hydride formation in the pressure region of 

corona discharge. This issue was solved by using gas mixtures of Ar and hydrogen, as explained 

in chapter 3.2.2 in detail. Also, it was observed that with high hydrogen pressure, the STM normal 

motion (coarse sample approach) did not work.  

The schematic drawing in Figure 3.13 illustrates the measurement protocol, developed for 

hydrogenated sample scanning by crossing the corona discharge region. Step I show the STM 

measurement of the sample before loading. In step II, the STM measurement has to be stopped 

(with one coarse step in the backward direction) and followed by shutting down the ion gauge. This 

is followed by a gradual hydrogen pressure increase (passing through the corona discharge region). 

In the III stage, the sample stays for 30 minutes or longer (up to 2 hours) in the hydrogen gas 

pressure. The duration required depends on the thickness of the capping layer. IV: With fast 

hydrogen gas removal in the fourth stage, the corona discharge region is crossed again, and the 

STM is still not running. As the pressure reached ≤10-5 mbar, the STM is started again,  and with 

one coarse step forward, it starts measuring the sample. 

Due to these aforementioned limitations, it is not possible for STM to stay in the same position 

before and after hydrogen loading. But, as will be shown later, in special cases some surface 

features exist that help to locate the previous scanning position. 
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Figure 3.13: Schematic drawing presenting the measurement protocol on hydrogen loading and 

the corresponding STM working conditions.  

 

To verify the reality of the surface topography changes, forward and backward scans are performed. 

Figure 3.14 (a) and (c) present this exemplarily for a surface with drastic surface topography with 

corresponding line scans (b) and (d). Two-line scans are drawn , one on a rather flat surface (blue 

line) and one going from high to low ground (green line). The scan on the flat surface region has 

the same feature existing with similar height, in the forward and backward directions. The same 

result is shown for the green line profile. By this kind of measurement, the true existence of features 

with strong height changes has been confirmed. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b)  

(d) 
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Figure 3.14: STM measurement on an 8 nm Pd/ 30 nm V// glass sample, (a) and (c) presenting 

the forward and backward scan done after loading with hydrogen partial pressure at pH = 

6.7×10-2 mbar. Line profile (b), (d) confirm the same scale of the surface topography.  
 

3.5.2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)  

 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is another kind of scanning probe microscopy. It is applicable for 

all material type samples for atomic scale surface information i.e. surface roughness. Detailed 

information about this technique can be found in Ref. [113]. 

Figure. 3.15 shows the schematic drawing of AFM, which represents the operating principle. In 

the AFM imaging mode, a flexible cantilever is usually raster-scanned over the sample surface to 

get a 3D image. A sharp tip (e.g. SiN) is mounted at one end of the cantilever. When this tip is 

brought close to the sample surface, an atomic scale force (van der Waals force) interaction 

between the tip and the sample surface takes place. A laser beam is focused on the reverse side of 

the cantilever. The reflected beam from it falls onto a position-sensitive 4-quadrant photodetector. 

During raster scanning of the tip on the sample surface, varying van der Waals force interaction 

give rise to deflections of the cantilever. As a result, the reflected laser spot position on the 

photodetector changes, which can be monitored and can give relative height changes of the sample 

topography. 

There are three different imaging modes of the AFM. For this work, the tapping imaging mode is 

used. In the tapping mode, the force between the tip and the sample is very low with only 10-12 N. 

The cantilever is stiffer than that used in contact mode (a soft cantilever can be pulled into contact 

with the sample surface). The small valve of force and the greater cantilever stiffness result in a 

small signal detection and require a sensitive AC detection scheme. In the tapping mode, the 

cantilever is allowed to vibrate near its resonant frequency (typically from 100 to 400 KHz) with 

an amplitude of a few tens of an Angstrom (Å). 
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Figure 3.15: (a) Schematic drawing of an AFM setup, (b) AFM image (1×1 µm2) of the 

vanadium film surface covered with 15 nm Pd. The rms value of the roughness (Sq) is 0.45 nm. 

The sample-tip interaction results in a change in the vibration frequency or its amplitude. A 

monitoring system with help of a feedback system moves the scanner up or down, to keep the 

resonant frequency or the amplitude constant. This method does not suffer from tip or sample 

degradation effects that are observed after taking several scans in contact mode. The AFM used in 

this work is procured from Oxford Instruments Asylum Research, Inc MFP-3DTM connected to the 

SPM controller ARC2TM from Oxford Instruments. An AFM probe of type AC160TS (from Oxford 

Instruments) is used with a tip radius of 7 to 8 nm. 

 

3.6 XRD and XRR measurement 
 

In this work, XRD and XRR were used to study the V film microstructure, the film thickness, and 

the surface (or interface) roughness. These measurements were done using the Bruker Discovery 

D8 diffractometer equipped with a Cu (λKα=1.54 Å) source. Details on XRD and XRR theory can 

be found in the book Ref. [114]. 

 

3.6.1 X-ray Diffraction 

 

The crystal structure of the thin film can be identified by XRD studies, using Bragg’s law [114], 

                                                                     2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃ℎ𝑘𝑙 = 𝑛𝜆                                                (3.9) 

where 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙is the interplanar distance between (h,k,l) planes in the normal direction, 𝜃ℎ𝑘𝑙 is the 

Bragg angle of reflection, n is a positive integer called diffraction order and 𝜆 is the wavelength of 

the incident beam. All parameters are shown schematically in Figure 3.16. The diagram shows that 
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waves 1 and 2 are scattered from atoms A and B of a crystal having the interplanar distance d. The 

diffracted beam interferes constructively if the path difference of the beams (2dsinθ) is equal to a 

positive integer n, for the wavelength 𝜆. The constructive interference results in interference 

maxima measured by the detector as a peak, which is plotted in the θ-2θ scan. Figure 3.17 presents 

the nanocrystalline V film XRD pattern, consist of broad peak of (110). 

 

 

Figure 3.16: Schematic drawing 

representing Bragg’s equation, indicating 

the parameters such as lattice plane 

distance d, path difference 2dsinθ, Bragg’s 

angle θ, and beams, represented by lines 1 

and 2, having a wavelength λ.  

 

 

Figure 3.17: X-ray diffraction pattern of the V film deposited on glass at RT. The peaks are 

assigned to the (110) vanadium and the (111) palladium lattice reflection. No other lattice 

reflections are obtained, thus justifying the fiber textures of the films. 

 

To get information on the domain size (normal to surface) one can use the Debye-Scherrer formula, 

by fitting the shape of the peak and calculating the full width at half maximum (FWHM), as [114]. 

                                                    𝑡 =
𝐾∙𝜆

𝐵∙𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑩
                                                   (3.10) 
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where K denotes the shape factor with a value of 0.9 or 1 depending on the shape of the crystallites 

in the sample;  𝜆 is the wavelength; θ is the Bragg angle; B is the FWHM; and t is domain size. 

This formula is applicable to very small crystalline grains only and not applicable to grain sizes 

above 0.1 μm [114]. 

 

3.6.2 X-ray Reflectometry (XRR) 

 

X-ray Reflectometry is performed to study film thickness, surface roughness, and interface 

roughness in film stacks and to deduce oxide layers or some additional interface layers (alloying 

regions) between the film and the substrate. In XRR, the interference of the electromagnetic wave 

takes place not only at the surface but also between the different layers. The X-rays are completely 

reflected below a critical angle θcr, and normal reflection occurs above it. The value of the critical 

angle depends on the density of the material and the wavelength used, and the reflectivity is also 

related to the refractive index of the material. For X-rays, reflection for most materials has 

refractive indexes of less than 1. More details about the XRR method are available in Ref. [115]. 

 

 

(a) 
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Simulated Parameter  

Material Thickness (nm) Roughness (nm) Density(g/cm3) 

PdO 1.42 0.16 8.3 

Pd 14.53 0.59 12.01 

V 37.27 0.70 6.11 

SiO2 0.0 0.59 2.65 

 

Figure 3.18: (a) Representation of XRR measurement of a sample (black curve) 

Pd(14.5nm)/V(37.2nm) on the glass substrate. Superimposed is the simulated curve (blue 

curve). (b) Table of parameters calculated by simulation. 

 

The film thickness was checked for exemplary films. The thickness deduced from XRR was also 

used to calibrate the sputter rate. This rate was used to calculate the deposition rate to obtain films 

of desired thicknesses. Figure 3.18 (a) exemplarily shows an XRR pattern of a 37 nm V film capped 

with 14.5 nm Pd (black curve) and the fitted simulation curve (blue curve). The match quite well. 

Figure 3.18 (b) presents a table of parameters calculated by the LAPTOS software 7.7, by fitting a 

simulated curve to the measured graph provided by Bruker Company [116]. A Pd-oxide layer has 

to be added to the simulated curve. It adds up to the effect of the interaction of the atmosphere with 

the sample surface.  

XRR roughness is measured over a large area of mm2 while for AFM, roughness is measured over 

a small area in the µm2 range. XRR has the advantage of being a non-destructive and non-contact 

mode technique that can measure 2 nm to 200 nm thick film with an accuracy of 0.1-0.2 nm. This 

method also has its limitation. It bases on the grazing angle reflection of X-rays and, thus, XRR 

can be measured up to 2θ = 10o. The measurement end of 2θ = 8o is shown in Figure 3.18 (a). 

Additionally, the absorption of X-rays in the material also limits the achievable film stack 

thickness.  

(b) 
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Chapter 4 

Result and Individual Experiment discussion 
 

4.1 Optical Transmission and Reflection   

 

This chapter represents the optical in-situ results of hydrogen loading on vanadium films. 

Measurements have been performed on different film thicknesses of 30 nm, 50 nm and 70 nm, but 

the results presented here focus on the 30 nm films. To modify the adhesion between the vanadium 

films and the substrates, the vanadium films were grown on different interface layers (interlayer) 

name as no-interlayer, Pd-interlayer, or PC-interlayer. To locally modify the adhesion Pd, and PC 

were also deposited in the shape of a dots pattern (mixed adhesion). The thickness of the Pd-

interlayer varied between 5 nm and 7 nm to check for any thickness dependency. At the start, 

optical transmission studies upon hydrogen loading on a pure Pd film of 30 nm thickness are 

presented (the latter in collaboration with Dr. S. Wagner). This study serves as background 

information, as a Pd film is present in all samples at least as a capping layer. Its optical change can 

be neglected for chemical potentials below 120 mV because, for Pd, buckle phase transition 

potential is above it [117]. 

The following chapter subgroups the results of the optical microscopy images (hydrogenography, 

see chapter 3.3) in, transmission and reflection as well as the pixel intensity diagram as a function 

of the hydrogen concentration. Finally, corresponding EMF and stress measurements are also 

shown at the end of the current chapter. 

 

4.1.1 Pd(30nm)//sapphire 

During electrochemical loading (ECL), transmission and reflection images of the samples are 

recorded, to observe optical changes and to correlate them with phase transitions induced by ECL. 

Figure 4.1.1.1 shows the selected transmission images of a Pd 30 nm thin film grown on a sapphire 

substrate {of (11-20) orientation} with cH or H/Pd, from cH = 0.0 H/Pd to cH = 0.99 H/Pd. Images 

in reflection mode are not shown here. 

Homogeneously bright transmission images are measured for the initial Pd-film and low hydrogen 

contents, as exemplarily shown in Figure 4.1.1.1. The hydrogen contents ranging from 0.00 H/Pd 

to 1 H/Pd, are shown in the upper part of the images. The first sign of hydride precipitation is 

observed at cH = 0.12 H/Pd. In the case of Pd, hydrides are visible as lighter regions in the images 

[108]. These hydride precipitates are more visible at cH = 0.16 H/Pd and higher concentrations. 

With higher concentrations, more small precipitates emerge while others grow, see Figure 4.1.1.1 

second row. Above a concentration of cH = 0.49 H/Pd hydride phase growth dominates within the 
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frame. At the concentration of cH = 0.79 H/Pd the whole frame area is covered by the hydride 

phase. In the center of the hydride regions, appear a dark spot from which dark lines are running 

radially toward the boundary of the hydride region. They look like dendrites. The spot in the center 

appears dark; it is the onset of film buckling at around cH = 0.44 H/Pd. This can be observed more 

clearly for the images of higher concentration loaded samples. 

 
Figure 4.1.1.1: Selection of transmission images of a Pd 30 nm film on a sapphire substrate with 

50 × magnification, loaded with different hydrogen concentrations cH. The cH is given in the upper 

left corner of each image. Hydride-containing film regions appear in light grey.  

Pixel intensity diagrams are deduced from each transmission image by plotting the number of 

pixels measured with a certain intensity it against the pixel intensity it. As shown by the graph in 

Figure 4.1.1.2, the initial Pd film cH = 0 H/Pd, shows a peak with a maximum value of it= 124. 

Hydrogen concentration increase leads to a shift of the highest peak intensity toward higher values, 

starting at it= 124 at cH = 0 H/Pd and ending at it= 155 for cH = 0,99 H/Pd. In Figure 4.1.1.2, the 

intensity distribution moves toward the right side of the intensity scale. The peak shifts non-linearly 

with cH and becomes broader. On top of this, at a concentration of cH = 0.16 H/Pd, a second peak 

appears at higher intensity. This peak continues to grow while the first peak shrinks. This can be 

related to the hydride phase nucleation and α-phase disappearance, according to the lever rule in 

the two-phase region of the Pd-H system (see chapter 2 and [118]). At cH = 0.79 H/Pd only one 

peak remains. Alternative measurements of Jara Kürschner give cH = 0.62 H/Pd, for hydrogen 

loaded 30 nm Pd films on Si [108]. This suggests a little hydrogen loss, in our measurement. 

However, it also means that the hydride phase formation is completed. Further hydrogen loading 

slightly shifts this peak to higher intensity, to the right. The distribution slightly changes its shape, 

in this high-concentration regime. As already mentioned, this high-concentration regime is not 

relevant for the following data interpretations. 
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Figure 4.1.1.2: Transmission pixel intensity diagrams deduced from the transmission images of the 

hydrogen loaded 30 nm Pd film grown on sapphire substrate, Figure 4.1.1.1, with 50× magnification. 

 

4.1.2 Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass 

Figure 4.1.2.1(a) shows the reflection images of the Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass substrate upon 

hydrogen loading. The hydrogen concentration cH is given in each figure in H/V. As discussed in 

chapter 3, reflection images inform about buckle formation. All images in Figure 4.1.2.1(a) show 

a film without buckles from cH = 0 H/V up to cH =1 H/V. Only a few concentrations are seen in the 

figure chosen from a large number of measurements, presenting the initial to final sample state. 

The slight lateral lines result from scratches on the surface of the samples and do not originate from 

the expected film detachment from the flat part of the substrate. Scratch lines can be seen get darker 

with increasing cH. Overall, the whole film stays adhered to the substrate. 

The corresponding optical transmission images are shown in Figure. 4.1.2.1(b). The images of 

the sample get noticeably darker upon hydrogen loading. This indicates the increase in the 

hydrogen content in the V-film. The dot in the middle relates to a hydrogen gas bubble that was 

formed on a morphological defect in the film. This was visible in the real images during the 

measurement. 
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There is no conspicuous sign of isolated hydride precipitates (which would appear locally darker 

for vanadium) at this magnification of 100× or higher, for this kind of sample with strong adhesion 

to the substrate. EMF measurements (see Figure 4.2.2) done simultaneously confirm a phase 

transformation by a plateau-like region and, thus, hydride formation for this sample. Thus, hydrides 

have to be very small and beyond the light microscope resolution of detection. 

The related frequency distribution of the transmission intensity is shown in Figure 4.1.2.2. 

Transmission pixel intensity diagrams more clearly visualize hydrogen concentration changes 

by optical modifications (see chapter 3).  

 

(a) 

 
(b) 
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Figure 4.1.2.1: Optical measurements on Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass film in (a) Reflection mode 

and (b) Transmission mode, both with 100× magnification. The images were subsequently taken 

at the same concentration’s steps, first in reflection and then in transmission. 

 

 
Figure 4.1.2.2: Transmission pixel intensity diagrams of the Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass film, 

transmission images taken with 100× magnification 

 

Figure 4.1.2.2 shows the transmission pixel intensity diagrams obtained on selected non-linearly 

increasing loading steps. At cH = 0 H/V a broad peak is detected at about it= 66. Upon hydrogen 

loading the peak shifts to a lower intensity. Between cH = 0.15 H/V and cH = 0.7 H/V, the peak 

shifts strongly towards lower intensity. From cH = 0.8 H/V to cH = 0.95 H/V it then remains at a 

constant position and gets broader. The step size of the hydrogen loading was increased from cH = 

0.01 H/V (for cH < 0.3 H/V) to cH = 0.02 H/V (for cH ≥ 0.3 H/V till cH ≥ 0.5) and after this from cH 

≥ 0.5 to cH = 1 H/V step size cH = 0.05 H/V, see appendix A.1. The intensity changes upon hydrogen 

loading opposes to that of the Pd film, where the peak shifts towards higher intensity, as shown in 

section 4.1.1.1.  

When loading is done for the V sample, the optical effect of hydrogen loading of the Pd film can 

be slightly observed at high concentrations. At cH = 1 H/V the peak shifts to the right, showing a 

total intensity increase. This can be interpreted by the higher transparency of the H-loaded Pd film, 

upon hydrogen uptake.  
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It is noted briefly that the transmission spectrum at cH = 0.6 H/V is replaced with that at cH = 0.55 

H/V (see appendix A.1), on account of an unexpected jump in the whole image brightness. This 

effect is related to an external factor.  

Phase separation in the V-H film is not detectable from the hydrogenography transmission pixel 

intensity diagrams. For this information, the simultaneously taken EMF curve (see Figure 4.2.2) 

gives details. By using linear fitting for the EMF curve [119] (shown later in Figure 4.2.2), phase 

boundaries for solid solution and hydride phase are deduced at cH = 0.08 H/V and cH = 0.48 H/V, 

respectively. 

4.1.3 Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(7nm) layer//glass 

 

The adhesion between the V film and the substrate can be changed by adding an interface layer: 

for this measurement, a 7 nm Pd layer is grown on the glass substrate. Figure 4.1.3.1 (a) shows the 

optical reflection images of Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(7nm) layer//glass film.  

Only the images for a few chosen concentrations from a bigger measurement concentration range 

are shown here. For cH = 0.0 H/V the image shows the as-deposited film which has some surface 

features in the shape of small circles. Above a concentration of cH = 0.4 H/V, small dark spots start 

to grow at the right corner of the image. This suggests local film detachment, as a concentration 

increase is not visible by such a strong change in the reflected brightness (see Figure 4.1.2.1 (a)). 

At a concentration of cH = 0.42 H/V many small, detached regions start to appear see Figure 4.1.3.1 

(a). The number of such regions increases up to cH= 0.7 H/V. At this concentration, the existing 

regions start to grow. The very rapid growth of the dark regions appears at cH= 0.8 H/V and till cH= 

0.95 H/V. It appears that the whole regarded region of the film has changed. From the folded 

appearance of the film, it can be concluded that the dark film regions relate to film regions that are 

detached from the substrate. 

Figure 4.1.3.1 (b) displays the transmission images of the same sample, at low hydrogen 

concentrations which do not show any buckle-related change. As already described for 

Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass in chapter part 4.1.2, hydrogen loading results in overall image 

darkening. Only above cH= 0.7 H/V (at cH= 0.8 H/V few of such images are shown by red circles) 

buckle growth can be observed in the transmission images, Figure 4.1.3.1 (b). Above cH= 0.9 H/V, 

the film buckling resulting in folds also appears in the transmission image. However, the buckle 

visibility is very small, in the transmission images.  
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(a) 

 
(b)

 

  
Figure 4.1.3.1: Optical measurement of Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(7nm) layer//glass film in (a) 

reflection mode and (b) transmission mode, both with 100× magnification. Both observation modes 

are taken at the same concentration’s steps, first in reflection and then in transmission. 

Transmission pixel intensity diagrams are deduced from each transmission image (Figure 

4.1.3.2). The increase in concentration leads to an increase in the width of the peak while the peak 
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position remains fixed at it= 44 from cH = 0 H/V to it= 44 for cH = 0.2 H/V. Above a concentration 

of cH = 0.25 H/V, the peak position at it= 43 (the highest peak intensity) starts to move toward lower 

values and continues to do so, until cH = 0.8 H/V, it= 39. The intensity distribution moves towards 

the left side of the intensity scale for concentrations from cH = 0.25 H/V till cH = 0.8 H/V. As shown 

in Figure. 4.1.3.1, the buckle growth happens very rapidly between cH = 0.8 H/V to cH = 0.9 H/V. 

At this concentration, the peak shift in Figure. 4.1.3.2 starts to move toward the right side, from it= 

39 to it= 41, respectively. As the buckle growth in the frame of Figure 4.1.3.1 is completed at a 

concentration cH = 0.95 H/V, the peak position remains locked at it= 41 for cH = 0.9 H/V and cH = 

0.95 H/V. The only remaining difference is a peak broadening at a concentration cH = 0.95 H/V. 

For the fully loaded film at cH = 1 H/V, the peak shifts to the right it= 42. This indicates the H-

loading of the Pd film, which gets more transparent upon hydrogen absorption. This effect also 

contributes at high concentrations.  

 
Figure 4.1.3.2: Transmission pixel intensity diagrams of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(7nm) 

layer//glass film, transmission images taken with 100× magnification.  

The stable peak position in Figure 4.1.3.2 during the first loading steps up to a concentration of cH 

=0.2 H/V is remarkable. It cannot be accounted for the α-phase low H-solubility, solely. It is 

hypothesized here that the change in the missing intensity results from the large intrinsic stress in 
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the V-sample. The EMF shows a solid solution phase boundary at cH =0.09 H/V (while the hydride 

phase boundary is deduced to be at cH = 0.38 H/V), see Figure 4.2.3. Different intrinsic stress may 

result from the 7 nm Pd film which strongly binds the Pd/V/Pd-film package to the substrate. 

Comparison of the first and second loading EMF-curve shows a shift of the curve by about -0.03 

V with respect to the second loading EMF, see image A.2 in the appendix. This may result from 

strong intrinsic compressive mechanical stress in the V-film, prior to the first loading. During the 

first hydrogen loading, stress release may result in a different stress condition for the second 

loading. Other samples show a similar effect but on a smaller scale. 

From cH = 0.2 H/V to cH = 0.8 H/V, the optical transmission peak starts to shift to a lower-intensity 

with each hydrogen loading step. Till cH = 0.6 H/V no strong buckling is observed, but for cH = 0.7 

H/V and cH = 0.8 H/V, there is a clear sign of buckling. Nevertheless, the transmission pixel 

intensity behaves similar to that in absence of buckling. In the almost buckled situation, from cH = 

0.9 H/V to cH = 1H/V, the transmission pixel intensity behavior changes, and the peak shifts to a 

higher value. From the EMF curve, (shown later in this chapter Figure 4.2.3) an effect of hydrogen 

absorption in the Pd cap layer is expected for the last two concentrations. In presence of the 7 nm 

Pd interlayer, something happens that pins the peak position for low concentrations. The effect of 

hydrogen loading on the peak shift only appears at higher concentrations. Also, the presence of the 

7 nm Pd interlayer leads to buckling with hydrogen concentration increase. Nucleation and rapid 

buckle growth appear in the hydride phase and result in complete film buckling. 

4.1.4 Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) layer//glass 

The interface layer thickness is reduced here to 5 nm of Pd. This is not expected to differ in V-film 

adhesion with respect to the 7 nm Pd interlayer if the Pd-layer is closed. However, it can differ if 

the interlayer consists of Pd-islands. 

The optical reflection images of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) layer//glass film are shown in 

Figure 4.1.4.1 (a). The reflection image in Figure 4.1.4.1 (a) at cH = 0.0 H/V shows the as-deposited 

state of the film with small amount of initial surface topography. Upon hydrogen loading, these 

uneven topographies provide nucleation centers. In the two-phase region at about cH = 0.3 H/V, the 

small centers get darker and darker with an increase in both concentration and number till cH = 0.65 

H/V. Above a concentration of cH = 0.65 H/V, the hydride phase appears to grow up to cH = 1 H/V. 

At cH = 1 H/V, buckled regions are not as pronounced as in the case of the 7 nm Pd interlayer.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.1.4.1 Optical measurements on Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) layer//glass film in (a) 

Reflection mode and (b) Transmission mode, both with 50× magnification the images were taken 

at the same concentration’s steps, first in reflection and then in transmission. 

 

Transmission images during hydrogen loading of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) layer//glass 

film are presented in Figure 4.1.4.1 (b). Starting from concentration cH = 0 H/V to cH = 0.6 H/V the 

film gets darker. Above that, from cH = 0.7 H/V to cH = 1 H/V, this sample shows buckle nucleation 

and growth. It results in most of the area under observation in film buckling. The information from 

these images is converted into the respective transmission intensity diagrams, as depicted in 

Figure 4.1.4.2. Compared to the reflection images, the transmission images appear smoother, the 
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transmission pixel intensity diagrams reveal the effect of the surface inhomogeneities by having 

two peaks, the smaller and the darker peak (at lower intensity) must be the contribution of these 

dark spots on the film surface. From the as-deposited state at cH = 0 H/V to the first loading step at 

cH = 0.05 H/V, the transmission intensities move to slightly higher intensity (to the right side), 

Figure 4.1.4.2, shows the peak at, it= 79 and it= 81, respectively. Peak shift at cH = 0.05 H/V and 

cH = 0.15 H/V toward high value are unaccounted for. The peaks jump to it= 77 for cH = 0.19 H/V. 

After this shift again the whole spectrum moves towards the lower intensity of it= 68 at cH = 0.7 

H/V. Transmission images Figure 4.1.4.1 (b) also show the growth of the buckles, at cH = 0.65 H/V, 

by slight intensity changes. Above cH = 0.9 H/V the whole spectrum moves towards higher 

intensity. 

This is due to the effect of the Pd loading and Pd-hydride formation at higher concentrations. EMF 

shows, see Figure 4.2.4 that the last four concentrations can have an effect due to hydrogen 

absorption in Pd. The two peaks now merge to almost one broad peak, as shown in Figure 4.1.4.2 

cH = 0.9 H/V, cH = 0.95 H/V, and cH = 1 H/V. The match between the positions of the buckles 

visible in Figure 4.1.4.1 (a) and the brighter regions in Figure 4.1.4.1 (b) suggest hydride formation 

in the Pd-cap layer in the buckled regions. Thus, the merging and broadening of the peak in Figure 

4.1.4.2 at 0.9 H/V and 1.0 H/V may be attributed to the local detachment of the underlying V-film.  
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Figure 4.1.4.2: Transmission intensity diagrams of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) 

layer//glass film, transmission images taken with 50× magnification. 

 
 

This film with 5 nm of Pd interlayer is in general behaving like the no-interlayer V-film, for low 

concentrations. Hydrogen loading is changing the transmission and the peak shifts towards lower 

intensity gradually from cH = 0.19 H/V till cH = 0.7 H/V. With high hydrogen concentration, this 

sample starts to form buckles that grow with each hydrogen charging step and result in film 

buckling. This film at cH = 1 H/V is still not fully buckled. 

 

4.1.5 Mixed adhesion samples with Pd dots 

 

To look further into the detail of how an interface layer modifies the hydride phase formation of a 

V-film, a pattern of circles of the interface layer is grown, as shown in Figure 4.1.5.  Further, Figure 

4.1.5 (a) shows the mask (with a hole size of 1 mm) that was used to create the pattern, and Figure 

4.1.5 (b) shows the interface layer pattern after deposition on the substrate by using the mask. The 

interface layer circle size is about 1.4 mm which is slightly larger than the hole size of the mask. 

Figure 4.1.5 (c) represents the as-deposited state of the vanadium film with the Pd cap layer. The 

interface layer pattern is not visible anymore and the film surface appears uniform. Figure 4.1.5 (d) 

shows the state of the film in a fully hydrogen-loaded condition after taking it out from the 

electrochemical loading cell. The interface pattern is now visible again due to buckling. This will 

be addressed in the following. 

 

Figure 4.1.5: Interface layer pattern and film 

deposition of Pd15/V30/ Pd-p or /PC-p//glass. 

(a) The mask with a hole size of 1 mm was 

used during the laser deposition or sputtering 

process, (b) the as-deposited pattern of 1.4 

mm on the glass substrate, (c) after 

subsequent Pd/V film deposition, patterns 

were invisible after film deposition and (d) 

the sample after electrochemical loading.   
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Figure 4.1.5.1 (a) shows the optical reflection images of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) 

dots//glass film for different hydrogen concentrations. As shown above, the film deposition process 

generally leads to a very smooth film surface. This is shown in Figure 4.1.5.1 (a), for 50× 

magnification surface of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) dots//glass film which is free from 

unwanted surface defects. Close inspection shows no sign of the Pd dot morphology but slightly 

higher reflectivity (more brightness) in the areas of the Pd dots. With the hydrogen loading, the 

film appears to be unchanged in reflection mode imaging up to a concentration of cH = 0.125 H/V. 

Above this concentration, small dark spots appear. This finding suggests localized buckling. The 

relevant area is highlighted by the red circle in Figure 4.1.5.1 (a). The growth of the dark spots 

continues up to cH = 0.7 H/V. At this concentration, film buckling at the positions of the Pd dots 

appears to be completed, as can be seen in, the slow growth of the buckle front after cH = 0.7 H/V. 

Further loading of the film makes the buckle region grow into the region of the adhered V film (the 

red circle always represents the finally detached area taken at 1 H/V). However, mainly the Pd-dot 

regions show buckles after hydrogen loading till 1 H/V.  

In the comparison of the image Figure 4.1.5.1 (a) and (b), some buckles nucleate close to the border 

of the dots. In this region, the morphology of the V-film is slightly bent due to the height of the 

underlying Pd-dots. The actual lateral shape of the Pd dot region is shown in Figure 4.1.5.2. 

However, also in the dot interior region nucleation of buckles is visible, as shown in Figure 4.1.5.1 

(a).  

(a) 
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(b) 

 
  
Figure 4.1.5.1: Optical measurements on Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) dots//glass film in, (a) 

Reflection mode and (b) Transmission mode, both with 50× magnification the images were taken 

at the same concentration’s steps, first in reflection and then in transmission. 

The related transmission images during hydrogen loading of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) 

dots//glass film are shown in Figure 4.1.5.1 (b). In contrast to reflection images, the transmission 

images show darker areas at the positions of the Pd dots, due to added extra 5 nm thickness. The 

Pd dots are visible in the transmission intensities because Pd is a heavy metal and absorbs light. 

Upon hydrogen loading, the V film gets darker, but with gradual hydrogen loading, the optical 

contrast between the Pd dot region and the adhered part of the V film becomes smaller. 

Besides, at cH = 0.4 H/V buckling can be observed in the Pd dot area, even in the transmission 

image. Above this concentration, the buckle morphology change appears more prominently and 

becomes slightly visible in transmission. At cH = 0.7 H/V, buckling appears to be completed and 

with further loading of the V-film, existing buckles appear to grow in the area of the V-film bending 

region, close to the Pd dots.  

Pd dots, in as deposited condition having a dimension of 1.4 mm in width and a length of 1.47 mm. 

With hydrogen loading V film develops buckle in the area of dots, these dots appear to have 

dimensions of 1.11 mm in width and 1.26 mm in length. Thus, these dots have elliptical structures, 

and the visible buckle area appears to be smaller than that of the Pd dots. 
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(a)      

 

Figure 4.1.5.2: Pd dot area of the 

Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/Pd(5nm) dots //glass 

film imaged in (a) reflection and (b) 

transmission mode at 1 H/V. The Pd dots are 

elliptical with a width of 1.4 mm and a length 

of 1.47 mm on average. After hydrogen 

loading, the width appears 1.11 mm while the 

length is about 1.26 mm. The dots have an 

elliptical shape. The size of the visible dots is 

slightly smaller than that of the Pd dots. 

(b) 

 

The average transmission intensity diagrams for this mixed-adhesion sample are scattered and 

broad because they contain information about the two completely different regions. While in the 

Pd dot area, buckles develop with hydrogen concentration increase, the adhered part behaves like 

the no-interlayer sample and gets darker with hydrogen loading. The resulting transmission 

intensity diagrams as shown in Figure 4.1.5.3 (a) present the whole sample area, and Figure 4.1.5.3 

(b) present the adhered part only. The chosen areas are sketched by the green frames. 

(a) 

 

(b)

 

Figure 4.1.5.3: (a) Transmission pixel intensity diagrams of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) 

dots//glass film, measuring the whole frame. The images are taken with 50× magnification. (b) 

Transmission pixel intensity diagrams of an area that is not covered with the Pd dot.  
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 To extract the local sample behavior from this spreading signal (Figure 4.1.5.3 (a)), a small part 

of the sample image information is cropped (the area without the Pd dot coverage) for all hydrogen 

concentrations. The transmission pixel intensity diagrams are plotted in Figure 4.1.5.3 (b). This 

Figure 4.1.5.3 (b) shows similarities to the original signal in Figure 4.1.5.3 (a). The related EMF 

measurement, presented in Figure 4.2.5, confirms the proper V-film loading and phase boundary 

between cH = 0.05 H/V and cH = 0.5 H/V. The last two images are expected to show an effect due 

to the Pd loading, resulting in a higher intensity shift in the transmission pixel intensity diagrams. 

Figure 4.1.5.3 (b) can be used to see the general trend of the adhered V-film part. Figure A.3 (b) in 

the appendix shows the buckle part of the transmission pixel intensity diagrams, which are not 

presented here. Superposition of Figures 4.1.5.3 (a) and 4.1.5.3 (b) in Figure 4.1.5.4 clearly shows 

that the right-hand part of each curve has a contribution from the cropped area that adheres to the 

substrate and is not covered by the Pd dots while the other peaks with low pixel intensity are 

contributions from the sample parts influenced by the Pd dot interface layer. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.5.4: The intensity 

distribution of the superposition of 

the transmission pixel intensity 

diagrams of Figure 4.1.5.3 (a) and 

(b). While black curves belong to 

pixel intensity diagrams originate 

from the whole sample and green 

curves are plotted from the crop 

part of the same sample. 

Three-pixel intensity diagrams of concentration 0.095, 0.1, and 0.125 are shifted to the right by no 

physical phenomenon, so are shifted back to left with a constant value (please see image A.3 in the 

appendix).  

4.1.6 Mixed adhesion samples with PC dots 

For the Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/PC(5nm) dots//glass sample a dot pattern interlayer of PC (poly-

carbonate) of 5 nm thickness is used. The adhesion energy between a metal film and PC is very 

small which should, therefore, lead to film detachment above a certain mechanical stress or 

hydrogen concentration. 

Figures 4.1.6.1 (a) and (b) show the reflection and transmission images of the V-film deposited on 

the de-adhesive PC pattern. In the reflection images of Figure 4.1.6.1 (a) it is observed that the V 
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film is initially detached (at cH = 0.0 H/V) at the locations of the PC pattern. A dark-buckled region 

is visible already in this unloaded state. This demonstrates that the pattern is highly visible in the 

reflection images. The related transmission images of Figure 4.1.6.1 (b) show an overall constant 

brightness at cH = 0.0 H/V, even though a part of the film is strongly buckled. The reflection images 

Figure 4.1.6.1 (a) taken upon hydrogen loading show that the buckling area gradually becomes 

darker. This is attributed to increased delamination and folding in this area. Further, with the 

increase in hydrogen concentration, the buckling area circumference widened.  

(a) 

 
(b) 
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Figure 4.1.6.1: Optical measurements on Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC(5nm) dots//glass film in, (a) 

Reflection mode and (b) Transmission mode, both with 50× magnification the images were 

taken at the same concentration’s steps, first in reflection and then in transmission. 

 

The transmission images that were taken subsequently are shown in Figure 4.1.6.1 (b). As already 

mentioned, the PC dots are not visible in the initial transmission spectrum (cH = 0 H/V). This is 

because it is a transparent polymer and does not absorb light. Interestingly, for this sample as the 

buckle area is already present in the as-deposited state of the sample. This buckling morphology 

seems to be not clearly visible in the transmission images.  

The transmission images taken upon hydrogen loading show an increasing brightness in the 

buckled area. In contrast to the reflection mode, the transmission mode shows an optical contrast 

between adhered part and buckled area depending on the mean hydrogen content, as shown in 

Figure 4.1.6.1 (a) and (b). As the first image at cH = 0.0 H/V in Figure 4.1.6.1 (b) does not show a 

contrast in the transmission image, this suggests a local change of the hydrogen concentration in 

the buckled regions compared to the adhered regions. As the buckled regions become brighter in 

the transmission images, the concentration in the buckles appears less than in the adhered film part. 

 

(a)

 

(b) 

 
Figure 4.1.6.2: Transmission pixel intensity diagrams of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC(5nm) 

dots//glass film (a) at the adhered part of the film (b) at the buckle part of the film, as the function 

of the hydrogen concentration related to V-H film. 

 

To look at the transmission intensities in more detail, the transmission images are analyzed by 

using two areas of interest, one at the center of the buckled area and the other at the adhered part 

of the film, see Figure 4.1.6.2 (a) and (b). The chosen areas are sketched by the frames in Figure 

4.1.6.2. (Using the white light spectrum) and Figure 4.1.6.3 (using the green light only). 
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An analysis of the light source emitting color information shows that the different RGB 

components (red, green, and blue) have different sensitivity. It was observed that the green channel 

contains maximum information, showing maximum intensity change upon hydrogen absorption. 

Therefore, to deduce the details in the transmission signal, we focused on the green channel for this 

sample, as shown in Figure 4.1.6.3 (a) and (b). 

By looking at the transmission pixel intensity diagrams of Figure 4.1.6.2 (a) and (b) at cH = 0.0 

H/V, the transmission intensity in the PC pattern area (right-hand side) resembles that of the 

transmission intensity in the adhered part of the film (left-hand side). Resultantly, it can be 

concluded that even though the buckles are present, they do not affect the transmission intensity.  

According to Lambert-Beer’s law (Eq. 3.4 chapter 3), the intensity of the transmitted light can be 

affected by a change in film thickness, a change in the extinction coefficient, and a change in the 

hydrogen concentration. The V-film thickness is considered constant, as the hydrogen-related film 

expansion is only 0.135 × 30 nm = 4.1 nm, at 1 H/V (see chapter 2 part 2.3.2). The PC pattern is 

optically transparent. The extinction coefficient is considered to remain constant as the film 

material does not change largely from start to end. Out of the three factors affecting the transmitted 

intensity, the above two can be mainly excluded. The remaining factor is the hydrogen 

concentration: Thus, the increasing concentration of hydrogen should lead to a stronger contrast 

arising between the adhered part of the film and the buckled area. Note, that some concentrations 

diagrams could not be used because of an artificial intensity jump: thus, the neighboring diagrams 

are plotted (for example cH = 0.09 H/V (replacing that at 0.1 H/V) and cH = 0.19 H/V (replacing 

that at 0.2 H/V), see in Figure 4.1.6.2 (a) and (b)). Details are discussed in appendix A.4. 

Figures 4.1.6.3 (a) and (b) show a more detailed version of the signal (with green channel of RGB 

image). The inset is added to give more information on the signal behavior at low concentrations. 

An analysis of the transmission pixel intensity diagrams of Figure 4.1.6.3 (a) shows that the 

adhered-apart optical signal goes darker with increasing concentration while the buckled parts 

transmission pixel intensities presented in Figure 4.1.6.3 (b) are stable at the same position. Figure 

4.1.6.3 (a) and (b) are plotted with the main concentration step of cH =0.05 H/V.  

(a) 

 

(b) 
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Figure 4.1.6.3: Pixel intensity distribution for the green channel of light transmission through 

the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC(5nm) dots//glass film (a) at the adhered part of the film and (b) at 

the buckled part of the film, as the function of the hydrogen concentration related to the V-H 

film. 

 

Both distributions show the peak in the intensity diagrams, which is slightly broadened for the 

buckled film part. With hydrogen loading, these peaks shift toward lower intensity for the adhered 

part, Figure 4.1.6.3 (a) and for the buckled part, they mainly stay constant 4.1.6.3 (b). 

The inset image in Figure 4.1.6.3 (a) and (b) presents more detailed information for the low 

concentration steps of cH =0.01 H/V ranging from cH =0 H/V to cH =0.22 H/V. Up to cH =0.2 H/V 

for both regions the peak position remains constant at around intensity it= 97-98, see the inset of 

Figure 4.1.6.3 (a) and (b). A second peak starts to develop at it= 93 above cH =0.1 H/V. EMF 

measurement recorded simultaneously with this measurement shows a value of cH =0.09 H/V, as 

the solid solution limit. This value of the solid solution limit correlates with the second peak in the 

transmitted intensity diagrams. The above information indicates hydride phase nucleation above 

cH =0.09 H/V. 

As seen in the graphs for hydrogen concentrations above cH =0.1 H/V, the buckled and the adhered 

part pixel intensity peaks develop differently. In the adhered region shown in Figure 4.1.6.3 (a), 

the second peak develops at it= 93 and already reaches the maximum intensity at cH =0.25 H/V, 

while the first peak at it= 97 almost vanished at this concentration. This suggests the two-phase 

region for the adhered part exists between the concentration cH =0.1 H/V and cH =0.3 H/V.  

It is suggested that due to the presence of stress in the sample (the adhered region), the critical 

temperature for the phase transition is reduced [18]. Reduction of the critical temperature results 

in the shrinking of the two-phase region for the vanadium-hydrogen system which has bulk values 

for the two-phase region ranging from concentration of cH =0.03H/V to cH =0.47H/V [14]. 

In the adhered part (Figure 4.1.6.3 (a)) and above a concentration of cH =0.25 H/V, the peak at it= 

93 shifts toward lower intensity reaching it= 87 for cH =0.55 H/V. This represents either a local 

increase of the hydrogen or an also hydrogen-related thickness increase in the sample. The single 

peak in this concentration range most likely represents a single phase. Above cH =0.6 H/V another 

peak start developing at it= 87. Above this concentration, the existing two peaks do not show any 

systematic intensity change trend till cH =0.95 H/V, after which peaks shift to higher intensities. 

This shift can be explained as the phase change in the protecting Pd cap layer. The cH-axis in Figure 

4.1.6.3 (a) and (b) are given by taking the cH =1 H/V, as the maximum content in the V-film and 

only relates to V. But as observed at the higher values of concentrations, Pd-hydride starts to form 

and results from hydrogen being absorbed in the Pd cap layer. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

the H/V concentration is overestimated for the last three concentration steps. The related EMF 

curve, later presented in Figure 4.2.6, confirms this statement. Hence, it is estimated that the 

maximum content mainly absorbed in the V-film is cH = 0.85 H/V. The contribution of the Pd cap 
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layer to the transmission pixel intensities is neglected at low concentrations: This can be done as 

the maximum hydrogen content in the Pd cap layer is expected to be low, as for bulk Pd phase 

transition potential is above 120 mv [117]. 

In the buckled part (Figure 4.1.6.3 (b)) the peak at it= 93 intensity is of the maximum intensity at 

the high concentration of cH = 0.65 H/V. At this concentration, the first peak existing at it= 97 

completely vanishes. This suggests that for the buckle sample part, a two-phase region exists 

between cH = 0.1 H/V and cH = 0.65 H/V. Above this concentration, the peaks seem to redevelop. 

For cH = 0.9 H/V and higher values, the intensity shifts toward higher values. This shift is more 

prominent in the buckled region than in the adhered region. As explained already, this shift of 

intensity towards higher values is due to the hydrogen absorption in the Pd cap layer. This result 

suggests a higher local hydrogen concentration in the Pd cap layer of the buckled regions compared 

to the adhered regions. 

 

4.1.7 Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC(20nm) layer//glass 

In this sample, a 20 nm interface PC layer is deposited. It can be expected for the V-film to have 

minimum adhesion to this layer, compared to in other substrates.  

The reflection images are demonstrated in Figure 4.1.7.1 (a). The V film is already buckled in its 

as-deposited state at cH = 0.0 H/V, indicating the very low adhesion between the film and the 

substrate. Thus, even though electrochemical loading requires a solid substrate to support the 30 

nm vanadium film, this film can be regarded as mainly free from substrate-related stress. From the 

reflection images of Figure 4.1.7.1 (a), for cH = 0.0 H/V to cH = 1 H/V, it is observed that the film 

buckling morphology changes with loading, and the overall film becomes darker. At low 

concentrations, buckle folds are small with small folding peaks as shown in the reflection images. 

With increasing hydrogen concentration these folds change their shape and size. This can be 

observed as the image appears darker with hydrogen content increase, and deeper folds replace 

small folds.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 4.1.7.1: Optical measurements on Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC(20nm) layer //glass film in, 

(a) Reflection mode and (b) Transmission mode, both with 100× magnification. Images were 

taken at the same concentration’s steps, first in reflection and then in transmission. 

 

Figure 4.1.7.1(b) shows the related transmission images, in the concentration range from cH = 0.0 

H/V to cH = 1 H/V. The images show lots of tiny dark dots. Dots are present already at 0 H/V. 

Comparison of the dark spot positions in the transmission images with the related positions in the 
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reflection images suggests that they relate to small folding in the buckle morphology having 

pointed peaks. With increasing hydrogen concentration, the size and shape of the buckles increase, 

and with this, the peak points increase. In accordance with this, in the transmission images, the 

dark dot size increases, and the distance between the dark spots also increases. This can be seen in 

Figure 4.1.7.1 (b) for cH = 1 H/V. The loading state of this film is observed with the EMF curve, 

only. The large dark spot in the middle of the image relates to a small bubble of gas that randomly 

floats on the film's surface. It does not affect the measurement as only a few pixels get darker. 

Transmission pixel intensities of a sample in its as-deposited state and upon hydrogen loading 

are shown in Figure 4.1.7.2. The sampling intensity at cH = 0.01 H/V is it = 57. At a hydrogen 

content of cH = 0.5 H/V, this shifts to it = 55. With further increase in hydrogen, concentration 

results in a very slight effect on the highest peak value which goes to, for cH = 1 H/V to it = 57. 

Peaks from cH = 0.0 H/V to cH = 0.5 H/V, shift back and forth. This can be understood by the strong 

change in buckle morphology. The peaks from cH = 0.6 H/V to cH = 1 H/V remain mostly in one 

position. The change in the intensity is rather small. This may be attributed to the strong film 

buckling. The related EMF isotherm confirms successful film loading, see Figure 4.2.7. 

 

Figure 4.1.7.2: Selection of transmission Images with 100× magnification of Pd(15nm)/V(30 

nm)/PC(20nm) layer//glass film. The intensity position changes only slightly with the hydrogen 

content in the sample. 
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4.2 EMF measurements 
 

EMF data are taken simultaneously to the optical measurements (hydrogenography), in a row with 

loading the sample, and with taking the transmission and the reflection data. The data collected for 

the EMF are taken when the system reaches thermodynamic equilibrium, which takes about 1 

minute after which reflection (R) and transmission (T) images are taken within a time window of 

30 sec. For clarity, the EMF results are organized in the same sequence as the results in chapter 4 

part 4.1. 

The EMF curves for all the different samples look rather similar. This results from the fact, that all 

V-films have the same thickness of 30 nm. The difference between the samples is just the different 

adhesion to the substrate (with or without additional layers). So, the differences between the 

samples are comparably small. 

 

4.2.1 Pd(30nm)//sapphire 

The EMF curve obtained during electrochemical loading of the Pd(30nm)// sapphire sample is 

shown in Figure 4.2.1. At low cH values, a straight line can be fitted (dashed line marked with 

RT/F).  
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Figure 4.2.1: The EMF curve of Pd 30 nm film measured during electrochemical hydrogen 

loading. The black dashed line represents the linear dependency as predicted by Sievert’s law. 

The region between two concentrations shows the two-phase region and is represented by the 

arrows. 

 

This line accounts for Sieverts’ law, which represents the ideal relationship between the 

concentration cH and the chemical potential of hydrogen in bulk metals. For thin films, the straight-

line increase may change because of mechanical stress contributions. Nevertheless, the straight line 

is named “RT/F”, here. 

All the EMF data points at lower concentrations cH < 0.04 H/Pd lay below the straight line. Wagner 

et al. they relate trapping sites for hydrogen, to defects like dislocations, grain boundaries, and 

vacancies in the Pd-films [18]. At around cH = 0.04 H/Pd, the EMF starts following Sieverts’ law 

(RT/F). Thereafter, a second deviation from Sieverts’ law appears at cH = 0.25H/Pd. Here, the α- 

phase of this sample most probably ends. In the concentration range between cH =  0.25 H/Pd and 

cH = 0.64 H/Pd (marked with arrows in Fig.4.2.1), the two-phase region appears with a slanted 

EMF plateau region. According to Wagner et al., the mechanical stress in the sample makes the 

EMF again raise to higher values [55]. Above a concentration of cH = 0.64 H/Pd, the rising EMF 

indicates hydrogen absorption happening in the β- phase (hydride phase) [13]. 

 

4.2.2 Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass 

The EMF curve was obtained during electrochemical loading for the Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass; 

the sample is shown in Figure 4.2.2. Again, the dashed straight line represents Sieverts’ law 

(marked with RT/F) and indicates that the film is in α- phase. The first three data points for 

concentrations of cH = 0.01 to cH = 0.03 lay below the RT/F line. This can be explained by the 

presence of trapping sites for hydrogen in the V-films, like dislocations, grain boundaries, and 

vacancies. In the concentration range between cH = 0.04 H/V and cH = 0.08 H/V, the EMF follows 

Sieverts’ law (RT/F). At cH = 0.08 H/V, the α- phase regime ends and is followed by the two-phase 

region from cH = 0.08 H/V to cH = 0.48 H/V with a slanted plateau. This, also here, hints at a 

nonlinear stress state in the sample, as shown with the fitted green line. Above cH = 0.48 H/V, the 

EMF slope changes sharply and moves to higher values. This is attributed to hydrogen absorption 

in the hydride phase represented as a ß phase [13].  

In the low hydrogen concentration range, the interaction of the hydrogen atoms with lattice defects 

of the sample becomes visible. It is assumed here, that the different defect densities in the sample 

result in variable behavior in the low concentration range. 
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Figure 4.2.2: The EMF curve of Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass film measured during 

electrochemical hydrogen loading. The black dashed line represents the dependency as predicted 

by Sievert’s law. Arrows represent the deviation from Sievert’s law and the end of the slanted 

plateau-like region. The two-phase region exists between the two related concentrations. 

 

 

4.2.3 Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(7nm) layer//glass 

 

In Figure. 4.2.3 the EMF measurement during hydrogen loading of the 

Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/Pd(7nm)/ layer//glass sample is shown. The black dashed line representing 

Sieverts’ law (RT/F) as described in 4.2.1, indicates the presence of the α-phase. The first two data 

points (cH = 0.01 to cH = 0.02) lay below the RT/F line according to trap sites. From a concentration 

of cH = 0.03 H/V to cH = 0.09 H/V, the EMF follows the RT/F line, and it shows that the film is in 

the α- phase. Above the concentration of cH = 0.09 H/V, the two-phase region starts and ends at cH 

= 0.38 H/V. The related slanted plateau suggests a nonlinear stress increase in the film. The further 

increase in concentration leads to a steep increase in the EMF values, indicating the hydride phase. 
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Therefore, all the hydrogen loaded in the sample above cH = 0.38 H/V is absorbed in the hydride 

phase.  

 
Figure 4.2.3: The EMF curve of Pd (15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(7nm) layer//glass film measured 

during electrochemical hydrogen loading. The black dashed line represents Sievert’s law. 

Arrows represent the deviation from Sievert’s law and the end of the plateau-like region, between 

the two related concentrations the two-phase region is expected. 

 

4.2.4 Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) layer//glass 

 

Figure 4.2.4 given below shows the EMF measurement of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) 

layer//glass film, during the electrochemical loading. The dashed black line representing Sieverts’ 

law (RT/F) shows that only the first data point is affected by a side effect. This should not be the 

trap sites effect, as the data point lies above the ideal Sievert’s dependency. Most likely, there was 

a small content of hydrogen already present in the film after preparation. From the concentration 

of cH = 0.02 H/V to cH = 0.08 H/V the EMF follows the Sieverts’ law (RT/F) representing the α- 

phase. The two-phase region of this film appears between cH = 0.08 H/V and cH = 0.42 H/V, with 
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a slanted plateau showing nonlinear stress increase in the film. After cH = 0.42 H/V, the 

electrochemically loaded hydrogen is absorbed in the hydride phase.  

 
 

Figure 4.2.4: The EMF curve of Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) layer//glass film measured during 

electrochemical hydrogen loading. The black dashed line represents the linear dependency as 

predicted by Sievert’s law. Arrows represent the deviation from Sievert’s law and the end of the 

plateau-like region shows the two-phase region, between two concentrations, represented by the 

arrows,  

 

4.2.5 Mixed adhesion samples with Pd dots 

The EMF measurement during H-loading of the Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/Pd(5nm) dots// glass sample 

is shown in Figure 4.2.5 during electrochemical hydrogen loading. The black dashed line shows 

the data compatibility with Sieverts’ law (RT/F) representing α-phase. The EMF values for cH = 

0.01 and cH = 0.02 lay below the RT/F line and represent the presence of trap sites. Thus, at low 

concentrations the hydrogen interaction with different kinds of defects such as grain boundaries, 

vacancies, and dislocations are significant. Therefore, the different defect density leads to the 

different behavior of the EMF curve in the low-concentration regime. Concentrations higher than 
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the cH = 0.5 H/V represent hydrogen absorption in the hydride phase, and the related tangents 

steeply change to high values. 

 
 

Figure 4.2.5: The EMF curve of a Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) dots//glass film measured 

during electrochemical hydrogen loading. The black dashed line represents the dependency as 

predicted by Sievert’s law. Arrows represent the deviation from Sievert’s law and the end of the 

plateau-like region. Between the two concentrations marked by the arrows, the two-phase region 

is present. 

 

4.2.6 Mixed adhesion samples with PC dots  

Figure 4.2.6 presents the EMF measurement done simultaneously on the Pd (15nm)/V(30 

nm)/PC(5nm) dots//glass sample, while electrochemical hydrogen loading is performed. The black 

dash line represents Sieverts’ law (RT/F). The first data point slightly deviates from the RT/F line, 

most probably due to a small content of initial hydrogen.  
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Figure 4.2.6: The EMF curve of Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC(5nm) dots//glass film measured during 

electrochemical hydrogen loading. The black dashed line represents the linear dependency as 

predicted by the Sievert’s law. Arrows represent the deviation from the Sievert’s law and the end 

of the plateau-like region. The two-phase region is present between the two concentrations 

marked by the arrows.  

Ranging from a concentration cH = 0.02 H/V to cH = 0.09 H/V, EMF follows Sievert’s dependency 

(RT/F), representing the α- phase. This is followed by the two-phase region that has been adjusted 

between cH = 0.09 H/V to cH = 0.48 H/V. In this measurement, one thing must be noted: the plateau 

region shows two separate and different slopes. For all the other samples, only one slope was 

drawn. But in this measurement, it was difficult to get the phase boundary with one slope. This 

may be due to a strongly nonlinear stress as shown in Figure 4.2.6. At the end of the two-phase 

region at cH = 0.48 H/V, the tangent to the EMF sharply changes to a high slope again showing 

hydrogen absorption in the hydride phase. 
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4.2.7 Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC(20nm) layer//glass 

 

The EMF measurement, during electrochemical loading of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC(20nm) 

layer//glass sample, is shown in Figure 4.2.7 given below. The black line drawn as a tangent 

represents Sievert’s law (RT/F) and shows data compatibility with Sievert’s law.  

 
Figure 4.2.7: The EMF curve of Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC(20nm) layer//glass film measured 

during electrochemical hydrogen loading. The black bold line represents the linear dependency 

as predicted by Sievert’s law. Arrows represent the deviation from Sievert’s law and the end of 

the plateau-like region. Between these two concentrations represented by the arrows, is the two-

phase region. 

 

The first data point slightly deviating from the law shows the effect of trap sites at low 

concentrations. Ranging from a concentration from cH = 0.02 H/V to cH = 0.06 H/V the EMF 

follows Sievert’s law and further represents the α- phase regime. This is followed by the two-phase 

regime, ranging from a concentration of cH = 0.06 H/V to cH = 0.48 H/V shown by the sloping 

plateau region. It is to be noted here that two tangents have to be drawn in the slanted plateau region 

to get the phase boundary for the two-phase region, as shown in Figure 4.2.7. This is attributed to 

strong nonlinear stress in the film, At the end of the two-phase regime after concentration of cH = 
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0.48 H/V, the tangent to the EMF changes sharply to the high slope showing hydrogen absorption 

in the hydride phase.  

 

4.2.8 EMF critical concentrations for all types of interface layers 

 

Table 4.2.8 summarizes the EMF results, such as the phase boundaries of the alpha and the hydride 

phases of the related films and corresponding EMF values. The values are determined by using the 

logarithmic concentration axis and straight-line fitting therein.  

 

Table. 4.2.8 Alpha and the hydride phase boundaries extracted from the EMF measurement 

of different interface layers. 

Sample                                           Starting  EMF (volt) 

                                                            

Alpha      EMF     

phase       value 

                  [V]                                                    

Hydride   EMF  

phase       value       

                    [V] 

Pd(30nm)//sapphire                                              -0.3 0.25            0.14 

 

0.64           0.17     

Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass                                    -0.11 0.08           -0.03 

 

0.48           0.019 

Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(7nm) layer//glass         -0.11 0.09          -0.015 

 

0.38           0.021          

Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) layer//glass         -0.08 0.08           -0.017 

 

0.42           0.03 

Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) dots//glass          -0.21 0.05           -0.053 

 

0.5             0.017 

Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC(5nm) dots//glass         -0.075 0.09          -0.023 

 

0.48           0.019 

Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC (20nm) layer//glass     -0.13 0.06          -0.055 

 

0.48           0.012    

 

4.3. Mechanical stress measured by substrate curvature 

 

In this section, the results of stress measurement on the vanadium films are discussed. These 

measurements will show the development of high stress in the film, with the hydrogen charging. 

For these measurements many hydrogen loading and unloading cycles were performed, during 

which the EMF curves and the mechanical stress are measured, as discussed in chapter 3. For the 

stress measurements, both step-wise and continuous loading are done. 
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The theoretical values of stress calculated by using, linear elastic theory on the bcc vanadium film 

adhered to a rigid substrate, come out to be compressive stress in the direction of <1-10> (x) and 

<001> (y), as 𝜎 ∙ 𝑐𝐻 = −11.7 GPa.
H

V
  and 𝜎 ∙ 𝑐𝐻 = −13.3 GPa.

H

V
, respectively (see chapter 2 part 

2.3.2). For a sample with isotropic grain distribution in the in-plane directions, e.g., for 

nanocrystalline films, the average of these compressive stresses gives a value of < 𝜎 >∙ 𝑐𝐻 =

−12.5 GPa 
H

V
 .  

Until critical stress for plastic deformation is reached, the stress curve should depend linearly on 

the hydrogen concentration, as represented by the linear elastic regime. After the critical 

concentration is reached and as soon as the plastic deformation appears in the film, the built-up 

mechanical stress deviates from the linear elastic behavior, see chapter 2 for more detail. 

 

4.3.1. Stresses development during different loading conditions  

The loading conditions can change the way stress develops in thin films. It affects the stability of 

the film during hydrogen loading. During hydrogen loading, each current pulse is followed by a 

waiting time for the equilibrium to be attained. During that time the EMF is recorded, and no 

voltage is applied. It has the above-mentioned advantage but also has the disadvantage of taking 

each step manually for the required precision. This is time-consuming, limiting the number of fine 

concentration steps. Alternatively, continuous loading can be done automatically, with more 

detailed information. But this has the disadvantage of a continuous force being applied during 

hydrogen loading. This results in a higher EMF value recorded, showing in addition to the chemical 

potential an ‘applied voltage effect’ (Thus denoted c-EMF). 

 

4.3.1.1 Effect of different current densities on the stress development during hydrogen 

loading 

 

Figures 4.3.1.1(a) and (b) show stress development and corresponding c-EMF, during continuous 

loading in the Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample using different current densities (black curve with 

j= 0.65 A/m2, red curve with j= 0.2 A/m2, blue j= 0.064 A/m2), and thus different loading velocities. 

During these measurements, the samples adhere to the substrate up to 1 H/V. Even though multiple 

cycles have been done in the individual measurement, the sample stays firm at the substrate.  

The stress curves show a significant difference. As shown in Figure 4.3.1.1(a), the blue curve 

representing the sample loading with the lowest current density shows the first decay from the 

linear elastic behavior at 0.06 H/V. The initial stress increase is -6.1 GPa/cH. This sample developed 

-1.6 GPa stress which was the largest final compressive stress of all the presented measurements 
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in the current work. This curve shows the conventional type of stress release based on one 

deformation process, which is suggested to be dislocation formation.  

The black curve in Figure 4.3.1.1(a) represents the sample loading with the highest current density 

and shows a final stress of -0.7 GPa. The stress curve shows the linear elastic behavior till 0.05 

H/V and the initial stress increase is -5.9 GPa/cH. The deviation from the linearity at 0.05 H/V is 

conventionally interpreted as the onset of the plastic deformation. The curve shows a minimum at 

0.7 H/V, after which the stress curve has a positive slope. This is different from many other results 

and is here interpreted as a second stress release process happening.  

The red curve in Figure 4.3.1.1(a) represents the sample loading with medium current density and 

shows a final stress of -0.1 GPa at 1 H/V. The stress curve shows that the first decay from the linear 

elastic behavior happens at 0.08 H/V. This onset of the first deformation process agrees well with 

the above-measured onset values. The initial stress increase is -7.4 GPa/cH and it reaches a 

maximum compressive stress of -1.1 GPa at about 0.35 H/V. Thereafter, the curve bends strongly, 

hinting at a second process that sets in. This second process is very efficient in terms of stress 

release for this sample and even results in nearly zero final stress.  

(a)

 

(b)

 

Figure 4.3.1.1: (a) Measured mechanical stress arising during hydrogen loading of 

Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass with different applied current densities (black curve with j= 0.65 

A/m2, red curve with J= 0.2 A/m2 and blue curve with 0,064 A/m2). All curves deviate from 

linear elasticity at about 0,06 H/V, indicating plastic deformation. The black and the red curves 

show curve bending towards positive slopes. This indicates a second stress release process 

affected by the hydrogen charging speed. (b) Corresponding behavior of c-EMF (containing the 

EMF and the applied charging voltage) of the sample. 

 

The corresponding c-EMF curves of Figure 4.3.1.1(b) show a few points that are the direct 

consequence of the different loading current densities (black curve with j= 0.65 A/m2, red curve 

with j= 0.2 A/m2, blue curve with j= 0.064 A/m2). As all the measurements are done in the 

continuous current loading mode, it is not possible to state the exact location of the phase 
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boundaries. However, an overall view can be given. The order of highest current density to lowest 

current density shows similar order in the plateau pressures and the widths of the two-phase 

regions. The highest plateau pressure and the smallest two-phase region exist for the highest current 

density (black curve with j= 0.65 A/m2). The red curve shows the second-highest plateau pressure 

while the blue curve measured for the sample loaded with the lowest current density shows the 

lowest plateau pressure. A similar dependency is found for the width of the two-phase regions. The 

width of the two-phase region of the blue curve (j= 0.064 A/m2) is the widest, followed by that of 

the red curve (j= 0.2 A/m2) and, finally, by the last black curve with the smallest width of the two-

phase region. 

 

4.3.1.2 Comparison between step-wise and continuous loading 

 

Figure 4.3.1.2 (a) shows the effect of the hydrogen charging type on the sample behavior, while 

4.3.1.2 (b) shows the c-EMF during the hydrogen loading. The applied current is 100 μA which is 

the same for both Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass samples. Due to a small difference in the surface area 

of the two samples, the current density is slightly different for each sample. For loading, waiting 

durations of 1 minute and 30 seconds were used to reach (quasi-)equilibrium for each step. For thin 

films, a true equilibrium is difficult to adjust because outgassing can happen [120]. Therefore, this 

is called quasi-equilibrium. 

The behavior has a few similarities because the overall behavior is similar, and EMF curves show 

the expected behavior. The loading sample having a 1 minute 30 second waiting time for reaching 

the quasi-equilibrium has lower EMF values as compared to the values obtained during continuous 

loading that is not giving any time to attain any type of equilibrium. 

(a)

 

(b)

 

Figure 4.3.1.2: (a) Represents the influence of the hydrogen charging type on the sample 

behaviour, while (b) shows the c-EMF during the hydrogen loading. The applied current is 100 

μA and is the same for both Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass samples. 
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In addition, during step-wise loading, hydrogen is diffusing in the sample while no potential is 

applied. Contrary to this, there is a constant force acting on the sample in the continuous loading 

mode. That means when EMF is recorded; it not only includes the voltage due to hydrogen charging 

but also the force that is present during the hydrogen diffusion. This first factor is absent in step-

wise loading. This makes the plateau rise to higher values for continuous loading. The stress 

increase of -4.9 GPa and linear behavior till 0.07 H/V, for step-wise loading with the hydrogen 

uptake are observed. For continuous loading, one observes a stress increase of -5.9 GPa and an 

ending of the linear behavior at 0.05 H/V. It is expected that the stress increases more strongly for 

the continuous loading (neglecting here the slightly different current density). Thus, increased 

linear elastic compressive stress is also observed. During continuous loading, a continuous loading 

force is present while in case of step-wise loading there is enough time in between the charging 

steps that hydrogen atoms can rearrange in the sample, and stress dissipation can take place. This 

behavior can be seen in the middle part of the Figure. 4.3.1.2 (a) for this sample while in the 

continuous loading mode, the compressive stress is greater. 

On top of this, the continuous loading curve shows a minimum, while the step-wise loading curve 

does not. Minima in continuous loading followed by a positive increase in the slope indicate the 

existence of the second process of stress release. This process is not visible in the step-wise loading 

process. This may be attributed to the reason that the sample has enough time to dissipate its stress. 

The first stress release process starts at 0.05 H/V and 0.07 H/V for continuous and step-wise loading 

conditions, as observed by the deviation from the linear elastic behavior. The second process leads 

to a stressed minimum at 0.7 H/V for continuous loading. For the step-wise loading, this minimum 

is not detected, but the stress release is less than that of the continuous loading. It is suggested that 

the second process also happens during the waiting time, thereby lowering the compressive stress 

increase but not resulting in a visible stress minimum. The total stress in the sample after full 

loading is -0.8 GPa for step-wise and -0.7 GPa for continuous loading. 

 

4.3.1.3 Continuous cyclic loading and unloading: stress hysteresis behavior  

Some of the samples were cyclically loaded and unloaded with hydrogen (full cycle) during the 

stress measurement. Continuous loading with 40 μA of the Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample 

shows a stress hysteresis behavior with a closed-end situation from the third cycle onwards. The 

first cycle shows an open hysteresis and the second one gives a distorted hysteresis, see appendix 

Figure A.5. A similar behavior is observed in different samples for the two starting cycles. 

Figures 4.3.1.3 (a) and 4.3.1.3 (b) show the measured stress hysteresis in two different 

representations. Four cycles are presented in both parts. The cycle numbers are indicated by the 

numbers 3, 4, 5, and 6, at the loading branch because the unloading branches are too close to each 

other and are almost inseparable. Figure 4.3.1.3 (a) neglects the stress remaining from the previous 

loading cycles; thus, the starting stress is fixed to 0 GPa for each cycle. Figure 4.3.1.3 (b) presents 
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the stress hysteresis measurements by taking the stress of the previous loading cycles into 

consideration (represents the actual stress state of the sample). This leads to tensile starting stress 

that shifts from cycle to cycle. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Figure 4.3.1.3: Stress hysteresis observed during multiple loading and unloading cycles of 

Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass, as continuously loaded with 40 μA current. (a) presents the loading 

and unloading cycle by setting the initial stress condition to zero for each cycle, and (b) 

represents the actual stress state of the sample before each loading cycle, taking into account the 

stress left in the sample by the previous unloading. 

The loading branch of the cycles shows a more or less linear behavior, with a small increase in 

slope that can be fitted by another linear behavior. A large dip can be seen in each loading curve 

(the minima represent the highest compressive stress reached during that loading cycle). The dip 

is followed by a stress relaxation and a linear behavior for a short range, resulting in an overall 

nulling effect upon hydrogen loading. After these six cycles, further, loading shows no change in 

the stress hysteresis shape. 

It was observed in the current work that for all the cycles the deviation for all the loading cycles 

from the first linear behavior occurs between 0.03-0.08 H/V. After deviating from the initial linear 

behavior, a slight slope change is observed again before the dip (minima in each loading curve) of 

the loading curve. These slope changes also occur at lower and lower concentration values with 

the increasing number of loading cycles. The dip (minimum) in each curve represents the highest 

compressive stress achieved in the sample. This highest compressive stress decreases with an 

increasing number of loading cycles, representing the fact that lower compressive stress is achieved 

within the next loading cycles. Thus, the hysteresis area keeps on decreasing with the increasing 

number of loading cycles, which is accompanied by the shift in the dip of the curve to lower 

concentrations with increasing loading.  
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4.4. Distribution Of Sites (DOS) model of site occupation energies 
 

DOS model provides different site occupation energy. To explain the finding of optical 

transmission, EMF and stress measurement data were used in the DOS model for the distribution 

of sites energies proposed by Wagner et al. [121] on a model of Kirchheim [7]. The model is 

applicable to a film loaded with hydrogen that has substrate-induced stress contribution in addition 

to grain boundary and trap defects. 

The distribution of hydrogen atoms among the number of different sites is given by the density of 

state function: 

𝑍(𝐸)  =  (1 − 𝑓1 − 𝑓2) ∙ 𝛿(𝐸 − 𝐸0)  +∑
𝑓𝑖

𝜎𝑖√𝜋
∙

2

𝑖=1
 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− (

𝐸 − 𝐸𝑖
𝜎𝑖

)
2

] 

 

 Where E0 denotes the conventional interstitial lattice sites with a sharp site energy. Defect sites  

 have a Gaussian site energy distribution, leading to delta distribution in the DOS. 

 

                                               𝑍(𝐸)  = (1 − 𝑓1 − 𝑓2) 𝛿(𝐸 − 𝐸0).                           (i)   
 where (1 − 𝑓1 − 𝑓2) is the number fraction of grain boundaries; f1 = NGB and traps, f2 = NTraps . 

For defective metals, a fraction of interstitial site energy is replaced by a different kind of energy 

distribution. By considering sites like grain boundaries with different atomic arrangements, the 

DOS can be described by a Gaussian distribution   

 

                                             𝑍(𝐸)  = ∑
𝑓𝑖

𝜎𝑖√𝜋
∙2

𝑖=1  𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−(
𝐸−𝐸𝑖

𝜎𝑖
)
2

]                        (ii)   

Two kinds of defect sites are considered. They are grain boundary energy E1 = EGB and trap energy 

E2 = ETrap. 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

 

(d) 

 

Figure 4.4.1:  DOS model fitted to the measured EMF data of (a) no-interlayer V-film, (b) 7 nm 

Pd interlayer V-film, (c) 5 nm Pd interlayer V-film, and (d) 20 nm PC-interlayer V-film. The 

parameters are given in the boxes and addressed in the main text. 

 

Application of the DOS model to the experimental data gives the results for different interlayer 

type V-films as shown in Figure 4.4.1. The deep traps possess an energy of -49 kJ/mol which relates 

to the Pd surface. The site energy E0 becomes more negative from V with 7 nm Pd-interlayer to V 

no-interlayer to V with 20 nm PC-interlayer. We have -14 kJ/mol for the no-interlayer interstitial 

sites energy, and the PC-interlayer site energy becomes even more negative and is -15 kJ/mol. 

However, for the Pd-interlayer, the fit gives a site energy of -13 kJ/mol. This means, for the mixed 

interface samples (Pd-dots), hydrogen occupies preferentially the no-interlayer regions first, and 

for higher chemical potential, the interstitial sites of the Pd-dots are filled. For the mixed interface 

samples (PC-dots), the hydrogen should first fill the PC-dot regions and then the no-interlayer 

regions. 

 The energy levels of the “grain boundaries” also differ. They are predominantly negative for the 

20 nm PC interlayer. This indicates the possibility of different kinds of grain boundaries in V for 

the stress-free (PC) films when compared to the stressed V-films (no-interlayer and Pd-interlayer). 

Pd is not considered a trap since H does not enter Pd until V is fully loaded. Of course, the Pd/V 

interface might play a role as a trap. It may be noted that the number density of deep traps again is 

somewhat unrealistically small, questioning this parameter. 
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Chapter 5 

STM Measurements 

STM measurements during hydrogen gas phase loading with varying pressure and for different 

durations are used to observe the real-time change in the V-films surface morphology. They help 

to determine, the underlying mechanism by which mechanical stress redistributes in the sample 

and how it gets relaxed. In addition to STM measurements, electric resistance measurements were 

carried out, in the same UHV chamber. These measurements are not included in the thesis but were 

used for confirmation of results. The resistance measurements allow for monitoring of the phase 

transformation in the whole sample, while STM measurements show the situation on the local scale 

with 2 µm in maximum. Upon hydrogen gas exposure, the film resistance increases confirming 

hydrogen uptake while after pressure reduction for the STM measurement, the resistivity initially 

stays constant. This suggests a constant hydrogen content in the sample, during the window of the 

subsequently taken STM measurement. 

It is not possible to load the pure V-film directly from the gas phase, as will be shown in following 

chapter; hence, V-films with different Pd-protective layer coverages are also used to evaluate the 

effect of hydrogen loading on the underlying V-films. Different surface coverage of the Pd-cap 

layer was chosen from partial to full coverage with 0.16 nm, 1 nm, and 8 nm in mean thickness.  

The V-hydride formation pressure for the gas phase loading in the bulk sample is about 10-5 mbar, 

as determined by using pressure-composition-isotherms of V-H (see appendix A.6) [13]. This is 

the most interesting pressure region as it is correlated with high local stress increase due to hydride 

formation. However, this is exactly the pressure of gas discharge in the UHV chamber (see chapter 

3). Therefore, additional strategies have been developed to observe the topographic changes in V-

films. They have also been discussed in chapter 3. Due to this limitation, continuous monitoring of 

the same position is not possible, but in some cases, the presence of some special features or 

markers allows one to locate the original frame position. 

 

5.1 Substrate preparation for deposition 
 

The surface of the glass substrate after the cleaning procedure is shown in Figure 5.1 (AFM image). 

Ultrasonic cleaning of the substrate was performed using distilled water and an isopropanol bath 

before taking an atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurement. The overall view of the surface 

shown in Figure 5.1 (a) with 1×1 μm2 size and (b) with 500×500 nm2, size shows the close-up of 

the surface features. Figure 5.1 (c) presents the line scan with information that most of the surface 

features are below 1 nm in height. Therefore, the topography roughness is σRMS= 0.28 nm. A few 

brighter spots are detected and unexpected as the substrates are hand-cut. Nano-size particles that 

get stuck to the surface are seen in AFM images. 
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(a)  (b) 

(c)  

 

 
 

Figure 5.1: (a) AFM image shows surface of 

a typical glass substrate with a frame size of 

1×1μm2, as used for the measurements. The 

observed topography roughness is σRMS= 0.28 

nm. (b) Surface profile with a frame size of 

500×500 nm2 to draw line profile. (c) Typical 

line profile presenting the surface variation 

that is mostly below 1 nm in height difference. 

 

5.2 Sample topography: pure vanadium surface 
 

The pure vanadium film surface is hard to monitor. Even if the background pressure of the 

deposition chamber and STM chamber stay in the 10-10-10-9 mbar range, a layer of vanadium-oxide 

will form on the film surface within a few minutes. An oxidized V-film cannot be analyzed by 

STM as well as loaded with hydrogen. This issue can be solved by using a small amount of Pd, of 

0.16 nm thickness deposited within 10 seconds, resulting in smooth measurements. This technique 

has already been successfully used for niobium films [12]. Figures 5.2 (a) and (b) present selected 

STM images of the Pd (0.16nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample surface morphology. This helps us, 

determine the topography of the V-film and the V-grain sizes. 
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The surface topography depicted in Figure. 5.2 shows two types of morphologies. First, a ripple 

structure appears locally in parallel, but on a larger scale in different directions. Regions with 

parallel ripples are attributed to the surface of individual grains, as their bordering size equals that 

is expected for V-film grown at room temperature on glass substrates. As will be shown later, this 

ripple structure has underlying surface topography even when thicker Pd layers are deposited. This 

confirms the interpretation of V-grains.  

(a)  

 

(b) 

 
(c)

 

(d)  

(e) 
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Figure 5.2: (a) STM images of the surface topography of the Pd (0.16nm)/V (30nm)//glass 

sample surface with a frame size of 500×500 nm2, (b) STM images with higher resolution at a 

frame size of 250×250 nm2, and (c) as 3D STM image profile show two types of surface features: 

ripples and dots. For a region of parallel ripple direction (grain), Figure 5.2 (d) shows the line 

profile of this substructure at the surface of the vanadium grains, having a very periodic 

appearance. (e) small islands are also visible representing Pd dots.  

 

The substructure of the grains looks like waves with a symmetrical geometry, as shown in the line 

profile in Figure 5.2 (d). The dimensions of these substructures are given in Figure 5.2.1 (a). Length 

in the range of 25 nm to 35 nm, width ranging from 6 nm to 10 nm, and the heights of these features 

are below 2 nm, also see the line profile in Figure 5.2 (d). More details are furnished in Figure 5.2.1 

(a) which shows STM images and the detected size (length, height, and width) of the ripple 

substructure. 

The second kind of surface feature that can be seen in Figure 5.2.1, is blurred islands that are rather 

flat. Figure 5.2.1 (b) focuses on these features and (c) presents the line profile of the grains and the 

blurred features along the green line, as shown in part (b).  

(a)

 
 

(b) 

 

 
(d) 
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(c) 

 
 

 

 
Figure 5.2.1: (a) STM-surface images and related substructure information (length, height, and 

width), (b) shows the blurred regions related to Pd particles and a line profile crossing several 

particles, (c) shows the overall distribution of V grains (bordered by black lines) and Pd particles 

(bordered by white lines), (d) presents histograms on the Pd dots size and the V film grain size 

distribution.  

 

The blurred features are attributed to Pd particles, that arise from the deposited Pd as shown in 

Figure 5.2 (e) with a green line, and Figure 5.2.1 (b). These islands have a height of less than 2 nm 

while their lateral size varies from 13 to 150 nm. As will be shown later, these islands vanish upon 

an increase in Pd-thickness. Figure 5.2.1 (c) presents an STM-overview image of the positions of 

these two surface features. Black borderlines highlight the V-grains while white borderlines present 

the Pd-islands positions. The black boundaries are drawn by considering the ripple substructure 

that is interpreted as aligned inside of one V-grain. 

The blurred regions are used to draw the white lines for the Pd islands. Figure 5.2.1 (d) presents 

the size distribution for the V-film grains and the Pd islands. Moreover, 80% of the Pd dots in the 

measured sample region have a maximum width between 20 nm and 55 nm and a maximum length 

of 30 nm -100 nm. Furthermore, 76% of the V-grains have a maximum width between 20 nm and 

40 nm and a maximum length of 35 nm - 60 nm. 

Figure 5.2.1 (c) confirms a higher number of V-grains which are smaller in lateral size when 

compared to the Pd islands. 
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Though these Pd islands help in measuring the surface topography, extended STM measurements 

are not possible for these samples: the signal gets worse with time. After two hours of measurement, 

the signal gets so bad that the tip doesn’t get in contact anymore. This is interpreted as oxidation 

of the V-film which is exposed to the environment in between the Pd-islands. The environment 

contains a certain amount of oxygen partial pressure even under these ultra-high vacuum 

conditions. Thus, for extended STM measurements, especially for hydrogen-loading experiments 

which take more than one day, a thicker coverage of Pd is required. However, it should be kept as 

thin as possible, to examine the behavior of the underlying V-film. 

 

5.3 Surface morphology of the Pd(1nm)/V(30nm)//glass  
 

To allow for extended STM measurements and to perform hydrogen loading, the surface of the V-

film is covered with 1 nm of Pd. This allows for successfully measuring for the longer periods of 

up to three days. But, because of the Pd coverage, the grain boundaries and the surface topography 

of the V-film become less visible in the STM. 

(a) Without hydrogen loading 

A sample in the as-deposited state is shown in Figure 5.3 (a) with 400×400 nm2 and (b) with 

150×150 nm2 frame size. Related to the green and red lines in Figure 5.3 (a), the line profiles are 

shown in (c). The topography of the surface features with V-ripples shows heights of less than 2 

nm. Related to the green and red lines in Figure 5.3 (b) we can see the width of 6 nm - 8 nm (green 

line) and visible lengths between 20 nm and 35 nm, as shown in (d). The 1 nm Pd deposited on the 

sample shows features with heights in the 2 nm range and with widths between 50 and 100 nm 

approximately covering the surface, as shown in 5.3 (d). The surface appearance is in line with the 

interpretation given in part 5.2, as the blurred regions increase because of the increased amount of 

Pd, while the ripple structure of the V-grains becomes less visible. 

The grain size of the vanadium is not expected to change by the presence of the Pd coverage, thus 

the vanadium grains vary between 20 nm and 40 nm in width and 35 nm and 60 nm in length (see 

chapter part 5.2). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

(c)  

 
 

 

 

(d)  

 

Figure 5.3: STM images of (a) of 400 × 400 nm2 part showing the modulated V surface structure, 

and (c) showing the line profile of image a), the surface topography including the blurred Pd 

particles. Figures (b) and (d) focus on the local surface topography of the V grains and the Pd 

particles, respectively. The circle highlights the V surface oscillation of about ⁓7 nm.  

 

(b) After hydrogen gas exposure at pH = 8.3× 10-4 mbar, 30 min 

The sample described above in its as-deposited state is loaded by applying 8.3× 10-4 mbar hydrogen 

partial pressure. This pressure is slightly below the pressure of hydride formation for the bulk 

system, in the solid solution phase. It leads to changes in the surface topography, as can be seen in 

Figure 5.3.1. It may be noted that as this is close to the gas discharge region, the STM measurement 

was done at lower pressure, but directly after the loading (see chapter 3). The two different surface 

features related to the Pd islands, and the V-grains are no more distinguishable in the way described 
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before. The observed surface features have heights of 3.5 nm - 4 nm and are broader than as 

deposited sample features. The blurred Pd regions are not observed anymore. This suggests the 

possibility of surface alloying between Pd and V. The related line profiles are shown in Figures 

5.3.1 (c) and (d). Humps of 100 nm - 350 nm (length) and 200 nm (width), with feature sizes 

ranging from 30 nm to 40 nm in diameter and heights between 1 nm and 3.5 nm are observed (see 

Figure 5.3.2 (a) and (b). These humps are much larger than the size of the initial grains. It is 

interesting to note here that these features still show a ripple-like substructure, see Figure 5.3.1 (a). 

Even though the substructure still exists, its changings in its dimension. This can be seen more 

clearly in Figure 5.3.1 (b) and (d). 

 

(a)  (b) 

(c)  

 

(d)  

Figure 5.3.1: STM measurements of Pd(1nm)/V(30nm)//glass (a) showing the V-surface 

topography oscillations remain after hydrogen loading at 8.3 × 10-4 mbar hydrogen pressure 

(400×400 nm2 frame size). (b) shows the sample surface at 200×200 nm2 scale. (c) and (d) 

present the related line scans of the surface topography which develops after hydrogen loading. 
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The white lines, shown in Figure 5.3.2 (a), border the humps. To measure the extent of changes, 

traces of the hump boundaries are shown in Figure 5.3.2 (a), with a chosen region presented in 

different color scales as shown in part (b). The details of the sizes of the humps are given in table 

in Figure 5.3.2 (b). The STM image in Figure 5.3.2 (b) shows the selected sample position (with 

selected humps to be measured) from the bigger surface region, shown in Figure 5.3.2 (a). The 

mean size of the topography humps is 198 (20) nm in length, 128 (10)  nm in width, and 3.4 

(0.3) nm in height. Thus, the hump’s height is about double the height of any of the surface 

features of the unloaded sample, about seven times the size of the V-grains, and three-time the size 

of the Pd deposits in lateral size, compared to the unloaded sample. 

(a) 

 
 

(b) 

  

Number Length 

nm 

width    

nm    

Height 

nm 

        1 

        2 

        3       

        4 

        5 

        6 

        7 

        8 

        9  

343 

204 

200 

249         

101 

200       

148 

100 

240 

169 

194 

170 

200 

85 

117 

45 

33 

135 

3-3.7 

𝒂𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒈𝒆 𝒔𝒊𝒛𝒆  198 (20) 128 ( 10)  

Figure 5.3.2: (a) shows the STM image of the Pd(1nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample, after hydrogen 

loading at 8.3×10-4 mbar hydrogen pressure. Surface humps are outlined by white lines, for the 

1×1 μm2 region. (b) The selected area of a 500×500 nm2 frame presented with different color 

scales for better visibility of the internal micro-structure, showing the grains for measuring the 

sizes. The relative sizes are given in the table. 

 

Figures 5.3.3 (a) and (b) depict the two states and corresponding 3D view of sample (a) without 

hydrogen and (b) in the loaded state. These images show typical surface topographies, but not the 

same position (see chapter 3). After loading, the small surface ripples are merged and broadened. 

Thus, the hydrogen uptake results in humps of similar height as the initial ripple structure. The 

humps have about a 2 nm height difference between the surface of the hump and the deeper valley 

around it.  
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   (a) 

 

 

 
 

 

(b) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.3.3: Surface images and 3D views of the Pd(1nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample (a) before 

hydrogen loading, and (b) after hydrogen exposure at 8.3×10-4 mbar hydrogen gas pressure, for 

30 min. The 3D format visualizes that the small surface features (visible before loading in (a)) 

seem to be merged after the hydrogen loading (see (b)).  

 

5.4 Effect of long loading time  
 

Figure 5.4 (a) shows a similar Pd(1nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample, but it is investigated after hydrogen 

loading with a longer duration and with lower gas pressures. Thus, the pressure is expected to be 

below that required for hydride formation. The sample shows the characteristic features with 

ripples and blurred Pd-islands in Figure 5.4 (a), and in the line profile of Figure 5.4 (b). The surface 

micro-structure varies in height by 1nm - 2nm. 

 

(a) First loading step at pH =1.4×10-4 mbar for 12 hour 

Figures 5.4 (c) and (d) show the loaded state of the sample, after low-pressure loading at 1.4 mbar 

total pressure for 12 h in an Ar+H2 atmosphere mixture (0.01% of H2) or at 1.4 × 10-4 hydrogen 

partial pressure. This pressure is below the hydride formation pressure, of the bulk system. It is 

emphasized that the measurement was done after pressure reduction. After this hydrogen exposure, 

we see no prominent changes in the surface morphology. The related line scans shown in Figure 

5.4 (b) before loading and in (d) after loading have features of the same height but get a little 

broader in the lateral direction, after hydrogen exposure. This indicates changes in the film surface 

upon hydrogen exposure. 
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(a) (b)  

(c) (d)  

 

Figure 5.4: STM images of a Pd(1nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample, loaded with different time 

duration for low-pressure loading. (a) sample in the as-deposited state, (c) after loading done in 

1.4× 10-4 mbar pressure of H2 for 12 hr. This results in a small change in surface, (b) and (d) 

line profiles show small changes in height profile. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 (c) shows the diagonal periodic oscillation due to electrical noise. As the periodicity is 

in the same order as the surface modulation, noise filtering by Fourier transformation is not applied.  

 (b) Second loading step at pH = 1.1× 10-3 mbar for additional two hours 

Figure 5.4.1 (a) presents the initial surface topography and 5.4.1 (b) shows the related line scan. 

As shown in the previous paragraph, only small changes occurred after exposure to a hydrogen 

partial pressure of 1.4× 10-4 mbar, for 12 hr. The second loading step is done with a total pressure 

of 11 mbar (Ar+0.01%H2) or a pH = 1.1x 10-3 mbar hydrogen partial pressure for 2 hr. This pressure 

is roughly the hydride formation pressure, of the bulk system. After about 15 min. of pressure 
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reduction in the chamber, the STM measurements have been started. Instead of the small surface 

features (Ripples and Pd-islands), now comparatively large size features appear. The first 

observation is that the V-surface with its ripples and the Pd islands cannot be differentiated 

anymore, see Figure 5.4.1 (d) and (g). The height profile shows small humps ranging up to 3.5 nm 

(see Figure 5.4.1 d), (e). In the lateral direction hump (grain) sizes of 50 nm - 170 nm are measured.  

 

(a) 

 

(b)  (c)

 

(d) 

          

(e)  

 

(f)  

(g)

 

 

(h)  (i) 

Figure 5.4.1: STM images, with (500×500 nm2), line profiles and 3D-images of a 

Pd(1nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample, (a)-(c) in the as-deposited state and (d)-(f) in the loaded state 

after exposure to a hydrogen partial pressure of 1.1×10-3 mbar, for 2 hr. (g)-(h) shows the loaded 

state for a smaller frame size of 200 × 200 nm2. The line profiles (b), (e), (h) and the 3D images 

(c), (f), (i) show strong surface feature changes arising due to loading. 
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Image (g) is taken from image (d) for better visibility of the new surface features. Comparing the 

line profile (b), (e), and (h) and 3D structure, (c), (f), and (i) visualize the extension of the changes. 

In the higher resolution image (g) small surface features (ripple of as-deposited state) visibly still 

exist within one hump, but now they are not aligned in parallel anymore and they expand over a 

broader region. The line profile (h) is showing very accurately the presence of these small height 

variations on top of the humps. 

To see the change and development happening at the same spot is not so easy as each measurement 

is done after filling the chamber with hydrogen gas and then evacuating again. During this 

procedure, the STM measurements were paused, and the scanning tip was retracted back by one 

coarse step so that the sample could be loaded with hydrogen. Subsequent pressure reduction and 

reapproaching the tip to the surface commonly result in a sample position completely off from the 

previous working position (for details see chapter 3). However, markers or special surface features 

can be used to find the original frame position, again. To take advantage of this knowledge two 

large features (visible as white dots) are taken as markers in Figure 5.4.2 (a) before hydrogen 

loading and (d) after hydrogen loading. This allows for monitoring the surface at the same sample 

location. 

 

(a) 

 
 

(b)  

 

(c) 

 

(d)  (e)  

 

(f) 
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Figure 5.4.2: STM images (a) and (d) with 1 x 1 µm2 frame, and a selected position (b) and (e) 

with 500 ×500 nm2 frame size as well as line profiles (c) and (f) taken on a 

Pd(1nm)/V(30nm)//glass, after loading in 1.4×10-4mbar hydrogen partial pressure for 12 hr and 

1.1 × 10-3 mbar hydrogen partial pressure for more than 2 hr. The surface morphology changes 

visibly after an increase in hydrogen partial pressure from 1.4×10-4mbar to 1.1 × 10-3 mbar. 

 

Figure 5.4.2 (a)-(c) presents, how the sample surface after the loading was done at pH = 1.4× 10-

4mbar partial pressure of H2, and d)-f) at pH = 1.1x 10-3 mbar partial pressure of H2. As the scan 

was done with a large frame of size 1×1μm2 and two large features were present, it becomes 

possible to observe the same spot. Figures 5.4.2 (b) and (e) are taken from the square area 

highlighted in Figures 5.4.2 (a) and (d), respectively. Some bright spots appear after the higher-

pressure exposure. The surface features are visibly changing from 1.5 nm -2.0 nm height difference 

to 3 nm -3.5 nm height difference. Thus, the surface roughness now increases by increasing the 

height difference. Even though small surface ripples still persist, they appear now on a broader 

scale with a 50 nm-100 nm of the range of the width. This can be clearly seen in the line scans 

presented in parts (c), and (f). 

At a pressure of 1.1 × 10-3 mbar, the sample surface changes from a very uniform ripple topography 

to a surface showing larger heights and lower valleys. The extent of these changes depends on the 

exposure time and pressure value. As will be shown in the following part, it is also affected by the 

thickness of the Pd coverage. 

 

5.5 Surface morphology of Pd(8nm)/V(30nm)//glass  
 

To protect the vanadium surface from oxidation for more longer durations and to allow for even 

more extended STM measurements, a coverage of 8 nm Pd was deposited on top of the vanadium 

film. This allowed us to successfully perform STM measurements running for more than one week. 

However, as the Pd film covers the vanadium surface, grain boundaries and the surface topography 

features of the V-film are expected to become even less visible. But the loading kinetics is expected 

to get faster and possibly more uniform because of the more closed Pd-layer. 

(a) Surface development before hydrogen loading 

Figure 5.5. shows the surface topography of the Pd(8nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample, presented by 

STM images, line profiles, and 3D images. The upper row shows a large field of view, while the 

lower row shows zoomed-in results. Figure 5.5 (b) presents the line profile of the sample, showing 

surface topographies having lateral sizes between 8 nm and 25 nm and a height variation of 2 nm. 

This resembles the height variation of the vanadium surface topography shown in Figure 5.2.  

By looking more closely, the modulated surface topography of the vanadium results in a periodic 

assembly of Pd islands, as shown in Figure 5.5 (e). When crossing the islands in the direction 
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shown in part (d), a periodic line profile can be seen. Also, the underlying vanadium modulation 

seems to be visible, providing ripple-like features.  

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 
 

(c) 

 

(d) (e)  (f) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: STM measurement on Pd(8nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample. (a) as-deposited state. (b) 

line profile showing, surface feature height profile variations in the range of 2 nm. (c) 3D 

demonstration. (d) zoom in on figure (a). A line profile depicting the symmetry of the underlying 

features in (e) and (f) shows a 3D view. 

 

Figure 5.5 (c) presents the 3D format, showing the surface topography more clearly. The enlarged 

3D format is shown in Figure 5.5 (f). In total, the Pd 8nm coverage has formed individual islands 

following the underlying symmetry of the V-films ripple topography. As the measurements are 

possible for even one week, it can be concluded that there exists a protective layer of Pd below the 

Pd islands. This hints a Stransky-Krastanov-like growth of the Pd coverage. 

 

(b) After hydrogen gas exposure at pH = 6.7×10-2 mbar  

STM measurements on the Pd(8nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample, loaded with a high hydrogen pressure 

as compared to other samples are shown in Figure 5.5.1. This pressure is exerted above the hydride 

formation pressure of the bulk system. The morphological change is large compared to all other 

measured samples (see Figure 5.5.1 (a) where the maximum color scale ranges over 20 nm). The 
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overall appearance has changed and now surface topographies with a height difference between 8 

nm and 15 nm are visible, as presented in the line profiles in Figure 5.5.1 (b), (e). Large valleys 

and elevated areas have appeared. While surface topography on the elevated areas has height 

changes between 6 nm and 7 nm, the valley-to-island change is in the range of 15 nm. To compare, 

before hydrogen exposure, the surface showed a uniform height variation below 2 nm in difference, 

and a width of 8 nm - 25 nm, the so-called ripple structure. This ripple structures still exists after 

hydrogen loading as the same lateral dimensions of 8 nm - 25 nm width are still visible, but now 

sitting on top of the different regions accompanied by a larger surface height change. This is 

exemplarily visible in the green line profiles (b) and (e) highlighted with black arrow. 

(c) Long-term unloading after hydrogen gas exposure at pH = 6.7×10-2 mbar 

The (ir)reversibility of the massive surface change is studied by running long-time STM 

measurements at about 1×10-9 mbar background pressure. Here, hydrogen unloading of the 

vanadium film is expected to occur.  

Figure 5.5.1 presents an STM measurement on the Pd(8nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample after hydrogen 

loading at 6.7 × 10-2 mbar hydrogen pressure, with STM images, line profiles, and 3D 

representation of surface topography, directly after loading (a-c), after 12 hr (d-f) and after 7 days 

(g-i). Even after 12 hr of unloading in the UHV system, the huge height variations still exist, as 

shown in Figure 5.5.1 (d). In some parts in Figure 5.5.1 (d) the small ripple features are still visible; 

they are highlighted by the red line scan (2). The blue line scan (3) in Figure 5.5.1 d) shows 13 nm 

height change from one elevated part to a reduced area. Such an abrupt height change (step) was 

not observed in the sample directly after loading and, therefore, is here attributed to sample 

unloading. The remaining ripple structures are detected on top of both parts. These remaining ripple 

structures are visible, especially in the green line profile (1). 

  

(a)

 

(b)  

 

(c) 
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(d)

 
 

(e)  

 

(f)

 
 

 

(g) (h)  

 

(i) 

 

Figure 5.5.1: STM measurement on Pd(8nm)/V(30nm)//glass hydrogen loading for 6.7 × 10-

2mbar hydrogen pressure (a) sample loaded with 6.7 × 10-2 mbar hydrogen partial pressure, (b) 

line profile showing feature height profile variations with hydrogen loading, (c) 3D 

demonstration of surface morphology, (d) After 12 hr of unloading in UHV conditions, (e) line 

profile showing feature height profile variations, (f) 3D demonstration of surface morphology, 

(g) sample after 7 days in unloading state, (h) corresponding line profile and (i) the 

corresponding 3D view.  

 

Figure 5.5.1 (g) is recorded after 7 days of unloading the sample in the UHV STM chamber. As 

already mentioned, it is not possible to measure at the same sample position, so part (g) shows a 

different position. However, even after 7 days the height variation on the sample surface is similar 

to the height variation after 12 h (see Figures 5.5.1 (h) and (e). Possibly, the number of these height 

variations is increased, as a larger part of the image shows height-reduced areas. This is difficult to 

judge because of the limited size of the frame. Again, the two surface features are visible in the 

line profiles. While the green (1) and the blue line profile (3) show remaining ripple surface features 

in the valley with 2 nm height variation, large abrupt height changes are detected leading to 14-15 

nm height. The red line profile (2) shows remaining ripple surface variations on the elevated areas. 

Comparison of Figure 5.5.1 (a) showing the initial scale of surface changes, with Figures 5.5.1 (d) 

and (g) shows the step transition from a wavy surface topography to the one with elevated areas 
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accompanied by valleys with deep pockets (steps). The presence of the surface topography was 

verified by performing forward and backward scans (see chapter 3). 

The images show a very rough surface, after 12 hr of reduced pressure. The line profiles give details 

of about 10 nm steps between the valleys and the hills. This height change is very large, considering 

only the 30 nm film thickness of the initial vanadium film. However, they confirm hydrogen release 

from the vanadium film. 

Figure 5.5.2 presents the surface development after 12 h of unloading, with different resolutions. 

The first image (a) is taken at 12 h with an image size of  500×500 nm2, the second image (b) is 

taken after 12 h 40 min with an image size of 1×1 μm2, and the third image (c) is taken after 13 h 

20 min with an image size of 2×2 μm2 and (d) taken after 14 h with an image size of 2×2 μm2.  

 

(a) after an additional 10 min (a)I  

(b) after additional 40 min 

 

(b)I  
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(c) after additional 1 h 20 min 

 

(c)I  

 

(d) after additional 2 h 

 

(d)I 

 
Figure 5.5.2: Present development of the same feature with time, line profile (a) I, (b) I, (c) I, 

and (d) I, are showing the feature of 10 nm height. With each measurement, the frame size is 

enlarged while focusing on a few features’ time evolution as line profiles are taken by best 

approximation on the same positions.  

 

Three different positions (marked by (1) green line, (2) red line, and (3) blue line) are chosen for 

the line profiles. The slight differences between the profiles may result from small variations in the 

chosen position and are here not considered proof for hydrogen release, after 12 h.  

In all images, the red line profile verifies the existence of the same feature with almost the same 

height difference. The green line profile matches mostly the image in (a) I and (b) I. The longest 

line scan (blue line) also shows similarities to (b) I and (c) I. Due to a drift in position with 

increasing scan area, it was not possible to locate precisely all the parts of the selected positions. 

But, due to the larger scan area, large surface changes can be seen as accompanied by deep valleys. 

Striped valley surface topography is detected in this region. The surface topography is not straight 
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and should span over many different grains, as the grains are considered to be rotated against each 

other in lateral orientation (fiber texture, see chapter 3). The surface topography confirms massive 

material transport ranging over many grains.  

It is suggested here that this massive material transport, which is induced by hydrogen absorption, 

results from grain sliding. Details will be discussed in the following chapter.  
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Chapter 6 

Discussion 

The results obtained from hydrogenography, STM, Stress, and EMF measurement are discussed in 

this chapter. Herein, the findings of the H uptake in V-films will be addressed, including the 

irreversible changes observed by STM and the effect of the interlayer on the H uptake. The 

combination of all results will also lead to a  better understanding of the behavior of the patterned 

samples. 

  

6.1 Precipitation and growth of the hydride phase under the influence of interface layers 

 6.1.1 Effect of interlayer on EMF of the sample 

 

 This part of the discussion summarizes the EMF measurement results presented in sections 4.2.1 

to 4.2.7 in chapter 4 and gives phase boundaries details. Most of the EMF measurements are done 

with similar parameters like current density, loaded area, concentration steps, and V-films 

thickness. The only exception is the 5 nm Pd-dot sample which includes smaller loading steps.  

Figure 6.1.1 presents all EMF curves with different interlayers in one graph. As visible in Figure 

6.1.1, the presence of different interlayers results in different EMF curves of the hydrogen-loaded 

V-films. At low concentrations, slight deviations from the expected linearity (in this type of 

representation) are observed (also demonstrated in Table. 6.1.1 as starting EMF value). These slight 

deviations might originate from differences in the sample microstructure and are not the topic of 

further investigation, here. 

Three different kinds of study results are presented here: (1) the effect of the Pd interlayer compared 

to the PC interlayer, (2) the effect of interlayer thickness on the overall mechanical stress state, and 

(3) the effect of an interlayer pattern. 

Figure 6.1.1 presents the isotherms of the sample with no-interlayer in black, 5 nm Pd interlayer in 

blue, and 7 nm Pd interlayer in red. The isotherm of the sample with the 20 nm PC interlayer is 

plotted in green. These samples develop differently during hydrogen loading, as shown in chapters 

4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, and 4.1.7. According to the light-microscopy studies, the V-film with no-

interlayer does not buckle and stayed adhered to the glass substrate from cH = 0 H/V to fully loaded 

cH = 1 H/V, see Figure 4.1.2.1(a). The samples with Pd interlayers remained adhered to the glass 

substrate for concentrations below cH = 0.4 H/V for 7 nm Pd, and below cH = 0.3 H/V for 5 nm Pd, 

subsequently. They start to buckle with further H-loading, see Figures 4.1.3.1(a), and 4.1.4.1(a). 

While the sample with a 7 nm Pd interlayer gets fully buckled, the sample with a 5 nm Pd interlayer 

shows areas that do not buckle, in the regarded field of view. The sample with a 20 nm PC interlayer 

is already buckled in the as-deposited state, see Figure 4.1.7.1(a). However, this sample remains 
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intact up to full loading of cH = 1 H/V, as confirmed by the EMF graph and the related microscopical 

images.  

 
Figure 6.1.1: Isotherms (EMF curves) of 30 nm V-films with different interlayers, for 

comparison. Pd (red and blue) and PC (green) interface layers of different thicknesses are plotted 

with respect to the V film (black) containing no-interlayer, thus being directly deposited on the 

glass substrate. 

 

The samples with Pd interlayer (blue and red) show higher EMF values or have a 20 mV upward 

plateau shift when compared to the “no-interlayer V-film” sample (black). The EMF-curves of the 

Pd interface layer thickness 5 nm and 7 nm are mainly identical. The only difference is a change 

in the plateau end value which is slightly larger for the 7 nm sample and has the larger H-solubility 

in the hydride phase. This may be due to the additional H-uptake in the slightly thicker Pd-layer. 

And possibly the smaller lattice parameter of Pd compared to V creates higher stress values in the 

sample with a thicker Pd interface layer. But these effects should also change the plateau height 

which is not observed here. Therefore, we consider this effect negligible for our interlayer 

thicknesses.  

  Table: 6.1.1 Phase boundaries extracted from the EMF measurement of different interface 

layers. 

Sample                    

 Pd(15 nm/V(30nm)/                                           

Starting 

EMF 

α-phase        EMF                   

 limit            value        

 [H/V]  [V]                                                                

Two-phase     EMF                     

 limit               value     

[H/V]               [V] 

Miscibility 

gap width 

[H/V] 
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//Glass                                    -0.11 0.08             -0.03 

 

0.48                0.019 0.40 

Pd(7nm) layer //Glass        -0.11 0.09            -0.015 

 

0.38                0.021          0.29 

Pd(5nm) layer//Glass          -0.08 0.08             -0.017 

 

0.42                0.03 0.34 

 

PC (20nm) //Glass             -0.13 0.06             -0.055 

 

0.48                0.012 0.42 

 

To confirm this, the width of the plateau region was calculated for the samples as shown in Table 

6.1.1, where Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(7nm) layer//glass has an α-phase limit α = 0.09 H/V and two-

phase limit β = 0.38 H/V. Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) layer//glass has an α-phase limit α = 0.08 

H/V and two-phase limit β = 0.42 H/V. The two-phase region widths come out to be 0.29 H/V for 

7 nm Pd and 0.34 H/V for the 5 nm Pd interface layer, respectively, see Table 6.1.1. The film with 

no-interlayer has a larger two-phase region width than the films with a 5 nm or 7 nm Pd-interlayer. 

Interestingly, the two-phase region width of the V-film with no-interlayer resembles that of the 

film with a PC interlayer. This indicates that the V-film with no-interlayer effectively releases 

mechanical stress. However, in comparison to all other samples, the V-film with 20 nm PC 

interlayer has the widest plateau. Figure. 6.1.2. graphically summarizes these results. 

 

 
Figure 6.1.2: EMF curve two-phase region (miscibility gap) comparison of no-interlayer 

vanadium film with different thickness Pd interlayer. 
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According to Figure 6.1.1, the EMF-curves of the V-film with different Pd interlayers cross at high 

potentials: the EMF of the V-film with 7 nm Pd interlayer increases more slowly, thereby crossing 

the EMF curve of the V-film with 5 nm interlayer. This effect accounts for the onset of Pd-hydride 

formation, in the thinner film. 

The EMF curves of different samples shown in Figure 6.1.1 also differ in their absolute voltage 

values. In comparison to other samples, the V-film with 20 nm PC interlayer provides the lowest 

EMF voltages, for all H-concentrations. As this film is detached right before any hydrogen loading, 

it is in a relatively free state and its intrinsic stress value can be considered as low. According to 

Wagner’s thermodynamical approach [121], this generally results in a low EMF value and low 

plateau EMF.  

To further validate this argument, the width of the two-phase regions of this sample is compared 

to the width of the V-film with no-interlayer. While the first film was deposited on the amorphous 

polymer (PC) substrate, the latter was deposited on the amorphous glass substrate. So, both V-film 

microstructures are based on a similar type of substrate, just with completely different mechanical 

stiffness. As shown in Table 6.1.1 and Figure 6.1.2, the V-film type Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/PC(20nm) 

layer//glass two-phase region width is 0.42 H/V, while that of the V-film with no-interlayer is 0.40 

H/V. This difference is small, but also in agreement with the expectations of Wagner’s 

thermodynamical approach. Therefore, lower mechanical stress results in a wider two-phase region 

width.  

According to the EMF curves in Figure 6.1.1, both V-films deposited on Pd interlayers have higher 

EMF and plateau values when compared to the two other V-films. It should be taken into account 

that the Pd interlayers offer a crystalline basis for the V-film growth. There exists a lattice constant 

difference between Pd and V, and there might be a lattice relation. The involved lattice matching 

might result in intrinsic mechanical stress. This intrinsic stress could explain the increase in the 

EMF values, compared to the V-film with the PC interlayer.  

Thus, it can be summarized that the PC interlayer lowers the mechanical stress in the sample while 

the Pd interlayer increases the intrinsic stress state of the sample when compared to the V-film that 

is directly adhered to the glass substrate. Different intrinsic stress levels can be achieved by 

changing the interlayer type and, possibly, its thickness.  

To analyze the effect of an interlayer modulation on the sample behavior, mixed adhesion samples 

were created with Pd or PC dots (refer to sections 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 chapter 4). Figure 6.1.3 shows 

the related EMF curves, in comparison to the EMF curve of the V-film with no-interlayer. The 

EMF curves of samples provide different initial EMF voltages and different behavior above cH = 

0.55 H/V, separating them in different directions. However, all of the EMF curves provide the same 

plateau EMF values. The initial difference in the EMF values may be attributed to a different initial 

defect density.  

It may be noteworthy that the EMF curve obtained for the sample with Pd dots initially has smaller 

loading steps. This results in lower EMF values compared to the two other samples.  
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The EMF of the vanadium sample with 5 nm PC dots shows a plateau value (even a little bit higher) 

which is similar to the sample with no-interlayer. Regarding the sample morphology, the vanadium 

sample with 5 nm PC dots does not have a full interlayer structure, but rather an oval PC shape 

distribution (see chapter 4 part 4.1.6 and Figure 4.1.5). Thus, this sample has regions similar to the 

vanadium sample with no-interlayer (places where no PC dot is deposited) and regions similar to 

vanadium with a 20 nm PC interlayer (places where 5 nm PC dots are deposited). Additionally, the 

sample has boundary regions where the 5 nm PC dots end. This should result in a bending of the 

V- film grown on top of it. From the EMF measurement, it can be concluded that the effect of these 

5 nm PC dots on the stress release during hydrogen loading is not that strong, but the adhered 

regions of the sample including the boundary regions of the dots combine in a stress state that is 

equivalent to that of the vanadium film with no-interlayer. At higher concentrations, the EMF 

plateau of the vanadium film on the PC dots interlayer is lower than that of the vanadium film with 

no-interlayer, as the latter does not buckle and cannot release the stress that strong. The vanadium 

film deposited on PC dots shows buckling. 

  

 
Figure 6.1.3: EMF curves obtained during hydrogen loading of vanadium with no-interlayer 

(black), and samples with patterned adhesion, namely Pd dots (red) or PC dots (green).  

 

To further explain the behavior of these samples, the thermodynamical DOS model (see chapter 

4.4) is fit to the EMF and available stress data, in collaboration with Stefan Wagner. The DOS 

model provides different site occupation energies for the samples with different interlayers. For the 

interstitial sites, energy -14 kJ/mol results for the vanadium film with no-inter-layer. For the 

vanadium film with PC interlayer, the site energy becomes even slightly more negative and is -15 
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kJ/mol. For the vanadium film with a Pd interlayer, the fit gives a site energy of -13 kJ/mol. These 

results relate to the different heights of the EMF curves, in the low concentration ranges. Based on 

these results, for the pattern samples with Pd-dots, the hydrogen should preferentially occupy the 

interstitial sites in the vanadium film on the no- interlayer regions, and for higher chemical 

potentials, the interstitial sites in the vanadium film on the Pd-dots. For the pattern samples with 

PC-dots, the hydrogen should first fill the vanadium interstitial sites on the PC-dot regions and then 

the sites on the no-interlayer regions. 

The hydrogen site energies of the vanadium “grain boundaries” also differ, according to the fit (see 

chapter 4.4). They are predominantly negative for the vanadium on the 20 nm PC interlayer. Maybe 

this hints at different kinds of grain boundaries in V for the stress-free (PC) films when compared 

to the stressed V-films (no-interlayer and Pd interlayer). The related part in the EMF curve can be 

found at low concentrations. For more detailed information, this part has to be measured in more 

detail, and for lower concentrations. 

Table: 6.1.2 Presenting the Phase boundary extracted from the EMF measurement of no-

interlayer vanadium film with mixed adhesion samples. 

Sample                                 Starting EMF 

Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/ 

Alpha              EMF 

phase limit      value  

[H/V]                [V]                                                               

Two               EMF 

phase limit    value 

[H/V]             [V]                                                                

Miscibility gap 

width 

        [H/V] 

//glass                                       -0.11 0.08             -0.03 

 

0.48           0.019 0.40 

/Pd(5nm) dots//glass               -0.21 0.05             -0.53  

 

0.5             0.017 0.45 

/PC(5nm) dots//glass              -0.075 0.09            -0.023 

 

0.48           0.019 0.39 

 

The width of the two-phase region is plotted in Figure 6.1.4, using data from Table 6.1.2. Figure 

6.1.4 shows that the vanadium films on Pd dots patterned adhesion samples have the widest two-

phase width of 0.45 H/V. Here, this is considered as resulting from the small loading concentration 

steps. The plateau widths of the vanadium film with no-interlayer and that on the PC patterned 

adhesion samples (PC dots) have 0.40 H/V and 0.39 H/V and are considered to behave similarly.  
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Figure 6.1.4: EMF two-phase region (miscibility gap) widths comparison of no-interlayer 

vanadium film with patterned adhesion samples, 5 nm PC dots at the interlayer and 5 nm Pd dots 

at the interlayer.  

 

The EMF curve of the V-film with the PC pattern resembles that of the V-film with no-interlayer. 

Thus, the behavior seems to be dominated by the adhered part of the film. Therefore, the sample 

with the PC pattern has a much higher stress state than the sample with the PC interlayer. 

The EMF curves in Figure 6.1.3 meet in the higher concentration plateau region. The samples 

containing dots are buckled from the beginning for PC and buckled above 0.125 H/V for Pd, 

respectively. But they both mainly contain vanadium directly grown on the glass (Si-O) substrate. 

Thus, the curves seem to be governed by the EMF behavior of this part. (Note: the EMF for Pd is 

artificially lowered because of the smaller step size) 

 

6.2 STM measurements 
 

The STM measurements in chapter 5 allow for studying the surface morphology of the V-film and 

how the morphology changes upon hydrogen absorption. As a reminder, these measurements were 

done by gas phase loading, and the 30 nm vanadium films were directly deposited on the native 

oxide on top of flat Si substrates. So, all the STM samples resemble the films with no-interlayer on 

glass substrates. Thus, the obtained hydrogen-induced morphology changes pertain to the samples 

(regions) that are directly deposited on the glass substrate. 

The STM images of the intrinsic surface of the nanocrystalline V-films (Figure 5.2 (a)-(b)) show a 

ripple-like morphology that was not quoted in the literature before. But a similar kind of ripple 

surface, the “faceting staircase growth“ is observed by LEED pattern for very thin homoepitaxially 
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growing V (320 K) on V(110) single crystals and Fe grown on W(110) substrates and few other 

bcc metals films, see Figure 6.2 (a) and (b) [122, 123] Figure 6.2 (a) Figure configured from LEED 

pattern, presents a V-film with 10 Å ripple height where H denotes the number of staircases of 

height HdZ, dZ presents the spacing of the adjacent atomic rows with angle α that corresponds to 

the inclination of the facets with respect to the V-film plane (inclination of staircases in real space). 

Figure 6.2 (b) presents the growth of the “staircase” (example for a Fe thin film, see [122],  where 

D represents the number of atomic layers. This mode of growth is explained by layer-restricted 

diffusion (LRD). The LRD growth is determined by an energy barrier that prevents the hopping of 

an atom from one atomic plane to another atomic plane, in combination with free diffusion of the 

atom within an atomic plane. This kind of growth is shown in one specific crystal direction (in this 

case in [1-10] direction with d110 as the spacing). Thus, this kind of facetted growth acts as a model 

for sample growth with an anisotropic sticking probability of the atoms at the steps, being high on 

the steps with the edges along [1-10] and low on the steps along [001].  

We suggest that the observed morphology of the nanocrystalline vanadium films (see Figure 6.2 

(c) can be explained with the model discussed above. The dimension of the surface morphologies 

in study 6.2 (a) with widths of about ⁓4 nm and heights of 1 nm is very close to our results shown 

in Figure 6.2 (c), with widths of about ⁓6 nm and heights of about ⁓1.2 nm. Thus, we conclude 

that the nanocrystalline V-films of this work have ripple structures with anisotropically elongated 

ripples present in the preferred growth directions.  

 

 

(a)   

 

(c)  

 

 

(b)  

 
 

Figure 6.2: (a) Sketch of faceted surface growth observed for a 10 Å V-film [122], (b) cross-

section of surface structure in a one-dimensional periodic model, calculated for Fe (110) [123]. 

Part (c) represents the STM image and a line scan of the surface morphology of a 30 nm V-film, 

to compare the surface features. Figure 6.2 (a) reprinted from permission [122] and Figure 6.2 

(a) reprinted from permission [123]. copyright 1993, 1998 Elsevier. 
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Different thicknesses of Pd cover layers are tested to observe the sample surface, and then to fully 

measure the sample surface morphology development upon hydrogen loading. It is confirmed that 

a small amount of Pd (0.16 nm) is needed to successfully measure the V-film surface morphology 

even though the film is deposited under UHV conditions and directly measured in the STM, without 

breaking the UHV conditions. But it takes about 30 min to shift the film from the growth chamber 

into the STM measurement chamber and to properly mount it in the STM. During this time, the 

sample surface gets oxidized. Thus, Pd is needed to prevent vanadium surface oxide formation. In 

chapter 5 (Figure 5.2) it is observed that to see surface features of V in the STM, a deposition of 

0.16 nm Pd on the V-film is enough. Figure 5.2 (a - e) presents the observed ripple structures in 

2D and 3D formats and as line profiles. The V-film within the grains shows the symmetric ripple-

like structure having lengths of 25 nm - 35 nm, widths of about 6 nm - 10 nm, and heights below 

2 nm, see Figure 5.2 (d), 5.2.1 (a). Also visible are the (foggy appearing) Pd islands with 

approximately 13 to 150 nm in width and 2 nm in height, see 5.2 (e) 5.2.1 (b). 

For better oxidation protection and successful extended measurements over a period of time 

required for hydrogen loading studies, a slightly thicker layer of Pd (1 nm) is deposited on the 

vanadium surface, see part 5.3. In the as-deposited condition the vanadium sample surface still 

shows the surface ripples with the typical length, width, and height, see Figure 5.3 (a)-(d).  

After hydrogen gas exposure at pH = 8.3×10-4 mbar for 30 min hydrogen partial pressure (Figure 

5.3.1), the V-surface ripple morphology undergoes a change in its height from 2 nm to 3.5 nm - 4 

nm and also becomes broader, see the line profile 5.3.1(c) and (d). It is informed that all STM 

measurements were performed after hydrogen exposure (see Chapter 3, section 3.5.1). When we 

compare Figure 5.2.1 (c) where two different kinds of surface features are clearly distinguishable, 

with Figure 5.3.2 (a), we observe no more ‘blurred-appearing’ Pd islands. After hydrogen exposure, 

the surface is clearly modified with new surface morphologies with elevated regions bordered by 

valleys having lengths between 100 ( 20) nm and 350 ( 20) nm, widths ranging from 30 ( 10) 

nm to 200 ( 10) nm and heights between 3 ( 0.3) nm - 3.7 ( 0.3) nm. So, the average topography 

hump is 198 (20) nm in length, 128 ( 10) nm in width, and 3.4 (0.3) nm in height, see Figure 

6.2.1. This disappearance of the ‘blurred’ Pd regions and the morphology change is interpreted as 

Pd diffusion on the vanadium surface and possible alloying with the vanadium, in the presence of 

hydrogen. Also, the ripple structure has a large surface area. Because of surface energy reduction, 

vanadium atom surface diffusion is expected to lead to surface smoothing. Thus, the observed 

changes might be attributed to surface atom diffusion, stimulated by the presence of hydrogen 

atoms.  

According to the Pd-V phase diagram, the solubility of Pd in V and the solubility of V in Pd is 

large. See appendix A.7 for the Pd-V phase diagram [124]. 

Slow loading (of a different sample) with a slightly lower pressure of pH =1.4×10-4 mbar for 12 

hours (see 5.4 (a) and (c)) results in minor changes of the surface morphology, see 5.4 (b) and (d) 

where the line profiles show small changes in height.  
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Subsequent loading to a higher pressure of pH = 1.1×10-3 mbar hydrogen partial pressure, for 2 

hours, results in broader features. This is shown in Figure 5.4.1 (d) and (g). The pressure is 

comparable to the pH = 8.3×10-4 mbar of the other sample. 

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

 
Figure 6.2.1: (a) As-deposited state of sample loaded at pH = 8.3× 10-4 mbar (b) After hydrogen 

loading.  

 

For this sample measured with a large frame size of 1×1μm2 and the existence of two large surface 

markers, it becomes possible to observe the same spot before and after hydrogen exposure. The 

images shown in Figures 5.4.2 (b) and (e) are taken from the square area of images (a) and (d), 

respectively. At the very same position, features are changing from 1.5-2.5 nm height to 3-3.5 nm 

height. Even though the small surface modulation still exists, line scans appear on broader widths 

of 50 nm - 100 nm, when we compare line scans 5.4.2 (c) and (f).  

Thus, for a 30 nm V-film a pressure above pH = 8.3× 10-4 can be applied to see surface morphology 

changes due to hydrogen loading.  

 

To allow for even more extended STM measurements, the surface of vanadium was covered with 

8 nm of Pd. This helps in successful STM measurement for three days, offers more uniform 
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hydrogen absorption in the V-film, and seems to prevent surface oxide formation. But, the initial 

grain boundaries and the surface ripple topography of the underlying V-film are not clearly visible, 

see Figure 5.5 (a). The initial ripple morphology seems to be covered by a Pd-layer which still 

shows surface modulations of Pd-islands. Figure 5.5 (b) presents the line profile of the sample, 

showing modulations with a lateral size of 20 nm and with a height of 2 nm, see Figure 5.5 (d) and 

(e). Figures 5.5 (c) and (f) show the 3D presentation of the surface.  

If the sample is exposed to a high hydrogen partial pressure of pH = 6.7×10-2 mbar, large 

morphological changes are detected, compared to any other sample measured, see Figure 5.5.1 (a). 

This pressure is well above the phase transition pressure and allows for fast sample loading. The 

new surface morphology has heights of 8 nm and 15 nm, as shown in Figure 5.5.1 (b). Furthermore, 

Figure 5.5.1 (e) presents the related line profile. Large valleys and hills are visible. While hills have 

height changes of 6 nm to 7 nm, the valley-to-island height change is in the range of 15 nm. 

This height change is unexpectedly high. Assuming linear elastic lattice expansion upon hydrogen 

absorption in the 30 nm V-film gives a maximum height increase of d × αH ×ΔcH = (30 nm × 0.13 

× 1) = 4 nm, where d is the film thickness, αH is the V film lattice expansion coefficient (see chapter 

2), and ΔcH = 1 H/V for the fully loaded film, that is theoretically achievable. When a Pd layer of 

1 nm is deposited, the height of the surface features increases from 2 nm to 3.5-4 nm. This change 

is still in line with linear elastic lattice expansion. Morphology changes in width are stronger in 

this case as compared to the height changes (see discussion before). But the strong surface 

morphology changes ranging up to 6 nm or even 15 nm cannot be explained by linear elastic 

expansion.  

The STM unloading experiments in Chapter 5, Figure 5.5.1 (d) and (g) and Figure 5.5.2, have 

shown that the surface morphology changes mainly persist, thereby confirming massive 

irreversible material transport to the sample surface. So, irreversible processes are responsible for 

surface topography changes. Figure 6.2.2 shows the surface modifications by hydrogen absorption 

in a 25 nm Nb film [125], and in comparison, to that of the 30 nm V films. For the 25 nm Nb film, 

the surface topography changes are in the range of 1-1.5 nm while for the V-film, surface 

topography changes of 6 to 15 nm are observed [see Figure 6.2.2 line scans (d) and (e)].  
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 (d)   

 

 

(e) 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6.2.2: Surface changes observed by STM measurements on 25 nm Nb film and 30 nm V 

film upon hydrogen loading, (a) Nb surface before hydrogen loading (b) during hydrogen 

loading at pH = 8×10-7 mbar for t = 500 min, (c) presents the difference image. (d) 8 nm Pd cover 

30 nm V-film before hydrogen loading (e) V-film after hydrogen loading at pH = 6.7 × 10-2 mbar. 

Images (a), (b), and (c) were taken from [125]. 

 

The surface morphology changes are also larger than what has been seen when dislocations are 

generated. Most of these studies have been performed on epitaxial films with large single 

crystalline regions in the range of several micrometers. For epitaxial Nb-H, Burlaka reported 

maximum hydride heights in the range of what is expected for linear elastic expansion, though not 

many changed occur even by dislocation presence. The new morphology detected for the vanadium 

films suggests massive material transport on account of the presence of the nanocrystalline grains. 

It is here suggested that grains can slide under high compressive stress which is in the GPa range. 

Thus, possible interpretations of the observed surface changes of these V-films upon H-loading are 

plastic deformation due to dislocation formation and grain sliding. Both mechanisms result in in-

plane stress release. As the grain size in these V-films is small, the grain sliding mechanisms may 

play a significant role. 
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6.3 Result of stress measurement 
 

The hydrogen-induced stress has been determined by in-situ stress measurements, described in 

section 4.3.1 of chapter 4. The focus was on evaluating the effect of different hydrogen loading 

current densities leading to different stress states, during the electrochemical H-loading. These 

measurements, as shown in Figure 4.3.1.1 (a), relate to Pd (15nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample (black 

curve with j= 0.65 A/m2, red curve with j= 0.2 A/m2, blue j= 0.064 A/m2). Thus, the obtained 

results relate to the no-interlayer sample parts. 

As shown in section 4.3.1.1, the stress curves strongly depend on the loading current density. The 

maximum compressive stress and the final stress value attained with full H-loading (cH =1 H/V) 

reached in the sample by applying different current densities are summarized in Table 6.3. Data in 

the table show that with a smaller current density, the sample can reach higher values of maximum 

compressive stress, at a certain medium H-concentration. With further loading, the sample releases 

stress. This stress is so strong that even the final stress value is below the maximum stress value. 

The sample with j= 0.2 A/m2 current density shows the strongest stress release.  

Table 6.3 Effect of different amounts of current density on the hydrogen-related compressive 

stress in 30 nm vanadium on the glass substrate. 

Current 

density A/m2 

Maximum compressive 

stress [GPa] 

cH at maximum compressive 

stress [H/V] 

Final stress value 

 at cH =1 H/V 

[GPa]  

j= 0.65 -0.9 0.80 -0.7 

     j= 0.2 -1.1 0.35 -0.1 

 j= 0.064 -1.6 0.96 -1.6 

 

Continuous and step-wise H-loading (using similar parameters shows several comparable stress 

developments, especially for smaller concentrations (see Figure 4.3.1.2 (a)). In the shown example, 

the loading current for both samples is 100 μA. The current density differs just because of small 

differences in the sample area. We suggest considering this as rather similar current densities. Table 

6.3.1 shows that the maximum and the final stress values are not much different for both types of 

loading. But in detail, the initial stress development is slightly steeper for the continuous loading. 

It bends upon plastic processes and even turns backward at concentrations above 0.8 H/V, see 

Figure 4.3.1.2 (a). This backward trend is not observed for the step-wise loading, though EMF 

curve bending can be seen. 

This suggests the role of plastic processes of different velocities and origins. Even though the same 

current density is used, applying continuous loading seems to stimulate a plastic process with 

strong stress release ability. During step-wise loading, hydrogen gets enough time to redistribute 

itself and slow plastic processes can act. We suggest that plastic deformation by dislocation 

formation and movement sets in at lower mechanical stress, though it is a slow process. Such 
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deformation is found for many different samples upon gas phase loading and here, upon ECL 

loading. Plastic deformation by grain sliding sets in at higher mechanical stress but is a faster 

process. It can be only observed for higher driving forces and nanocrystalline samples.  

 Table 6.3.1 Effect of different loading processes on stress 

 

Type of loading 

processes 

Current 

density 

[A/m2] 

Maximum 

compressive 

stress [GPa] 

cH at maximum 

compressive 

stress [H/V] 

Final stress value 

at 

cH=1 H/V, [GPa] 

Step-wise loading 0.7 -0.8 0.85 -0.8 

Continuous loading 0.65 -0.9 0.8 -0.7 

 

The related EMF curves given in Figure 4.3.1.2 (b) show a different plateau width, for the two 

loading modes. As a reminder, the plateau pressure value is artificially different, because of the 

addition of the applied voltage in the continuous loading mode. This non-equilibrium situation is 

also affecting the plateau width. 

Hysteresis cycle 

The sample reversibility behavior has already been discussed in part 4.3.1.3 of chapter 4 for the 

continuously loaded samples. These samples remained completely adhered to the substrate after 

the first loading and subsequent unloading. The vanadium in the film is transformed into the 

hydride phase during the loading cycle and returns to the solid solution after the complete unloading 

of the sample. A stress hysteresis was found: the sample went into the compressive stress state 

upon H-absorption, Figure 4.3.1.3 (a), (b); these changes non-linearly depend on cH. During the 

first loading [1], see Figure 6.2.3 the initial stress increase was highest, and massive stress release 

was detected above about cH=0.4 H/V by upward bending. This curve behavior was already 

discussed before see section 4.3.1.3, two different stress release mechanisms (formation of 

dislocations and predominately grain sliding) were suggested. Subsequent unloading (black curve 

in unloading cycle part) leads to tensile stress of +1.7 GPa at cH=0 H/V. This finding confirms 

strong vanadium transport to the sample surface upon hydrogen loading. This missing material 

turns the film into a state with tensile stress, after unloading.  

This is in accordance with the STM observations, where the nanocrystalline V-films show strong 

material transport upon hydrogen uptake. 

The first loading cycle (also see  black curve in Appendix A.5) has a wide-open loop and shows 

the highest residual stress. With the second [2] loading cycle (red curve), the loop gets smaller but 

remains open. It implies that the end value does not meet the starting value of the previous cycle. 

After the second loading cycle, all measured loops ([3]- [6]) are almost closed, see Figure 4.3.1.3 

(a) and (b). The shape of the cycle’s hysteresis resembles each other. With increasing loading cycle 

number, the required work for the full cycle decreases, as can be seen by the decreasing area of the 

hysteresis loops.  
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Figure 6.2.3: Stress hysteresis observed during multiple loading and unloading cycles with 

continuously loaded done for Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample using current density j= 0.2 

A/m2. 

 

The compressive stress developing during the loading branch is released subsequently during the 

unloading branch. Thus, the sample is in the tensile stress state after each unloading state. For this 

nanocrystalline V-film in all repeated loading branches, a nearly linear increase in compressive 

stress is observed. Maximum compressive stress is reached between cH = 0.20 H/V and cH = 0.55 

H/V for cycles presented in Figure 6.2.3. At higher concentrations, the stress curve bends upward 

due to stress relaxation causing a dip in the stress curve. With a further increase in H concentration, 

no further change in stress is noticed.  

Further, the STM findings reveal the behavior of compressive stress development and relaxation 

that observed as dip in stress measurements (Figure 6.2.3). In addition to defect generation and 

relaxation processes, strong morphology changes occur in vanadium films at maximum 

compressive stress.  

The hysteresis as well as the dip get smaller with every cycle. With unloading, the sample reaches 

a tensile stress state, but with subsequent loading the maximum compressive stress value decreases 

and further decreases with each loading cycle. Because of this reason, the dip appears due to the 

rise of maximum compressive stress and its relaxation goes on decreasing with each cycle. The 

dip’s shift to regions of lower H-concentration suggests easier stress release or material softening 

because plastic deformation sets in at lower mechanical stress. 
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6.4 Effect of interlayer on the optical measurements  
 

After gaining knowledge of different stress release mechanisms, we can focus on the effect of the 

interlayers. As explained in section 4.1 in chapter 4, different interlayers give rise to different states 

of mechanical stress, ranging from quasi-zero mechanical stress (detached (buckled), as deposited 

on PC interlayer) to strong stress (adhered, no-interlayer, see sections before 6.4 of this chapter). 

Optical measurements offer valuable insights into details, see chapter 4 results section from 4.1.1 

to 4.1.7. 

From the point of view of optical measurements, the following two important aspects emerge are:  

(1) All the samples are covered with a 15 nm Pd cap protective layer. 

(2) The optical behavior observed upon hydrogen loading of palladium is opposite to that of 

vanadium loading (sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). From optical transmission spectra and EMF data, it 

can be concluded that from 50 loading steps ranging from cH = 0 H/V up to cH =1 H/V, generally 

the last 3 to 4 loading steps are influenced by the palladium loading and can be neglected, when 

focusing about the vanadium information. 

It is noteworthy here that reflection images are less sensitive to hydrogen loading concentration, 

giving predominantly visual information about the sample appearance and the presence of buckles. 

Transmission images are more sensitive to hydrogen loading, as the image brightness is governed 

by Beer-Lambert’s law (more details can be found in Chapter 3). Transmission graphs can be 

extracted from the transmission images. Thus, we will discuss different interlayer sample 

measurements by focusing on these three pieces of information, reflection images, transmission 

images and transmission intensity diagrams.  

 

6.4.1 Reflection images 

 

Details about the buckle formation are visible in the reflection images. The reflection images on 

Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass with no-interlayer show a uniform surface which with loading from cH 

= 0 H/V up to cH =1 H/V shows no such drastic change [see Figure 4.1.2 (a)]. Only some surface 

features already presented in the initial state of the sample, get darker with hydrogen loading. 

The reflection images of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(7nm or 5nm) layer//glass with of 7 nm (see 

Figure 4.1.3.1) and 5 nm (see Figure 4.1.4.1) Pd interlayer show the microscopic surface feature in 

as-deposited state at cH = 0 H/V. With hydrogen loading, changes like buckles start appearing at cH 

= 0.4 H/V for the 7 nm Pd interlayer and cH = 0.3 H/V for the 5 nm Pd interlayer. At cH= 0.95 H/V 

for the 7 nm buckle, detachment is completed while for the 5 nm buckle, it is almost completed at 

cH = 1 H/V, as still some area is not completely buckled, in the frame of view.  
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This detachment is in line with the studies on the 30 nm Pd film which shows buckle formation 

due to H-loading at cH = 0.16 H/Pd (see section 4.1.1 in chapter 4). Further hydrogen loading results 

in an increase in buckle area and more buckles are created all across the sample. Till cH = 0.44 

H/Pd, different buckle areas appear and grow, but above cH = 0.44, H/Pd they merge, and their 

growth dominates. The whole sample (in the field of view) is covered with buckles at 

concentrations of cH = 0.79 H/Pd. This confirms buckle (or interface crack) formation at the 

palladium/substrate interface.  

The concentration for buckle formation for the 5 nm and 7 nm Pd interlayers is higher than that for 

the 30 nm Pd film. This might be related to a higher strain energy density, which is present in the 

Pd film when compared to the vanadium film. It should be considered that the concentration for 

the Pd interlayers accounts for H/V, but for the Pd film, it is H/Pd. 

In accordance with these results and as discussed in section 4.1.5 of chapter 4, the sample with a 

5nm Pd dot pattern as interlayer Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/Pd(5nm) dots //glass shows a uniform surface 

in the reflection image at cH = 0 H/V, showing no signs of the Pd dots. At cH = 0.125 H/V, small 

buckles become visible. At cH = 0.7 H/V, buckle formation is completed in the Pd dot pattern area 

and the Pd-dot positions are nicely visible. The remaining part of the sample that is not covered by 

Pd dots shows no sign of buckle formation. Expectedly, it behaves like a no-interlayer sample. 

The vanadium film on the 5 nm Pd dot pattern started buckle formation at cH 5nm dot = 0.125 H/V in 

comparison to cH 5nm layer = 0.3 H/V for the vanadium film with 5 nm Pd interlayer, though both 

had the same film thickness. The buckled state of the Pd dot sample was completed at cH 5nm dot = 

0.7 H/V and thus, much earlier than the Pd interlayer sample with cH 5nm layer= 1 H/V. This early 

completion is suggested here is because of the different surface morphology (flat glass and Pd-dots 

on flat glass). Therefore, stress release is different even in the same kind of material. The bending 

of the V-film at the edges of the 5 nm dots may also affect the stress release mechanism of the V-

film.  

Reflection images of PC interlayer of 5 nm PC-dots Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/PC (5nm) dots//glass are 

shown in section 4.1.6 of chapter 4. Reflection images of 20 nm PC-layer samples 

(Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/PC(20nm) layer//glass) can be found in chapter 4, section 4.1.7. For both 

samples, delamination and folding of the whole sample already exist at cH = 0 H/V, in the PC-

covered regions. Thus, for the vanadium film on a 5 nm Pd dot pattern, the dots are already visible 

at cH = 0 H/V. 

With loading, the existing features for both types of samples get darker (see Figures 4.1.6.1 and 

4.1.7.1). With H-loading of the vanadium on the 5 nm PC dot pattern, the dotted area gets darker. 

With increasing the H-content in the sample, the circumference buckles and gets widened. The 

remaining area of this sample with no PC coverage stays adhered to the substrate for concentration 

range from cH = 0 H/V to cH = 1 H/V. Vanadium on the 20 nm PC interlayer was totally bucked 

from the beginning and covered with small wrinkles. These wrinkles get bigger and broader in size 

and darker in color, with increasing hydrogen concentration.  
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Thus, the reflection images allow for judging the adhesion state of the sample before and during 

loading.  

 

6.4.2 Transmitted light intensity changes in adhered vanadium films 

 

Transmission images and spectra allow for gaining information about the hydrogen concentration 

of the sample. The transmission of the vanadium and the palladium cap layer were found to develop 

in different directions, upon H-loading. In all the samples both effects are recorded simultaneously. 

The pure 30 nm Pd layer shows an intensity peak at it = 124 in the as-deposited state [see Figure 

4.1.1.1(b)]. With hydrogen loading, this peak decreases in the area while staying at the same 

position. Simultaneously, a new peak appears at higher transmitted intensity. A peak with a 

shoulder emerges between it = 125 to 155 at cH = 0.99 H/Pd showing two-phase regions. According 

to the reflection image shown in Figure 4.1.1.1(a), buckle formation starts at cH = 0.16 H/Pd. The 

initial peak it = 124 disappears at cH = 0.69 H/Pd, while the new peak only remains. It presents the 

hydride phase. The film is fully buckled at cH = 0.79 H/Pd. 

The vanadium film with no-interlayer (Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass) film stayed adhered to the 

substrate till fully loaded (see Figure 4.1.2.2). The related light transmission goes darker with 

hydrogen loading from cH = 0 H/V to cH = 1 H/V, as shown in transmission images and transmission 

spectra (Figures 4.1.2.1 and 4.1.2.2). The peak present at it= 66 for cH = 0 H/V moves towards 

lower intensity till it= 56 for cH = 0.7 H/V. Results of this optical response of the vanadium film 

upon the hydrogen uptake in current research corroborate the results documented by Hjörvarsson 

et. al. [98]. Above cH = 0.8 H/V, the peak shifts toward higher intensity because of the loading of 

the Pd-cap layer.  

According to the stress measurement, this kind of sample is expected to develop the maximum 

compressive stress in the range of -0.9 GPa while at a fully loaded state cH = 1 H/V sample can 

have a final compressive stress state of about -0.7 GPa which is lower than the intermediate value 

(see section 6.3 and Table 6.3.1). It suggests very effective stress release on account of different 

loading conditions). According to the STM measurements on similar kinds of samples the 

theoretical expansion for a 30 nm V-film in the fully loaded state cH = 1 H/V, is expected to be only 

4 nm (see section 5.5 of chapter 5 and section 6.2 of the present chapter). STM measurements 

reveal a massive material transport to the sample surface. Morphology changes are found, as high 

as 15 nm from the deep valley-to-hilly island [see Figure 5.5.1 (a)]. Further, when the adhered V-

film is loaded with hydrogen, the stress release strongly depends on the current density (see section 

6.3). According to the discussion there, strong compressive stress can lead to massive material 

transport to the film surface and local film thickness increase. As Lambert-Beer’s law also contains 

the sample thickness as a parameter, this thickness increase might additionally decrease the light 

transmission of the sample. In addition to this for vanadium, it is experimentally observed that the 
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imaginary part of the dielectric constant increases with hydrogen absorption resulting in a 

transmission decrease (see chapter 2 section 2.5.1). 

To conclude, the darkening of the transmission signal upon hydrogen loading contains this added 

effect of sample thickness change (see Figure 4.1.2.2). Both concentration and thickness change 

act in the same direction for the transmitted light intensity. 

   

6.4.3 Transmitted light intensity changes in detached vanadium films 

 

The vanadium deposited on the 20 nm PC interlayer (Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/PC(20nm) layer//glass 

is completely buckled in the as-prepared state [see section 4.1.7 and Figure 4.1.7.1 (a)]. Although 

the sample is buckled, it remains intact and EMF measurements are possible (see Figure 4.2.7). 

This sample has the lowest EMF values. Due to buckle formation, the transmission pixel intensities 

in Figure 4.1.7.2 do not provide much information. The peak is comparably broad. This is attributed 

to the scattering disturbance at the buckled film surface which is not possible to avoid. The 

transmitted light intensity fluctuates between cH = 0.0 H/V and cH = 0.5 H/V, with a peak position 

at it = 57 and it = 55, respectively. The cH value between 0.5 H/V and 1 H/V peak almost stays 

pinned to the same position. The concentration-related intensity shift seems to be overshadowed 

by the buckle morphology effect. 

As this kind of sample is already buckled in the initial state, only a small amount of compressive 

stress is expected to appear upon hydrogen loading in the tiny regions which may be adhered to the 

substrate, if any. Thus, the effect of massive material mass transport is not expected, for this sample. 

 

6.4.4 Transmitted light intensity changes in samples with varying adhesion conditions 

 

The vanadium films deposited on Pd interlayers, Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/Pd(7nm) layer//glass and 

Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/Pd(5nm) layer//glass are fully adhered in the initial state (see sections 4.1.3 

and 4.1.4). But they buckle at higher hydrogen concentrations.  

The related EMF curves show a higher chemical potential (see Figure 6.1.1) for the 5 nm Pd and 

the 7 nm Pd interlayer sample, when compared to the sample no-interlayer. According to the 

approach of Wagner et al. [121] the sample Pd interlayer samples should contain a higher 

compressive stress state. This is in accordance with the expectations, as the Pd-samples are strongly 

buckled, after H-loading.  

The images in Figure 4.1.3.1 (a) show that the 7 nm Pd interlayer sample starts to grow small dark 

buckle spots at cH = 0.4 H/V. At cH = 0.8 H/V rapid growth appears and at cH = 0.95 H/V the V-

film is fully buckled. The sample with the 5 nm Pd interlayer looks uneven in the as-deposited 

state. This film shows small dark centers getting darker at cH = 0.3 H/V. Above the concentration 
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of cH = 0.65 H/V, the H/V buckle region appears to grow. This film is not fully buckled, cH = 1 

H/V, in the frame of view. By looking at the EMF graph at higher concentrations in Figure 6.1.1, 

it appears that the 5 nm Pd interlayer V-film has a higher EMF value compared to the 7 nm Pd 

interlayer V-film. That may be the result of the fully buckled state in the 7 nm Pd interlayer V-film. 

The related transmission pixel intensity diagrams (for the 7 nm Pd interlayer, see Figure 4.1.3.2, 

and for the 5 nm Pd interlayer see Figure 4.1.4.2) behave similarly to those of the sample with no-

interlayer shown in Figure 4.1.2.2. Except for a few details, all samples get darker with hydrogen 

loading, and the intensity moves towards lower intensity values. Only the intensities of the last few 

concentration steps move in the opposite direction due to the Pd cap-layer loading effect. The 

sample with the 5 nm Pd interlayer shows a small additional peak in Figure 4.1.4.2 which is 

explained by the dark spot present on this sample surface. For the sample with the 7 nm Pd 

interlayer shown in Figure 4.1.3.2, the starting peaks are pinned to the same position between cH = 

0.0 H/V to cH = 0.25 H/V. 

Therefore, it is suggested that both the samples with 7 nm Pd and 5 nm Pd interlayer are in a higher 

compressive stress state, as for both the samples the EMF shifts to higher values and both samples 

buckle with increasing hydrogen content. While for the sample with a 7 nm Pd interlayer, the 

hydrogen-induced stress results in full buckling which is not achieved for the sample with a 5 nm 

Pd interlayer; it is also detectable by the higher EMF value at higher hydrogen concentration (see 

Figure 6.1.1).  

Both samples are adhered up to a concentration of cH = 0.6 H/V and show strong buckling above 

this concentration. The stress measurement of the adhered film, Figure 4.3.1.1 (a) shows that after 

a certain hydrogen concentration (cH ⁓ 0.2 H/V), the increases in the curve (black and red) stress 

are reduced, and thus, the film releases stress. So, it is suggested that samples in the adhered 

condition (of up to cH = 0.6 H/V) develop stress follow by strong relaxation. This strong relaxation 

is detected by STM measurements in the form of massive material transport, leading to height 

changes, see sections 5.5 and 6.2. This is also expected to happen in the samples deposited on the 

Pd interlayer. Thus, Figures 4.1.3.2 and 4.1.4.2 show movement of the transmitted intensity signal 

strongly toward the darker intensity values. This is interpreted, again, as a double effect of 

increasing hydrogen concentration and partial thickness increase on the optical transmission signal. 

   

Mixed adhesion samples with Pd dots and PC dots 

The patterned samples with 5 nm Pd or 5 nm PC dots, namely Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) 

dots//glass and Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC(5nm) dots//glass are different in appearance in the as-

deposited state (see sections 4.1.5 and 4.1.6). As the optical microscopes used for Pd and PC 

measurements are different, the exact intensity value is incomparable and only the relative change 

is considered here. The transmission images are given in Figures 4.1.5.1 (b) and 4.1.6.1 (b).  

As discussed before, the sample containing PC dots is locally already there in a buckled state and 

the sample with Pd dots is not, see reflection images Figures 4.1.5.1 (a) and 4.1.6.1 (a). The 
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adhesion energy between the vanadium film and PC is very small. This results in film detachment 

above a certain mechanical stress or above a certain hydrogen concentration. The optical 

transmission changes with hydrogen loading differing between the adhered part of the sample, 

which stays adhered throughout the whole measurement, and the part that buckles due to the 

presence of the dots (PC or Pd).  

With this information in mind, it can be seen that the transmission image shown in  Figures 4.1.5.1 

(b) and 4.1.6.1 (b), both the samples have a similar appearance at cH = 0 H/V (as-deposited 

condition) and display no buckling effect (which is observed in the PC-dots region by images taken 

in reflection mode). Thus, here, the transmission signal does not get interfered by film buckling. 

Due to the difference in total thickness and the metal character of the added Pd, the Pd dot regions 

appear darker than the rest of the regions of the sample (see Figure 4.1.5.1 (b). The (stronger) peak 

position at cH = 0 H/V in the adhered part is it= 131 (grey scale intensity) and in the Pd dot part is 

it= 104 (grey scale intensity) (see appendix Figure A.8). The PC dots are transparent for visible 

light. Therefore, the PC sample shows a uniform transmission intensity. Figures 4.1.6.3 (a) and (b) 

show a constant peak position at cH = 0 H/V at around it= 112 (grey), for the adhered and the 

buckled sample part, respectively.  

The Pd dot area becomes visible with the hydrogen loading of the Pd-dot sample. As the vanadium 

layer of the Pd dot sample gets loaded with hydrogen (see Figure 4.1.5.1 (b)), the sample gets 

darker. Results of the optical reflection measurement clarify that at around cH = 0.125, H/V buckles 

start to nucleate (Figure 4.1.5.1 (a)). In the optical transmission from cH = 0.2 H/V onward bulking 

can be observed. It is clearly seen from the transmission pixel intensity diagrams that the sample 

shows V-film-like characteristics by getting darker upon hydrogen loading (Figure 4.1.5.3 (a) and 

(b).  

The vanadium film deposited on the PC dot shows an increased buckle area upon hydrogen loading 

(Figure 4.1.6.1 (b)). The transmission pixel intensity diagrams (see Figure 4.1.6.2 (a)) show 

changes happening with hydrogen loading. Very Smooth loading results in peak position intensity 

shift from it= 112 to it= 97 (greyscale intensity), for the adhered sample part. The buckle sample 

part shows almost no change in the initial transmitted intensity from cH = 0.0 H/V to cH = 0.25H/V. 

The peak only gets broader. Above this concentration, the peak shifts to it= 105 at cH = 0.7 H/V.  

Figures 6.4.3 (a) and (b) show the relative change in the pixel intensity for the sample containing 

Pd and PC dots, with respect to the hydrogen concentration. The relative change is determined 

from the peak position of Figure 4.1.5.2 (b), appendix Figure (A.8), 4.1.6.2 (a), and 4.1.6.2 (b). 

The relative change is given in percentage and refers to the initial peak position at cH = 0.0 H/V, in 

the sample. Figure 6.4.3 shows the relative intensity change for the adhered part in the sample with 

Pd dots and PC dots. The adhered parts show the maximum relative change of 14.5% for Pd and 

13.4%, for PC respectively, appearing at cH = 0.8 H/V. That the maximum values are reached in 

both samples at the same concentration, and they represent the fact that the adhered part just shows 

the V-film effect. Here, the V-film is directly adhered to the glass substrate, for both samples. The 

result, therefore, supports the expectations. 
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(a)  Pd 5 nm dot adhere Part 

 

(b)  PC 5nm dot adhere 

 
(c)  Pd 5nm dot Buckle  

 
 

(d)  PC 5nm dot Buckle 

 

Figure 6.4.3: Relative change of the peak position of the transmitted light pixel intensity as a 

function of the concentrations, for the patterned vanadium sample having Pd dots and PC dots 

of 5 nm thickness, (a) (b) for the adhered sample part (c) (d)  for the buckled sample part. All 

values are related to the initial peak position of each sample. 

 

The dot parts of the samples experience a maximum shift of 6.7% for Pd and 6.3% for PC, at cH = 

0.5 H/V and cH = 0.7 H/V, respectively. This dot part of the sample contains contributions from 

the interlayer, from the buckle formation, and is an outcome of the dot circumference that adds 

bending to the V-film. Thus, due to all these effects, less symmetry appears in the buckle part 

behavior, and that is also expected as this part has PC and Pd as interlayers.  

The relative intensity change is much stronger for the adhered part than that for the dot part of the 

samples. This is contrary to the expectations, as the adhered part is considered to be the part 

exposed to higher hydrogen-induced stress. This assumption is based on results obtained by our 

group on niobium, palladium, and other metal films. Film detachment happens in the dot regions 

that are considered low-stress regions. According to findings by Wagner et al. [44] on hydrogen-
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loaded Nb-films, regions with low mechanical stress form hydrides at lower chemical potentials; 

thus, they contain higher hydrogen concentrations at the sample chemical potentials as adhered 

regions. Wagner et al. confirmed this for Nb films by using hydrogen microscopy. Based on these 

studies, the (buckled) dot region should contain a higher hydrogen concentration than the adhered 

surrounding. Transferring this result to vanadium, the dot-region transmitted intensity should 

appear darker than that of the surrounding adhered region. This finding contradicts the findings in 

the transmitted light-intensity images (Figure 6.4.3). Here, the relative intensity change is stronger 

for the adhered region. This can be understood by combining the reported results and considering 

the massive material transport happening in regions exposed to high stress: the adhered sample 

parts. These regions contain information on the increase in both concentration and thickness. The 

massive increase in thickness influences the transmitted light intensity. Lambert-Beer’s law 

contains both contributions and the massive local thickness cannot be neglected. This now leads to 

the new optical behavior with a strong darkening in the adhered sample parts and a soft darkening 

in the dot sample parts. In total, the dot regions appear lighter than the surrounding regions. 

Thus, without the knowledge of the massive material transport happening in the adhered regions, 

this result could have been misinterpreted by a lower hydrogen content in the dot sample part 

regions. To our knowledge, published hydrogenography results are interpreted only by the change 

in the hydrogen content in the film and do not contain additional information about any massive 

thickness change. The results of this thesis on patterned samples show how this issue can lead to 

strong misinterpretations of the sample behavior.  
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Chapter 7 

Summary 

The objective of this work was to determine the hydrogen absorption behavior of grain boundary-

rich nanocrystalline vanadium (V)-thin films and determine the effect of an interface layer on the 

sample loading behavior. The underlying idea was to control hydride locations by using different 

interface layers at different positions on one sample. This aspect was addressed by using several 

mixed adhesion samples. 

The thin films (30 nm of V, different thicknesses for Pd) and interlayers needed for this work are 

deposited by ion beam sputtering (IBS) on glass substrates, and PC interlayers are deposited with 

pulsed laser deposition (PLD). X-ray diffraction and X-ray Reflectometry measurements were used 

to determine the texture, film thickness, and interface roughness of the as-prepared samples. V-

films are loaded with hydrogen from the gas phase as well as electrochemically. Optical 

transmission and reflection (hydrogenography) measurements were performed by step-wise 

electrochemical loading and stress measurements, mostly by continuous electrochemical loading. 

The EMF was measured simultaneously. Additionally, STM measurements were undertaken upon 

hydrogen gas exposure on selected samples for local surface modification studies.  

Results of our studies reveal that the optical microscopy measurements in the reflection mode 

provide information on the sample morphology (adhered or buckled), and in the transmission 

mode, they give information on the phase distribution. Optical properties are affected by the 

hydrogen content. In transmission mode, V-films get darker upon hydrogen content increase 

confirming previous studies showing increasing imaginary parts of the dielectric constant with 

increasing hydrogen content. The effect is wavelength-dependent and is maximum in the green 

color. 

While V-films stayed adhered to the glass substrates, they locally detach and buckle at different 

hydrogen concentrations for different interlayers. This can be understood using different adhesion 

energies. V-films on PC interlayers are already buckled in the as-prepared state because of the very 

low adhesion.  

V-films grown on glass substrates do not buckle up to cH =1 H/V. Reflection mode images of the 

optical microscope measurements show no phase separation, even though a two-phase field is 

present, according to the EMF. This can be interpreted and explained as due to the presence of 

nano-scale hydrides which are homogeneously distributed in the V-film. 

EMF measurements on different interlayers show more details: the buckled V-H films with PC 

interlayer have the lowest plateau pressure in comparison to all other samples. Because of the film 

buckling, the PC interlayer has the lowest stress state. Even in the buckled state this sample is intact 

and can be loaded up to cH = 1 H/V. All other samples show higher EMF values. There might be a 

lattice relation and lattice matching involved that results in intrinsic mechanical stress. Different 

intrinsic stress could explain the different initial EMF-values levels. Stress measurements show the 
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in-plane compressive stress development with increasing hydrogen content in the films. The 

intrinsic stress was not measured in detail. 

The buckled V-H films with PC interlayer have a wide two-phase region. The V-H films with Pd 

interlayer of 7 nm or 5 nm thickness show a two-phase region width of only 0.29 H/V and 0.34 

H/V and, thus, a narrowed two-phase region. In comparison, V-H films with no-interlayer have a 

two-phase field width of 0.40 H/V which is close to that of V-H films with a PC interlayer. This 

indicates that V films with no-interlayer Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass, have an effective stress 

relaxation mechanism.  

Both V-films, with PC interlayer and with no-interlayer, are deposited either on an amorphous 

polymer over the glass or directly on the amorphous glass. Therefore, they may possess a similar 

microstructure, even though the mechanical stiffness of the PC layer or the glass substrate differs. 

Pd interlayers provide a crystalline basis for the V-film growth. Here, the lattice mismatch and a 

lattice relation can lead to intrinsic stress. That may explain the higher EMF of the V-film deposited 

on the Pd interlayer compared to the other (no-) interlayers. 

STM measurements were performed on V-films with no-interlayer. The capping Pd layer, required 

for dissociative chemisorption of hydrogen gas molecules and oxidation protection, was tried to be 

kept as small as possible to allow for observations of changes in the V-film. It was observed that 

the V-film surface oxidizes with time and a Pd layer ranging from 0.16 nm to 8 nm was required, 

depending on how long the measurement needed to be run. STM images of the intrinsic surface of 

the nanocrystalline V-films show ripple-like morphologies, having lengths of 25 nm - 35 nm, 

widths of about 6 nm - 10 nm, and heights less than 2 nm. The 0.16 nm Pd required to perform 

these measurements forms Pd islands of 13 to 150 nm in width and 2 nm in height. Also, for a 

thicker Pd coverage of 1 nm surface ripples with the typical length, width, and height are visible. 

The hydrogen gas pressure needed for hydride formation for bulk at room temperature was 

expected to be above 10-5 mbar or slightly higher. Hence, different pressure regimes with different 

loading durations were checked. Hydrogen exposure in the STM was experimentally challenging, 

as the gas discharge region of the STM is in this range (10-3 mbar-10 mbar). Thus, gas mixtures 

were used, and post-loading studies were performed. 

Hydrogen gas exposure at pH = 8.3 × 10-4 mbar for 30 min, results in ripple morphology changes 

in height from 2 nm to 3.5 nm - 4 nm, and width and the separate Pd islands disappear. New surface 

morphologies appear with elevated regions bordered by valleys with average topography humps of 

200 (20) nm in length, 130 ( 10) nm in width, and 3.4 (0.3) nm in height. Longer exposure 

durations do not change the new topography. Lower pressure exposure (pH = 1.4 × 10-4 mbar, 12 

h) does not show the new surface morphology. Thus, pH = 8.3 × 10-4 mbar or pressure  higher than 

this can be used to see surface morphology changes.  

Hydrogen gas exposure at pH = 6.7×10-2 mbar allows for faster sample loading. Here, an 8 nm Pd 

cover was used, but the initial grain boundaries and the surface ripple topography of the underlying 

V-film were still detectable by the surface. After hydrogen loading, a completely new surface 
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topography was detected. Elevated areas with heights of about 7 nm and low valley-like areas 

having valley-to-island height changes in the range of 15 nm were measured. This is an unexpected 

high topography modulation with respect to the initial V-film thickness of 30 nm. It is suggested 

that hydrides form at this pressure leading to high mechanical stress. 

A maximum height increase of 4 nm by pure lattice expansion is calculated by using linear elastic 

theory on a 30 nm V-film and hydrogen uptake of cH = 1 H/V. Also, surface changes due to 

dislocation are not expected to this extent. It is suggested that this effect is related to the 

nanocrystalline nature of the samples leading to grain boundary sliding under high stress upon 

hydrogen uptake.  

The stress development in continuous and step-wise loading, as well as the effect of the current 

density on the stress development and its reversibility, was measured for this kind of sample. The 

stress development in V-films upon the different process of hydrogen uptakes (continuous and 

step-wise loading) gives similar behavior for lower concentrations, maximum stress, and final 

stress state resulting in values close enough to each other. But the initial stress increase is slightly 

steeper for continuous loading. This curve bends suggesting plastic processes and even turns 

backward with a positive slope. This effect is not present in step-wise loading. This is interpreted 

with the time-dependency, due to enough time available for hydrogen to redistribute itself and, 

also, for stress-driven diffusion of lattice atoms.  

Different current densities during continuous hydrogen loading of the same kind of film result in 

different stress developments. According to the stress developments, two different regimes were 

found and attributed to two different release mechanisms acting with different velocities: 

dislocation formation and grain sliding. Dislocation formation was attributed to the well-known 

behavior of reduced stress increase with a negative slope, and grain sliding accounted for stress 

release with an even positive slope. Interestingly, the sample loaded with medium current density 

j= 0.2 A/m2 shows the strongest stress release with strong positive slope curve parts and the lowest 

final stress value.  

Cyclic loading and unloading of a V-film with no-interlayer (j= 0.2 A/m2) show a wide hysteresis. 

With increasing cycle number, the hysteresis area decreases. Hydrogen loading results in 

compressive stress, and hydrogen unloading results in tensile stress in the film. During loading, a 

maximum change occurs in the compressive stress curve, after which the curve bends upwards 

producing a dip in the curve. These dips and the upward bending are again attributed to grain sliding 

processes, Further loading cycles result in a reduced compressive stress development and a smaller 

dip and, thus, a smaller hysteresis area. This means that both stress release processes get less active 

with larger cycle numbers. The strong tensile stress state detected after unloading, supports the 

massive material transport towards the film surface which was found in the STM measurements. 

Optical reflection measurements showed that V-films with no-interlayer stayed adhered to the 

substrate, while films on Pd or PC interlayers buckled. For PC interlayers the film was buckled 

right after deposition. For Pd interlayers, film buckling occurs at high hydrogen concentrations. 

This was attributed to the larger adhesion between Pd and V when compared to PC and V. While 
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this V-film on PC is in a very low-stress state, the V-film on the Pd interlayers is exposed to 

increasing compressive stress upon hydrogen uptake. This can explain the buckling of the V film 

with the Pd interlayer at high hydrogen concentrations. A slight thickness dependency is also found, 

the 7 nm Pd interlayer V-film gets fully buckled while the 5 nm Pd interlayer V-film does not.  

The information from stress, STM, EMF, and optical measurements on thin films allowed us to 

interpret the unexpected results of mixed interlayer samples, especially the optical darkening of the 

hydrogen-loaded V-film in the no-interlayer regions with respect to the brighter V-film in the dots 

regions. For many films, the optical change was attributed via Lambert-Beer’s law solely to the 

hydrogen content. This can be interpreted in a lower H-content in the buckled region, which is 

opposite to the expectations. 

Mixed adhesion samples were prepared by using 5 nm thin and about 1 mm wide PC or Pd dots 

(see chapter 4 section 4.1.5, 4.1.6 and Figures 4.1.5.1, 4.1.6.1), having combinations of regions 

with V-film with no-interlayer and regions with PC or Pd interlayers. EMF measurements resemble 

those of V-films with no-interlayer and are not strongly affected by the Pd or PC pattern. This was 

supported by the thermodynamical DOS model (see chapter 4 section 4.4) that could be fitted to 

the available EMF and stress measurement data, in collaboration with Dr. Stefan Wagner. 

When the V-film with mixed adhesion Pd dots 5 nm pattern is compared with V-film with Pd 

interlayer 5 nm, the buckling starts at the very low concentration of cH = 0.125 H/V. For the V-film 

on the Pd dot pattern, buckle formation is completed in the Pd dot pattern area at cH = 0.7 H/V. 

Buckle formation is not completed for the V-film on the 5 nm Pd interlayer, till cH = 1 H/V. This 

suggests a patterning effect on the sample buckling, possibly because of V-film bending at the 

edges of the 5 nm thick dots.  

The V-film with mixed adhesion 5 nm PC pattern and the V-film with 20 nm PC interlayer buckle 

in an as-deposited state, at the locations of the PC interlayer. The PC mixed adhesion pattern 

samples have two different regions: the buckled PC dot region and the adhered region that acts like 

the film with no-interlayer. With hydrogen loading, the buckle regions of both samples get darker, 

and bigger buckle folds are found. The rest of the V film has no PC interlayer and, thus, stays 

adhered to the substrate from cH = 0 H/V to cH = 1 H/V. This part appears lighter when compared 

to the buckled region in reflection mode. This region resembles the V film with no-interlayer. 

For the V-film with no-interlayer (Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass), the optical transmission goes darker 

with the increasing hydrogen content from cH = 0 H/V to cH = 1 H/V, presented in transmission 

images and transmission spectra (Figures 4.1.2.1 and 4.1.2.2). This sample stays adhered at all 

concentrations and the stress measurement for such a sample shows maximum compressive stress 

of -0.8 GPa (loading). STM measurements show massive material transport and morphology 

changes in the range of 15 nm, after hydrogen loading.  

The V-film on the PC dots resembles the V-film on the PC interlayer. Transmission spectra of this 

sample do not interfere with buckle formation much. Because of the slight attachment to the 

substrate, this type of sample is not expected to develop large compressive stress. Thus, no massive 
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material transport upon grain sliding is expected for this sample. The film thickness should remain 

the same. 

For the mixed adhesion Pd dot samples, the dot region resembles the V-film on Pd interlayers. 

EMF measurements on the V-films and applying Wagner et al. [121] model to them, show higher 

compressive stress when compared to the V-film with no interlayer. Transmission pixel intensity 

diagrams show a shift towards lower intensity for the 5 nm Pd interlayer and constant intensity for 

the 7 nm Pd interlayer, respectively. As these V-films buckle above cH = 0.6 H/V, they develop 

strong compressive stress upon hydrogen uptake, resulting in stress release and massive material 

transport. Thus, the transmission signal gets affected and shifts toward lower intensity, due to 

thickness change in addition to hydrogen concentration change. 

Transmission images for both types of mixed adhesion samples show similar appearance and 

constant brightness in the initial state. The dot regions (even when buckled) are (mainly) not visible 

in transmission. The transmission pixel intensity of the region outside the dot resembles that of the 

V-film with no-interlayer and gets darker upon hydrogen loading.  

Selected transmission spectra analysis for the buckled and adhered area of the mixed adhesion 

samples showed similar behavior as the related thin films. The V-film on the adhered part of the 

PC dots sample shows no-interlayer-like characteristics while the buckled part shows only a small 

shift in the peak position towards lower intensity. For both mixed adhesion samples (Pd and PC), 

the maximum relative change of transmission intensity in the no-interlayer part gives a change of 

14.5% and 13.4%, by plotting the peak intensity with respect to the concentration at cH = 0.8 H/V 

with respect to cH = 0 H/V. In the dot part, the maximum relative change of transmission intensity 

is 6.7% and 6.3% for cH = 0.5 H/V and cH = 0.7 H/V, respectively. Certainly, the dot part behavior 

of the sample contains contributions of the interlayer (Pd or PC), thereby affecting the transparency 

difference with hydrogen loading and buckle formation. All these effects result in different 

behavior of the buckle part.  

Thus, the lighter appearance of the V-film on the buckled dot parts compared to the adhered parts 

can be attributed to thickness changes related to the massive material transport via grain sliding in 

the nanocrystalline V-films. As massive material transport only happens in the adhered parts, this 

affects the optical transmission on top of the hydrogen content. Lambert-Beer’s law contains 

contributions of both thickness and hydrogen content. Thus, the surrounding adhered regions get 

much darker, mimicking a higher hydrogen content, if the thickness change by massive material 

transport is overlooked. Simple transmission signal changes upon hydrogen concentration were 

observed for epitaxial Nb, Pd, and other metal films [44]. Massive thickness changes were not 

reported for these films, just glide steps resulting from dislocations appearing at the film surface. 

But nanocrystalline vanadium films show massive material transport upon hydrogen loading, 

which originates from grain sliding. The transmission signal contains information on hydrogen 

uptake as well as thickness changes. This effect has to be considered when interpreting light-

intensity data, especially on nanocrystalline thin films, using the Lambert-Beer law for hydrogen 

concentration determination.  
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List and details of Appendices 

A1. Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass detailed concentration range 

Figure A.1 presents the transmission pixel intensity diagrams of Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass (no-

interlayer). As mentioned in section 4.1.2, Figure A.1 shows the whole concentration range from 

cH = 0 H/V to cH = 1 H/V. The right-hand side of the graph represents the concentration scale of 

the electrochemical loading with the step size of 0.01 between cH = 0 H/V to cH = 0.3 H/V, 0.02 

between cH = 0.3 H/V to cH = 0.5 H/V and 0.05 between cH = 0.5 H/V to cH = 1 H/V, as shown by 

Figure A.1. In section 4.1.2, the curve at the concentration step cH = 0.55 H/V is replacing cH = 0.6 

H/V. As mentioned, this shifting effect does not originate from the optical change in the sample 

itself, but from some disturbance during the measurement 

 
Figure A.1: Transmission pixel intensity diagrams of the Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass with 

complete concentration range.  

 

A2. EMF of first and second loading of Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/Pd(7nm) layer //glass 

Difference of -0.03 V in the EMF signal between the first and second loading arise due to different 

initial stresses in the sample before the first and the second loading cycle. Before the first loading, 

the sample has an intrinsic compressive stress state, due to deposition conditions. During the first 

loading, the sample gets more in-plane compressive stress, as shown by the stress measurement. It 

also releases these stresses through stress-relaxation processes. Unloading of the sample shows 

tensile stress development. All this results in different stress conditions. Thus, result in a lowering 

of the plateau pressure and are observed by the measurement shown in Figure A.2. 
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Figure A.2: First and second loading curve of Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/Pd(7nm) layer //glass, 

measured during electrochemical hydrogen loading. 

 

A.3. Adhere and buckle transmission of mixed adhesion samples with Pd dots 

Mixed adhesion sample Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)/Pd(5nm) dots//glass dots develop buckles above cH = 

0.125 H/V, as can be seen from in reflection mode images.  As discussed in chapter 4, buckles do 

not (strongly) affect the transmission signal, Figure A.3 presents pixel intensity diagrams focus on 

three concentrations (0.095, 0.1, and 0.125 H/V), that are shifted to the right by no known physical 

phenomenon. Therefore, these pixel intensity diagrams are shifted back to the left with a constant 

value.  

(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 

Figure A.3: Transmission pixel intensity diagrams of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/Pd(5nm) 

dots//glass film. (a) The adhered part of the sample. (b) The buckle part of the sample. 

The coloured area of the pixel intensity diagrams of the adhered and the buckled part show this 

change. Figure 4.1.5.3 (b) shows the corrected version of adhered part of Figure A.3 
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A.4. Mixed adhesion samples with PC dots 

The sudden shift at 0.1 H/V and 0.2 H/V (see Figure A.4) is judged to be an artificial intensity 

jump and does not originate from a change in the sample itself but from some random 

disturbance.  Thus, to present the physical effects of hydrogen absorption, the neighbouring 

diagrams are plotted (for example cH = 0.09 H/V (replacing those at 0.1 H/V) and cH = 0.19 H/V 

(replacing those at 0.2 H/V), as presented in Figure A.4. 

(a)  Adhered part 

 

(b) Buckle part 

 
Figure A.4: Transmission pixel intensity diagrams of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 nm)/PC (5nm) 

dots//glass film presenting all concentration steps taken during the measurement, for the (a) 

adhered part and the (b) buckled part. 

 

A.5. First and second loading and unloading cycle of Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample 

Given below are the six hysteresis cycles of hydrogen loading and unloading of the 

Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass sample. Figure A.5 included the starting 1st (loading and unloading 

indicated with black color) and 2nd (loading and unloading indicated with red color) cycle. First 

loading and unloading show an open hysteresis. During unloading, high tensile stress develops in 

the sample resulting in the opening. This effect decreases with continuous loading and unloading 

cycles. The second cycle shows a distorted hysteresis because the first unloading results in larger 

tensile stress than the second unloading. 
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Figure A.5:  1st, 2nd, and higher loading and unloading cycles resulting in stress hysteresis, as 

observed on Pd(15nm)/V(30nm)//glass. 

A.6 Pressure-composition isotherm of V-H system 

 

Figure A.6:  Pressure-composition-

isotherms of V-H plotted for different 

temperatures (K). Reprinted from 

[13]. copyright 2005 Springer Nature. 
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A.7 Phase diagram of the Pd-V system 

 

 
Figure A.7: Presents the 

phase diagram of the Pd-V 

system. Reprinted from 

[124]. copyright 1992 

Springer Nature. 

  

 

A.8 Transmission pixel intensity diagrams of the mixed adhesion Pd dots sample buckle 

region 

 
Figure A.8: Transmission pixel intensity diagrams of buckle part of the Pd(15nm)/V(30 

nm)/Pd(5nm) dots//glass film . 
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A.9. Transmission pixel intensity diagrams of thicker V-films 

Figure A.9. presents the transmission intensity diagram of 50 nm and 70 nm film, as with the new 

light microscope [described in chapter 2] it was possible to probe thicker films as well. With the 

new microscope, transmission images look more smoother, and 50 nm V-film behaves similarly to 

as seen for 30 nm V-film. On the other hand, the hydrogen loading effect on 70 nm film show 

changes at high concentrations in the transmission intensity diagram 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Figure A.9: The transmission intensity diagrams of (a) a 70 nm and (b) a 50 nm film. With the 

Leica 1750 light microscope (described in chapter 2), it was possible to probe thicker films, as 

well. With the Leica 1750 microscope, transmission images look smoother. The 50 nm V-film 

behave similar to 30 nm V-film while 70 nm V-film show till 1 H/V intensity shifting toward 

low intensity.  
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